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Abstract
The aim in this thesis has been to investigate translation spreads and ovoids in the

split Cayley hexagon H(q), extending on the initial investigations carried out in the
paper: [BTVM98]. After introducing the necessary background material, using the coor-

dinatization of 11(q) as described in [DeSVM93] and [VM98], tools are developed that
subsequently find use here and

it

is believed will continue to be beneficial. Thence the

investigation begins in earnest.
Drawing on the analogy between H(q) and the generalized quadrangles W(q) and its

dual Q(4, q), results and characterizations are found that are comparable to those given

in [BTVM98] for the case of translation spreads and ovoids of the generalized quadrangles.
In particular, these spreads and ovoids are shown to be precisely those whose stabilizers

in a certain automorphism group of H(q) have order q3, and consequently, the functions
appearing in their coordinate representations are linear operators over the prime field.

This thesis also contains classifications of translation spreads and ovoids of H(q)
subject to various additional constlaints. In particular,

it

classifies all ovoids translation

with respect to a point, spreads translation with respect to a line that have kernel equal

to all of GF(q), and spreads that are translation with respect to two disjoint flags. In
addition, the nonexistence when q

+

3h of ovoids translation

with respect to a flag is

proved.
Escaping the above-rnentioned analogy, and instead making a direct connection with

the generalized quadrangles, the "projection along reguli" approach of [BTVM98] for
obtaining ovoids of Q@,q) from locally hermitian spreads of H(q) is generalized t'o
point locally hermitian spreads, and therefore spreads translation with respect to a flag
when q

+ 3t'. Finally, the geometrical notion

of semiclassical for a spread of H(q)

shown to be equivalent to the algebraic one of having all of GF(q) as kernel.

is

Preface
The geometries known as generalized polygons v¡ere introduced in the celebrated work

of Tits [Tit59]. From there cornes the focus of this thesis-the classical generalized
hexagon H(q), known as the split Cayiey hexagon, which is taken here to be defined over

a finite field.
Spreads and ovoids of H @) are sets of lines and points, respectively, with certain prop-

erties that essentially amount to saying that the elements of the set are, in some sellse,
scattered eveniy over the entire geometry and yet are still quite well spaced out. Analogous objects in projective spaces and polar spaces) inciuding generalized quadr-angles,
have long attracted interest and study, as they

still

do.

When attempting a study of structures of some type, like spreads and ovoids, one
reasonably natural way to cotrtmence is to initially restrict one's attention to those that
are reasonably symmetric-that is, ones with a iot of automorphisms-and so Bloemen,

Thas and Van Maldeghem IBTVM9S] introduced the notion of translation spreads and
ovoids. These are the objects investigated in this thesis.

In Chapter 1, the

concepts and results

that are necessary for the rest of the work

are provided. After an overview of some background rnaterial concerning finite fields and
geometries, structures called rn-systems are discussed and a characterization of 1-systems

of the parabolic quadric Pa lhat lie in a hyperplane of PG(6,q) is given. Next, the
largest part of the chapter introduces the split Cayley hexagon H(q) itself, its geometry,

its coordinatization and its morphisms.
Chapter

turns to

2

introduces spreads and ovoids of generalized2m-gons and then the attention

H(q).

Spreads and ovoids of

H(q) are given coordinate representations and

then known ones are described. In particular, ali the known spreads and ovoids with
the property of being locally hermitian appear-a property that turns out to be closely
reiated to being translation ([BTVM98]).

The rnain results and investigations of this thesis appear in Chapter 3, where trans-

Iation spreads and ovoids of H@) are defined. Almost immediately, translation ovoids
vll
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are shown to exist only when f1(q) is self-dual, so spreads become the prirnary concern.

In the paper [BTVM98],

some general properties of translation spreads of

fl(q)

were

proved, and this chaptcr cxtcnds on thcm, motivated by their analogy (dual in natule)

with translation ovoids of Q(4,q). In particular, spreads translation with respect to

a line

are shown to be characterized by the existence of an appropriate automorphism group

that fixes one line and acts regularly on the rest, and as a consequencel the functions
in the coordinate representation of such a spread are given by linearized polynomials.
Then translation spreads with respect to a line are considered further, leading to their
classification for q

:

3h, as

well as the classification of those, for odd q, that have all

the underlying field GF(q) as their kernel. The final section of this chapter classifies the
spreads or H@)

that are translation with respect to two disjoint

flags.

Finally, Chapter 4 aims to tnake connections with the generalized quadrangle W (q)

its fual Q@,q). The construction of W(q) is described in a manrÌer parallel to
that of Ë1(q) in order to hightight the anaiogy that exists between them, as well as
to hopefully make the generalized hexagon É1(q) a little easier to imagine. As some
and

of the work in the previous chapters has its motivation in this analogy, this is made
explicit here with comparable results concerning translation ovoids of Q(4,q) being quoted

from IBTVM9S]. Finally, ovoids of Q(4,q) obtained from spreads of H(q) are considered,
and the semiclassical spreads of [BTVM98] arise as translation spreads with the entire

underlying freId GF(q) as kernel.
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Introduction
In this chapter we give definitions, introduce notations and overview some results fundamental to the rest of the work. The reader is assumed to be familiar with finite fields

and with projective spaces defined over them. Thorough references for these are the
books [LN97] and [Hir98], respectively.

1.1 Finite fields
While a general familiarity with finite fields is assumed, here we will overview some of
the more significant definitions and results that will be needed later.
The finite field, or Galois field, with

q:

ph elements, p a prime, is denoted GF(q).

The subfield GF(p) of GF@) is the prime field and GF(q) can be considered as an h
dimensional vector space over

it.

TY(r)

For an element a e GF(q), the trace of ¿ is given by

:

a

I

on

¡

q'P2

l "' + avn-'

This is a linear functional from GF(q) onto its prime field.

At times, we will be concerned with when some quadratic polynornial
over GF(q) is irreducible. This is covered by the following theorem. Notice

defined

that

we

shall be using the symbol É to represent an arbitrary nonsquare element in a field.

Theorem 1.1 (see [Hir98, Section 1.4])
Let f (r) : at2 -fbr -l c, a + 0, be a quadratic polynomial
1

defr.ned over

GF(q). If q is

CHAPTER

odd then
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if and only if the discrirninant L is a nonsquare; that

is ineducible

L,:
If q is even
that

then

f

is irreducible

b2

ís,

- 4ac: ú

if and only if b + 0 and the S-invariant has trace

L;

is,

Tr

ac
ut

-1
tr

A

consequence of

this theorem is the following.

Corollary 1.2
The quadratic polynomial 12

Proof
-3

q: 2 (mod 3).

For odd q, lry the previous theorem the given quadratic is irreducible

only if the discriminant

and

r]_7 in GF(q) is irreducible if and only if

-

if

and

A : -3 is a nonsquare. This occurs precisely when h is odd

is a nonsquare in the prime field GF(p) (see, for example, the discussion at

the beginning of [IR90, Section 11.3]). Now from the quadratic reciprocity theorem
this is equivalent tothe condition that h is odd and

(see [IR90, Theorem 1, Section S.2]),

p=2

q=2

(mod 3), or simply, that

(rnod 3).

For even q, the given quadratic is irreducible precisely when Tr(1)

: 1. This corre-

sponds to the exponent h being odd (see [Rorn95, Theorem 7.1.3]), and this in turn is
equivalent to

q:2

(rnod

3).

!

The following lemma proves to be useful from time to time.

Lemma 1.3 (see [BTVM98, Lemma 29])
Let f (X) be a degree 4 polynomial over GF(q), with q odd,
for all

r e GF(q). Then f 6) :

such

that f (r) is a nonsquare

1g(X)2 for some nonsquare 1 e GF(q) and some monic

irreducible quadratic g(X).

Proof

Since

/(r)

takes only nonsquare values, in particular

it

is never zero, so f

6)

GF(q). Thus /(X) has either two or four distinct roots in its
splitting field. In the latter case, the curve A2: f @) is an elliptic curve (by [NZM91,

has no linear factor over

Section 5.9], the genus is f(a

-

I) 12)

:

1) with no solutions in GF (q). By the Hasse-\Ã/eil

2
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Theorem (see [HT91, Corollary 2.27D, we then have q + 1

Thus

/(X)

has two distinct roots

nonzero 1 e GF(q) and some monic

< 2r/4,

which is impossible.

in the splitting field so Í(X) : 'yg(X)' for some
irreducible quadratic g(X).Finally, since /(ø) takes

!

only nonsquare values, it follows that 7 is a nonsquare.

A linearized polynomial over GF(q) is a polynomial /(r) defined over GF(q) that
rn (see [LN97, Chapter 3, Section 4]). Since for each
polynornial over GF(q) there is a unique polynomial of degree less than q to which it
has the form

f[o

o4trp', for some

is equivalent as a function, and here we have

x)Pn*n

:

rpo, eaclt linearized polynomial is

equivalent to a unique linearized polynomial in standard form, which is given by
h-1.

f

@):D*0""'
i:o

where the coefficients a¿ are in

GF(q)

nation of the field automorphisms fr

r--s

Since a linearized polynomial is a linear combiaPx and

the prime field is fixed by each of these,

such a polynomiai induces a linear transformation of GF(q) considered as a vector space
over

GF(p);that is, a linear operator onGF(q) over GF(p). The converse also hoÌds,

so

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.4 (see [Rom95, Theorems 9.4.1 and 9.a.4])
Let f (r) be a linearized polynomial over GF(q). Then the function induced by f @)
is a linear operator on GF(q) over GF(p). Conversely, every linear operator on GF(q)
over GF(p) can be represented by a unique hnearized polynomial in standard

form. tr

While having a linearized polynomial means that we have a significant restriction on
the exponents that occur in the terms of the polynomial, there is another result that we

will want to use that will enable us to restrict rratters considerably further. This result
originates

in a paper of Carlitz ([Car60]) but generalizations and related results

soon

followed (see for instance [Car62], [McC63], [Gru81] and [Len90]). The form of the result
stated here is essentially that of [Car62].

Theorem 1.5 (Carlitz [Car62])
Let y be the multiplicative character of order two on GF(q), where
oddprime.

soy(r):l if r

is asquare andy(r)

,

J

q:

ph with p

- -1 if n isanonsquare.

Let

f

an

be a

CHAPTER
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e:

L7,

ex(r

- a)

function in GF(q) such that, for a frxed choice of

x(f
whenever

r * y.

Then f @)

a,b e GF(q) with y(a)

L.2

:

@)

anp'

-

f @)

+ b for

:

some

t in

the range 0

< ¿ < h.

and where

: e.

!

Geometry

In this section we define what we shall mean by geometries and some of the various maps
that can exist on and between them. Then some of the more specific types of geornetries
that

we

will encounter are overviewed and related terminology is introduced. Familiarity

with the theory of projective spaces is assumed; necessary information concerning these
can be found

in [Hir98].

L.2.L Geometries and their

maps

A geometry G is a set, whose elements are the elements of the geometry, together with

I on G, called the incidence relation, and
an ordered partition G: Gr lJGzU..'UG, of G into nonempty type sets. Elements
an antireflexive symmetric binary relation

are said to be of the same

incidence relation

I

type

precisely when they belong to the same type set. The

satisfies the property

that no two elements of the same type

are

if r,g € G¿ then r/ y (hence the antireflexivity). We will sometimes
write G : (Gt,...,Gr,I), or just G : (Gt,...,G,) when the incidence relation is clear.
The number r of different types of elements is called the rank of the geometry. Also, the
incident; that is,

geometry is said to be

finite if the set G is finite.

Incidence between elements is expressed
"passes

with a variety of phrases such as "is

on",

through", "is contained in", and so on. The context will keep matters clear so no

r and g of G of the same type that are incident with
a common element z are said to be coincident with z. If r and A are of a type called
confusion shall arise. Two elements

"points" and z is of a type cailed "lines" then the nomenciature is often emphasized by
4
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saying that
and y are

z

and g are

collinear. Similarly, if

concurrent. Finally, when r and

r

and gr are lines and z is a point then ø

E are two elements of

G for which there is

a unique eiement of a specified type that is incident with both of them, we refer to this
element as the element

Let G

rg of that type.

: (Gt,...,Gr,I)

and

S: (,9t,...,Sr,I')

be two geometries.

A map, or a

: G -+ S that preserves incidence and maps
elements of the same type to elements of the same type; that is, I Q C I/ and for each '1,

morphism, between them is a function

G¿Q

c,9¡ for

some

(Þ

j.

G and S have the same rank r. An isomorphism between them is
a bijective morphism O : G --+ S that preserves the order of the type sets, so G¿(Þ :
Now suppose

S¿.

When an isomorphism exists, we say that the geometries ale isomorphic and

write G

we

= S. When G has a type called "lines" that is mapped to a type in S also

called "lines", an isomorphism is also called a collineation to emphasize the fact that
the property of collinearity is preserved. When G

:

S, an isomorphism is also called an

automorphism. Under composition, the set of all automorphisrns of a geometry G forms
a group, Aut(G), called the

full automorphism group of G. A subgroup of the full

automorphism group is then just termed an automorphism group. An automorphism
of order two is an involution.

An anti-isomorphism is a bijective morphism Õ
serve the order of the type sets, so G¿Q

the set {1,...
a

,r}.If

:

S¿o

: G --

S that does not pre-

for some nontrivial permutation o of

the permutation ø has order two then Õ is called a correlation, or

duality. When a correlation

exists, we say that the geometries are

dual. When G :

S,

an anti-isomorphism Õ is also called an anti-automorphism. In this instance, an ab-

solute element is an element
Lhal

r

of G that is incident with its image under Õ; that is, such

r I rQ. If there is a correlation from G to itself then we say that G is self-dual.

A correlation from G to itself that has order two is called a polarity, and when such a
map exists, the geometry G is said to be self-polar.

An incidence structure is a rank 2 geometry S : (P,4,I). The choice of letters for
the sets here reflects the fact that the two types are usually called "points" and "lines",
as r'¡/e shall do unless otherwise

explicitly stated. Also, a line in
5

,C

is often identified with
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tire set of points in P that are incident with

it. With

given by inclusion. A flag is a pair of elements

this identification, incidence is then

{r,a} in S with r I y. If there is a pair

of íntegers (s, ú) such that cach linc ø C .C is incident with exactly s * 1 points and each

pointA€Pisincidentwithexactlyúfllines,thentheincidencestructureSissaidto
have

order (s,ú). If

s:

ú

then we just say that S has order

For any given incidence structure S : (Z

s.

l,I),

there is a unique incidence structure

up to isomorphism that is dual to S, namely SD

: (L,Z,I), so the points of one are

the lines of the other, and vice versa. This incidence structure SD is called the dual
of S. Any statemeut that pertains to S has an equivalent form relating to SD obtained
by swapping references to points and lines. This new statement is called the dual of the

original. When S is self-dual, so S è1 S", the dual of any statement about S is another
statement that also pertains to S. This is the principle of duality.

L.2.2

Graphs

A graph G is an incidence structure (V, E) in which every elerrent e € E is incident
with exactly two elementsl 'u,,u e V, so we can consider ,Ð as being a set of unordered
pairs from

l/.

The elements of

V are called vertices and the elements of E are called

edges. Two vertices, u and u, that, are coincident with a common edge are said to
adjacent and we write

'¿.1

be

N'u.

Graphs are intimately connected with antireflexive syrnmetric binary relations. Indeed, the adjacency relation

"-"

is such a relation on V and conversely, given an an-

tireflexive symmetric binary relation p o\ a set

to be the set of unordered pairs

{t,y}

wiLh

I/

we obtain a graph (V,

E) by taking E

rpg.In palticular', if G is a geornetry then

its incidence relation gives lise to a graph G with G

as vertex

set. This graph is called

the incidence graph of G. Due to the close relationship between an incidence graph G
and its corresponding geometry G, we often identify the two structures and so, where no
confusion shall arise, we use the following terminology and notation as freely within the

context of geornetries as within that of graphs where they are explicitly defined.
lNotice that our graphs consequently never contain loops.

6
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In a graph, a walk is a sequence't:)s,'utt. . . jun of vertices in which the vertices of each
successive pair,

u¿,

u¿¡t,,O

< i, < n) are adjacent. Since this walk starts at the vertex

us

and ends aI un) we call tiris a u¡-rrn walk and we say that the length of the walk is n
as

it

has passed along

n edges. A path is a walk in which no vertex is repeated and

cycle is a walk of length at ieast 3 in which

Do

:

'un

a

but no other repetition of vertices

occurs. A graph G is said to be connected if there exists a u-u walk for every pair of
vertices u,u in

G. In the following

sections

it will always

be assumed that our graphs,

and so our geometries, are connected.

For a pair of vertices u,u in a graph G, the distance d(u,u) between thern is the
length of the shortest u-u path. Notice that

if 1i) -

1.i,

then

ld(Tr, u)

-

d(u,?r)l

< 1. In

addition, if G is the incidence graph of an incidence structure then d(u,u) is even ol odd
according to whether

z and 'u are of the

same type or not.2 The

is the greatest distance between two of its vertices. The
shortest cycle in G.

Il

diameter of a graph G

girth of G is the length of the

no cycles exist then the girth is cousidered to be infinite.

If there is a u-u path of length d then certainly d(u,u) < d.

However, when d is

sufficiently small we can be sure of equality here. This is something that we will

use

implicitlv quite frequently so we state it here precisely in the form of a lemma.
Lemma 1.6
Let G be a graph with girth g and let u and u be two vertices of G for which there is

u u path1 of lengthd< gl2. Thend(u,u): d. Furthermore, if d < gl2 then1is
unique minimum length

Proof

Suppose d

a

the

u u path.

< gl2

and let ô be another u-u path, this one with length e

Together with all or part of 7, this gives a cycle no longer than d I e

thelengthof theminimurncycleinGitfollowsthat

< d.

12d < g. Since g is

d,:e:g12. Noticethatif a<gl2

then this is a contradiction, so the path 1 is unique. Either way, we see that there are
no

u

u paths ð shorter than 7 so d(u,u)

Let u be a vertex of the graph G
2The graph G is a

bipartite

:

: d.

!

(V,E). For an integer e, the sphere with centre u

graph

7
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is the set

Gn("): {u € Vld(u,u):i,}
of vertices of G that are at distance 'i ftom
geometry G, we also write G¡'(u)

u.

When G is the incidence graph of

a

fol the set G¿(z). Notice that if G is an incidence

:sf 1orúf lforeachz €Lor flrespectively.
For two vertices u and u of G, with d(u, u) : d, and an integer 0 < i ( d, the

structurewithorder(",ú),thenlG1(")l
distance-i, trace of

'u

onto z is the set

u"l,l: G¡(") a Ga-¿(u)
of vertices w of G at distance z from z such that 'u is on some minimum length u-u path.

The elements of the set uft, arc called distance-z projections of u onto
is a unique minimum length u-o path, say u

:'t-10,¡'t-t1-t. .

.,'trd:

z. When

there

u, the set zio, consists of

only the single eletnent u¿, ãr7d we denote this unique distance-i projection of u onto u
by u >¿ 1.1, : 'u,i. When 'i : 7, we just call the element u1 the projection of u onto z and
we write

u>u.

L.2.3 Generalized polygons
Let

f : (P,f ,I) be an incidence structure. A cycle of length 2k in f

(ordinary) k-gon

as

it

is called an

is a cycle with k points and k lines. The geometry

f

is then a

generalized n-gon, or generalized polygon, if the following axioms are satisfied:

(i) f

contains no ordinary k-gon for 2

(ii)

Given any two elements

(iii)

There is an ordinary (n

'1t",'u

*

€

f,

{

there is an ordinary n-gon E containing them

1)-gon in

Equivalently, the incidence graph of

f

k < n.

f

is a connected grapir that has diameter n and

girlh 2n and is such that each vertex is on at least three edges [VM98, Lemma 1.3.6].
If we exclude the axiom (iii), or equivalently, allow that vertices in the incidence graph
may be on only two edges, then any resulting incidence structure is a weak generalized

polygon. An ordinary n-gon in a (weak) generalized n-gon is called an apartment. We
8
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will say that an apartment is ordered if there is a specific order placed on its elements.
Generalized polygons are a generalization of projective planes which are ger.eralized triangles and they were introduced

in [Tit59, $11]. For a thorough introduction to generalized

polygons, see [VM98, Chapter 1].

Let
then n

f

be a finite generalized r¿-gon.

:3,4,6

It is a theorem of Feit and Higman

f

or 8. Also, by [VM98, Corollary 1.5.3],

has anorder (s,ú) with

will be primarily concerned with generalized hexagons, aud occasionally

We

quadrangles, for which

s

lFH64] that

s,t22.

generalized

: t, so for the sake of brevity we will specialize statements

and results about generalized polygons to these instances. For rnore general information
concerning generalized polygons, consult the reference [VM98].

In view of previous remarks, it is assumed for the rest of this sectiou that
generalized r¿-gon of order s, where

Let u,?, €

f

n:

4 or

u-u path and so, for

each

is a finite

6.

be two distinct elements and let

of the incidence graph. When d

f

d:

d(u,u). Then

d1n,

the diarneter

1 n, by Lemma 1.6 there is a unique minimum length

i : 0,...,d,

the distance-z projection u Þ¿ u is defined. In

particular', there is the projection u > u which is the unique element incident with u at
distance

d-7

from u; for eachof the other elements

wIu

wehave

d(w,u)--d+1.

If on the other hand d(2, u):n, then the elements z and u are said to be opposite
and, since n is even, the elements z and u are either both points or both lines. In
either case, for each element '¿¡ I u we have d(w,u)

: n - I.

Furthermore, through

each of these elements w I u there is exactly one minimum length u-'u path, hence there

are precisely s

*

1 minimum length u-T.r paths in all and the distance-¿ traces

u1'01,

witli

i < n, aII have size l""Ull: s -l 1.

0<

Let 1be a lengthn- 2 path LL¡t...tun-2. A collineation g of f that fixes each of
the elements of 7 elementwise-that is, the lines are fixed pointwise and the points are
fixed linewise-is called an elation corresponding to the path ?) or a 7-elation. If the

initial and final elements, u6 and un-2, of the path ? are points then we may also say
tlrat g is a point elation. Similarly, if us and un-2 ã,tE lines then g is a line elation.

u f u1 be an element incident with ue and let S : {u I ulu I uo) be the set of
elements incident with z but distinct frorr 26. Then by [VM98, Proposition 4.4.3], the
LeT,

9
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set E(7) of 7-eiations is a group, called a

root group, which acts semiregularly

set S (this actually follows from the forthcoming Lemma 1.7).

on the

If in addition the root

group E(7) acts transitivcly, and thcrcforc rcgularly, on ,9 thcn the path 7 is called a

Moufang path. If every path of length n - 2 is a Moufang path then the generalized
polygon

f

is called a Moufang polygon.

The generalized polygon

f

is a Tits polygon if

it has an autorrorphisrn

group that

acts transitivelyon oldered apartments. By [VM98, 5.2.9] and [BVM94], the finite generalized polygon

f

is a Tits polygon if and only if

it is a Moufang polygon.

Now let u and ø be two opposite elements of

f. A collineation g that fixes both

of these elements elementwise, or equivalently, fixes all apartments containing these two
elernents, is called a

homology for the elements u and

a.

Finally, for future reference we state the following result concerning collineations of a
generalized r¿-gon.

Lemma 1.7 ([VM98, Theorern 4.4.2(v)-(vi)])
Let Ð an apartment in a generalízed n-gon I and let u and u be two elements of E
with d(u,u) coprime to
elements

n.

Let g be a collineation of

u and u elementwise then g is the identity.

I

(See

frxing

Ð. If g

also frxes the

Figure 7.7 for an illustration.)

tr

n:6

n:4
OR

Figr-rre 1.1:

1.2.4

OR

A collineation fixing

oR.

so much must be the

1

g:\

identity (Lemma

1.7)

Quadrics

This section reviews some of the essentials concerning quadrics in a projective
space PG(n,q). For comprehensive details, see the references [Hir9S] and [HT91]. In
the following, the notation fI¿ always replesents an zl-dimensional subspace of PG(n,q).
10
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,: (ro,...,rn) that satisfy f @):0,
where / is a quadratic form f @) : Do.o,¡.na¿¡nar¡. If / is not projectively equivalent
to (that is, cannot be changed by a linear transformation into) a form in fewer than n f 1
variables, then the form / and the quadric Qn are said to be nondegenerate. Otherwise,
A quadric Qnof PG(n,q) is the set of points

tlrey are degenerate and Qn is a cone TIn-k-tQ¡r, for some k < n, which is comprised
of the following: the points of the subspace nn_'k_t, called the vertex; the points of Q¡,,
which is a nondegenerate quadric in some

II¡ disjoint

from ln_.k-t; and all the points on

lines that join points of lI,,-¿-1 to points of Qn.
When n is even, all nondegenerate quadrics Qn are projectively equivalent and they

are called parabolic quadrics, which we denote by
parabolic quadric 22 is also called a conic. When

zz

P". In the case that n :

2,

a

is odd, there are exactly two ciasses

of projectively equivalent nondegenerate quadrics, those that we call hyperbolic quadrics
and denote by Jln, and those that we call

forms fol

/

elliptic quadrics and denote by t".

that give representatives for each of these classes
+

rrrr+'''

Pn

r'o

JL,

ro:rt I

c

On

|L2:xs

Canonical

are:

+ rn-7rt-r¡

I .. . I

:Ln-1:Ln,

g(ro,rt) I r2rs +...+

Ín-rrtzt

where g is an irreducible quadratic forrn (cf. Theorem 1.1).
Let, Qn be a nondegenerate qr-radric with corresponding form

associated

with

Qn (o,

/)

is given by b(r,a)

/.

The bilinear form

b

:

f @ + a) - l@) - /(E). Two points ø
0 are said to be conjugate with respect to Qn.

y of PG(n,q) such that b(r, A) :
If ø is such that b(r, r) : 0 then ø is self-conjugate. In particular, the points of Qn arc
and

all self-conjugate. A totally isotropic space is a subspace fI¿ wholly contained in the
quadric, so

/(r) :

0 and

b(*,A): 0 for alI n,g € II¡.

The bilinear form b describes the

geometry of the quadric because two points on Qn are colline ar

in Qn if and oniy if they

are conjugate (see [HT91, Lemma 22.3.1]).

For a point

r of PG(n,q),

lhe perp of z with respect t'o Qn is the set

{alb(r,E) : 0} of points that are conjugate lo r. When, and only when, n
11
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are both even, there is a unique point
space

PG(n,q)

l/,

called the nucleus, such that

(see [HT91, Section 22.3, Corollary

l/r

is the entire

2]). For any other point r, its perp

zr

r e Qn this hyperplane is the tangent prime to Qn at n.
For a subspace X : fIn, its perp is the intersection XL : Àrex rr of the perps of

is a hypcrplanc, and whcn

the points in
perp

X.

So long as

X

does not contain the nucleus (when a nucleus exists), the

Xr is a subspace fI,,-¿-1 of dimension n - k - l. If X is totally isotropic, then Xr

is tlre tangent space

to

Qn at

X

and XL a Qn is a cone X Qr-zn-y where Qn-zp-z is

the same type (parabolic, elliptic or þperbolic) as Q,, (see [HT91, Lemma 22.4.5]).
Wlren

n and q arc not both even, the map X ,- XL is a polarity of PG(n,q)

(see [HT91, Theorem 22.3.3]).

The geometry of totally isotropic spaces on a nondegenerate quadric Q," has rank

r

wlren Q,, is P2r, t2p¡7 or 'llzr-t, so in these instances the largest totally isotropic spaces
are subspaces

fI,-1 of dimension r

and the geometry is a

-

1. These subspaces fI¡-1 âre the generators of Q,

polar space.3

Consider a nondegenerate hyperbolic quadric

Jlzr-t. It

has already been noted that

there are exactly two generators on any given ilr_2, but further, the full set of generators

llf_, are
k of their intersection ["-r n tri_, : IIi, has

divides into exactly two equivalence classes, where two generators fI"-1 and
considered to be equivalent if the dimension

the same parity as their own dimeusion
when

r:

r-

1 (see [HT91, Theorern 22.4.12]).In the case

2, each equivalence class of lines on 113 is called a regulus and each is the

opposite regulus of the other (see [Hir85, Section 15.1]).
The nurnbers of points and generators on a nondegenerate quadlic are given by [HT91,
TÌreorems 22.4.6 and 22.5.71. Specifically, the numbers of points on the nondegenerate
quadrics are

lPrrl:

:
Itz"+tl :

111r,+rl

r2s-t

*

r2s-2

¡...*

q

*

1,

q" + ... + q"+1 + 2q" + q"-1 +...

r qI

q'" + ... + q"+t

L,

+ q'-t + ...

3The classical reference for polar spaces is
[BS7 ]

t2

I qI

I,

1.3. rI-SYSTEMS

and the nurnber of generators

on Pz,

is (q + l)(q' +

on Jlz"+t is 2(q + I)(q"

on tz"+t

ir (q'+

Finally, the number of points on a cone

1.3

1)(qt

1) . . . (q"

+

+

1) . . . (ø"

1),

+ t¡,

+ 1)...(ø"+t + t¡.

rQ* with a point r

as vertex is qlQl.1

+

1

rr¿-systems

Here we introduce m-systems on quadrics with particular emphasis on those

in

the

quadric Pø as this is where, as we shall see, the generalized hexagon Ë1(q) Iives. The
basic idea behind m-systems is to have a set of m-dimensional spaces that are, in a sense,
spread out apart from each other and all over the quadric. For more details on m-systems,
see

the paper lST94].

Let Q be a nonsingular quadric of rank

r ) 2. In fact, while it will suffice here to

suppose that Q is a nonsingular quadric, rn-systems actually belong in the more general

context of polar spaces (see the footnote on page 12).

A partial rn-system M of Q, with 0 { m ( r, is a set {21, 1t2¡...,r¡r} of totally
isotropic spaces of dimensionrn such that no generator containing one meets any other.
That is, if 7 is agenerator of Q suchthat r¿C l for someelement 7T¿of M,lhenllr¡:fi
for all j + x This is the "spread out" part of the earlier description of where we are
headed.

Upper bounds on the sizes of partial rn-systems are found in [ST9a], and interestingly,

they are dependent only on the choice of polar space) not on m. An m-system M is then
defined to be a partial rn-system that attains the appropriate upper bound. This ensures

that the elements of M are sufficiently "all over", as suggested earlier. Thus when Q
is Pzn,'Jlzn+r or t2n-1, an m-system of Q contains lMl

:

q" +

I

elements.

M : l)*.to r be the set of points that are incident with
of M. Then a generator 1 of Q ¡hat contains an element r of M meets M in

For a given rn-system M ,Iet
elements

exactly the (q-+1

-

generator 7 meets

t) l@

Ø i.

-

1) points of z-. In general, the number of points in which any

ind"pendent of the choice of 7.
13
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Theorem 1.8 (Shult and Thas, [ST94])

M

Let

be an m-system of the nondegenerate quadric Q and let

Then l1

.Ml :

(q-+'

- t) I @ - t).

Notice that a O-system is a set
exactÌy one point of
set of points of

1 be any generator of Q.

n

M of points such that every generator of Q contains

M, and an (r -

1)-system is a set of generators that partitions the

Q. A O-systern is also called an ovoid of 2

also called a spread of

and an (r

-

l)-system is

Q. The concept of m-system is actually a generalization of these

spreads and ovoids.

We will be most interested in the quadric 26, which has rank 3. In addition to ovoids
and spr:eads, or O-systerns and 2-systems, there are 1-systems, which are sets of lines onP6.

fI be a hyperplane in PG(6,q) that meets Pe in a nonsingular elliptic

Let

quadric t5.

By [ST94, Theorem 9], any spread of this t5 is also a 1-system of the Po. In this way,
see that 26 always has 1-systerns as the quadric t5 always has spreads [Tha83].

M

we

ts and so is contained
in a hyperplane fI. Then every generator 1 of P6 meets fI, and therefore M, in a set
Let

of

q

*

be such a l-systern of Pa that is also a spread of an

1 collinear

points. This property characterizes l-systems of P6 arising this way, as

we demonstrate in our following theorem.

Theorem 1.9

Let M be a l-system of Pa with the property that for every generator 1 of P6, the
intersection 1añ is a line of the quadric. Then I\[ is contained in a hyperplane and so
is a spread of an t5.

Proof Let L be a line on the quadric Pa and let 7 be any generator containing L.
Let K:7 4 M ft" the set of points in which 7 meets the lines of the l-system M. By
the given property of M, the set K is a line so L and K are two lines in a common
plane 7. Hence either L : K, in which case we have ,L C M, or l,L n ñ¡ : lL n l<1: 1.
Thus the set M satisfies the conditions of the theorem of [Pen92] which then asserts that

M:tI.lP6lor

lI. Now the result follows from the fact that the only
hyperplane section of Ps with lifZl : (q+ I)(q'+ 1) points is an elliptic quadric. tr
some hyperplane

t4
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This characterizes 1-systems of 2o that are spreads of an ts as those that meet every
generator

in q * 1 collinear points.

However, we actually only need

M to have this

property in relation to a much smaller collection of generators for us to be able to reach

this same conclusion. Before giving this refinement of the previous theorem, we prove
our following lemma.

Lemma 1.10
Let A be a set of points inPq and let
quadüc. Suppose that for eachpoint
concurrent with
or

A:

K

r

K,L C A

be two nonintersecting lines on the

r and
within A. Then either A:'Jlz

e A. the lines K>r and L>r of Pathrough

and L, respectively, are also contained

P¿.

Proof Since K,,L C A arc nonintersecting lines, they generate a 3-dimensional
space lI that meets theP¿ in a nondegenerate hyperbolic quadric 113 (use lHT91, Theorern 22.8.3]). By the given property, all the lines of lls Lhat meet both K and L are
A

contained within

as well, so the whole of Jls is contained

A:

of A outside of II then
Suppose now

in A. If there is no point

Hz.

that there is a point w € A that is not contained in 'Jlz. Let r be any

other point of Psnot in'113. We will show that

r

is in,4 as well.

't1)

II/
tu>K

Kt

tu>K

I
I

I

L

I
I

a

I
I

n>K

lL

I

L

T{

a

11>K

I
I

K

I
¡

(a) Case !x>

K +w> K

(b) Case n>

K:w> K

Figure 1.2: Diagrams for proof of Lemma

1.10.

There are two cases to consider; see Figure I.2 for diagrams. First suppose the points

r> K and a;> K
line

K.

are

distinct. Lel K1

: K>w be the unique line in P+ on

Then by the given property, we have
15
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II' + I that meets J>a in a
quadric'111. Since Kt C A and L c A, as with ')13, lhe whole

are skew so they also generate a 3-dimensional space

nondegenerate hyperbolic

r meets the hyperplane II/ in a point y, which
is then an element of H| and therefore of A. Since r lies on the line K > lx - K> y, it
of 11! is contained in ,4. Now the line 1l

>

followsT,hatrí-A.
Now suppose ,t>

w>

K.

* r

This is illustrated in Figure 1.2(b). Let y be a point on

K lw> K, sinceotherwise we
have a triangle on the points r, g and y > K : 1i) > K : r> If in the generalized

the line
would

L>r

K:

suchthat

A

andy

lr>.L.

Then y>

quadrangle P+. So g is a point of the type that we have already considered, and as such,
we have A € A.Since

r is on the line L> r:

LÞA, it now follows That r e A.

tr

We are now prepared to prove our promised lefinernent of Theorem 1.9.

Theorem 1.11
Let M be a 7-system of P6. Suppose there are two lines K and L of M such that for
every generator 1 of P6 meeting

the quadric. Then

Proof

Let

r

at least one of them. the intersection

M is contained in

1

¡M

¡s

a line of

a hyperplane and so is a spread of an t5.

be the 3-dimensional space generated by

K

and

tr. Then rlPa in a non-

in [HTg1, Section 22.8]).
By the given property of NI, all the points of this tl3 belong øñ. In additionlo K
degenerate hyperbolic quadric 713 (consider-the table of sections

M but only (ø+ t¡(q - t) more points in ?13, so
there is a line N e M that does not meet r. Lel II be the 5-dimensional space generated
and -L, there are q3 -l

by

l/

and

¡.

more lines in

Suppose there is a generator 7 of 26 containing ,A/ and contained within fI.

Then 7 meets r in a point, which we have already seen belon gs to
generator on one element of

there are no generators

of.

M

Pa on

rneeting another, contrary to

N

contained within

II

M

Ñ.

Thus

being a l-system. So

and we deduce that

lI

in an elliptic quadric t5 (again, see the table in [HT91, Section 22.8]).
Let n be a point on N and let n.¡ be the 4-dirnensional space generated lry
Since

rslts

contains the skew lines

K

and

L, it follows that

z.o

7 is a

meets

meets 26

r

and n.

ts, and therefore

26,

A:M [ìzrs be the set of points of P+that are on lines
of M. Then K,LcAandn€A,soAl1l3. Considerapoint r€Aandlet Lt:L>r
in a parabolic quadricPq. Let

16
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be the line in 2a through
Since

7 meets

which 7 meets

-L,

r

and intersectin g

L. Let 7 be a generator

its intersection with lZ is a line. The point

M is the line

-L1. Hence

Lt c A.

r

of P6 on the line

is in

,L1.

M

the line in
"o
Similarly, the line K > r is contained

in A. Thus the set A satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.10 so A, and therefore M u"
well, contains all the points of P4

Letting n range over all the points of l/ shows that all the points of t5
Finally, since lMl
and

it

:

is a spread of

ltsl it now follows that M

&.

beÌon g

to ñ.

: t¡ so M is contained in the hyperplane fI
!

L.4 The generalized hexagon H(q)
In this section, the generalized hexagon H(q) is described-its construction, some of its
geornetric properties and its automorphisms. For the most part, the following and further

details can be found in the book [VM98].

L.4.L Construction
Here we

will describe in

reasonable detail the construction due

generalized hexagon H(q) from a
eralized quadrangles may find

to Tits [Tit59] of the

triality. The reader who is already familiar with

gen-

it helpful to compare the construction in this section with

the parallel construction of the symplectic quadrangle W(q) described in Section 4.1.
To begin, Iet

llz

be the nondegenerate hyperbolic quadric in PG(7,q) given bya

XoX+

I X1X5l

We start by defining a rank 4 geometry

X2X6

G:

-

XyXT

:

g

(P(o),pG),pQ),

(1. 1)

L,I)

embedded

quadric.s Let L be the set of lines on Jlz and let 2(0) be the set of points on

in this

it. By [HT91,

Theorem 22.4.121, the generators of Î17, which are 3-dimensional projective subspaces, fall

into two equivalence classes, where two generators

r

and

y are considered to be equivalent

aThe choice of a minus sign before the last terrn is made in order to go directly to the desired
representation of ff(q), unlike the standard references where a reflection is performed in the final step.
sThis witl actually be an instance of an oriflamme geometry (see
lAsc86, Chapter 7]).
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if their intersection r

ly

is ernpty, a line, or the whole subspace tr

:

A. LeL

PQ and PQ)

be these equivalence ciasses. In this geornetly G, the elernents of the sets 2(i) are called

L

"i-poiltts", or just "points", aud those of

are "lines". Incidence between elements of

different types is given by inclusion except between elements of PQ) und PQ), where a
1-point

r and a 2-point E are incident if, as projective subspaces, their intersectionrly

is a plane.

The nurnber: of i-points is the same for each ,i

:

0,1,2, and since the O-points, as

points of PG(7,q), already have a natural labelling with homogeneous coordinates, we
can label the elements of 2(1) and PQ)

witli sirnilar coordinates. This is done in such a

way that incidence between points of different types is given by the trilinear form6

rg ï1

12

T(r,y,z): AohUz +
Zg 21

22

- rz(zoa+ I

!)J4

I5

iL6

A+

As

Aa

Z4

.5

Z6

* zzae) * r7(ysza r aús + a2z6)
- az(rsza I rtzs I 12z6) * g7(zsra I zps l z216)
- zs(Aors I Ufis + A216) * z7(rsya I rßs -l rzAa)
I r3yszs - :xz'Azzz.
In particular, the O-point ,:
incident in G

if

ztas

(ro,rtt...,r7)

and only rf T(n,A,z)

=

and the l-point

A:

(I.2)

(Ao,Ar,...,y7) are

0 as a function in the third pararneter

z;

and

similarly for other combinations of points of different types, where the first parameter

of the trilinear forrn corresponds to O-points, the second to 1-points and the third to
2-points. Notice that exactly which genelator of 7íz is the 1-point A : (Ao,Ut,...,Uz)
is leadily determined by putting this value of E into T(r,A,z) and then requiring that
all tlre coefficients of the

z¿

be zero, The resulting equations in the r¿ then determine

tlre corresponding generator. Fol a 2-point

, :

(zo,Z1-t...,27), the equations for the

corresponding genelator of 7{7 are found similarly.

Let 0 be the map that sends each point o1 pØ to the point of Pþ+t¡ (addition
rnodulo 3) that has the same coordinates (Figure 1.3). Since
6This appears

in

[Car38, p51]. Alternatively, see [Tit59,3.2]

18
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Ë1( q )

P@

,/

\

L
PG
-=t

03:I

0

Figure 1.3: The triality

0

by cyclic permutations of the three parameters, this map d preserves incidence between
different types of points. Now consider two 1-points E' and

gr'1 These are

collinear precisely

when, as plojective subspaces, they have at least one point in common; that is, when

there is an

r

such

that both 7(r, y',2) and T(*,?)",2)

are identically zero as functions

of z. But this is equivalent to there being an z such that both T(rJ',2,2) and T(y",z,r)
are identically zero, which corresponds to the two O-points with coordinates

y'

and y"

being coincident with a common 2-point. Since a 2-point is a generator of the quadric

?17,

this occurs precisely when these two O-points are collinear as points of the quadric and
therefore collinear as points of G as well. Reasoning similarly for collinear 2-points, we
see

that two points of G of the same type are collineal if and only if the O-points with

the same coordinates are collinear.

It

follows lhat 0 also preserves collinearity and

it

is

therefore an anti-automorphism of the geometry G.
Notice that under the action of this anti-automorphisrn 9, the line set

particular, if
@a)u

:

r

and A are two collinear O-points then the line

r0 lae, and this in turn is rnapped to the Ii:ne (rg)0'

:

.C

is fixed. In

rg is mapped to the line
r0" aau'.

An anti-automorphism of G with order 3 is called a trialityT and these were classified
by Tits in [Tit59]. In particuiar, the map á described above is a triality. Recall that an
absoiute element is one that is incident with its image, so here an absolute 0-point r is one

that lies in the 3-dimensional projective subspace that is the 1-point re, and the absolute
lines are those that are fixed by 0. By [Tit59, 4.3.L-2] (see [VM98, Theorem 2.4.8]), the
incidence structure obtained by taking these absolute 0-points and absolute lines of G
TSee

lCar38, p54] , where the principle of triality is introduced in anaÌogy with the principle of duality

as discussed

in

lCar25].
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with respect to 0 is a generalized hexagon of order q. This is what we define to be the split

Cayley hexagon U(q). As explained in [VM98,2.4.9], this name derives from an alternativc mcthod of construction using a split Caylcy algcbra (scc [Sch62a] and [Sch62b]).
To obtain the usual representation of fI(q) from here requires a Ìittle tedious work and
so

it

is generally not done. For this reason, an independent demonstration of the steps

involved is recorded here in detail.

In order to help keep things reasonably brief and to make use of the algebra of
vectors of a three dimensional space (see for instance [Chi78]), for an ordered 8-tuple
, : (*0, !LI, /2, IB, ï4, 15, /,6, f7), lel

Ì: (ro,rtrz), i:

(ra,r5,r6),

lxt

: tz and t" :

rT

Then the equation (1.1) of the quadric Ttz cal be rewritten

:t,.:x-rlLIil :t,
and two points

r

and

gr

(1.3)

on the quadric are coliinear if and only

r 'a + f .a - r'A" Also, the trilinear form (1.2) can

T(r,a, z) :z' (z t

norù/

tr"a'

if

:0.

(1.4)

be written as

- r'ú + ra") + z' (r x a + r"a - z'(Í-a - *'a') + z"(r.a - r"a").
a

ïa')
(1 5)

A 0-point z is a point of H@) if and only if it is absolute with respect to d; that is,

if and only if rIr0. Thus the points of H(q) are preciselythose points of Jlz for which

T(r,r,z):0

as a

function of z. From (1.3) and (1.5) we have

T(r,r,

z)

: (r' - r")(-2. "

and this is identically zero as a function of z

i:' :
sSee also

[Tit59,5.22]
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and only if8
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Notice that this equation determines a hyperplane of PG(7,q) that intersects 'Jlz in
nondegenerate parabolic quadric Po, so the points

a

of H(q) are exactly the points of

this 20.
Now we identify the lines of H@). To begin, notice that the points on an absolute
Iine !. are necessarily absolute themselves, for
subspaces,

r

€ l. C ro, so nI

r

(,, ot as projective

ro.

A aÍe absolute points such that r I Ae. Notice that
e r0 Àg0. Since also g Iy0,wehave ry C Ae, or equivalently rgIge. Then

Consider a line

then

if r I (. then r0 I l0 :

@ùt Ig0",

and.

ry

wherc

r

and.

since (rE)o is a line and A0' is a 3-dimensional projective subspace, we

I (rùu : x:0 lA0 > r. Hence y0' I r, from which we have a I re. Thus also
rA C r0 and it follows lhal ry : (rA)0, so the line ry is absolute. Conversely, if the
Iine rg is absolute lhen ry: (rA)e : r0 ly0, and in particulat, rIy0.
Hence the absolute lines are precisely th.ose lines rE where r and A are absolute
and r I ye. In other words, they are the lines ry wherc ø and A are in the hyperplane
given by (1.6) and T(r,A,z) = 0 as a function of z. For this latter condition to be
have ge'

satisfied, we see from (1.5) together with (1.6) that in particular we need
:x

x

A

-

r'!)

I Íyt :g

In fact, given a line rgr where z and

gr

to ensure that the line is absolute. To
coefficients, ft.U

- r'A' and t .ú -

and n x

A

+

:L'A

-

rA'

:

are absolute, the conditions

see

0

(1.7)

in (1.7) are sufficient

this, we need only show that the two remaining

r"A", in (1.5) vanish when these conditions are satisfied.

Even further, we need only show that the former of these vanishes as then the otirer
follows irnmediately from (1.4) and (1.6).n

r :0. Then from (1.3) and (1.6), we have trt : r" :
into (1.4) now gives r ' A :0, hence r 'A - ilA' :0 as required.
Now suppose that r + 0. To begin, notice that
Suppose

first that

(z .g

-

r'a')r

:

(:L

'ùr - ,''a - ,'(-r'a + ra).

0. Substitution

(1 s)

By (1.3) and (1.6), we have t'2 : ft.Ì, and from (1.7) we have -r'ylry' : Í xg.
Thus, withthe help of the identities¿ x (b x c) : (a'c)b-(a'b)c and ¿ xa:0, the
eThis is essentially the observation of Dickson
[Dic01]; see [Tit59, 8.1.4]
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equation (1.8) becomes
/4

W.A
-

-

I

lLA

l\-

/+

)I:

(u.A):L
-\-

/-

- \I

-\.!x)A

-

,/-

lx @

x

-\

A)

: ft x (¡, g) - *' (Í x a) + g,(r x r)
:rx\ïxa-x:'y+ra')
-;
-0,
where the final step has followed from (1.7). Since

r +0, it follows lhat ñ.A -

Hence the absolute lines are precisely those Iines

r'A'

:0.

ry of the quadric Pa lhat satisfy

the conditions in (1 7) Finally, we remove from these conditions the reference to the
points

r

and

gr

on the line by rewriting them in terms of the

line. In general, if

w: (.0,...,wn) and z:

Plücker coordinates of a

(2o,...,2n) are two points in a projective

space PG(n,q), the Plücker coordinates of the line wz are the

("j1)

values

pij

:

l-": Ti

I

These are a special case of Grassmann coordinates, which apply to subspaces in general.

Details concerning these can be found in [HT91, Section 24.7].

In tlre former of the two conditions in (I.7), we have r x A : (pn,pzo,pot) and
r'g - ñA' : (ptn,ptu,peo), and in the latter, -r x A : (puu,p¿a,psq) and r'y - rA' :
(pto ptr,psz). Also, substituting (1.6) irito (1.1) yields the equation of the quadricP6in
which

fl(q) is embedded.

Thus the points of the generalized hexagon H(q) are the points of the nondegenerate
parabolic quadric 26 given by

XoXa,l XlXs -l XzXa

- Xr'

(1 e)

and the lines are the lines on this quadric whose Pläcker coordinates satisfy

Ptz:

Pg4'

Pas: Pso,

Pzo

: Pss,

Pol,:

Pza'

Pgt,

Ps+:

Psz

P¿a:

(1.10)

L.4.2 Geometry
While we considered generalized polygons in Section L2.3, here we consider further this
particnlar generalized hexagon, H (q). Lemmas I.l2-1.18 are elementary results following
from the natural embedding of H(q) inPø and belonging mostly to folklore. Explicitly
22
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or irnplicitly, they can mostly be found in [Tit59, $4], IVM9S, Section 2.4] and [Ron80].
Throughout, we shall assume I : H(q) is given by the standard representation in the
quadric Pa as given at the end of the previous section. Thus points and lines of É1(q) will
be regarded equally freely as points and iines of Pe, although the context shall be made
clear when confusion seems a possibility. In particular, since not all lines

of.

Pe are lines

of H(q), the distinction will be made by referring to those that are as,EI(q)-lines.

r

y be two collinear points in Pø and let á be the tliality described in
Section 1.4.I. Recall from page 27 that the iine ry of P6 is an H(q)-line if and only
if y e re. Pltl tre, as a 3-space on?17,, meets P6it a plane n which is then a generator
of Po. So rE is an tf (q)-line if and only if y € n. We call this plane n. the .E[(q)-plane
Lel

of

z.

and

Since there are q 11 lines through

r

in r and all

q

*

1 points on each of these lines

are also points of H@), this demonstrates that H(q) does indeed have order

that the same plane
triangles on points

7r

q. Notice

cannot also be the H(q)-plane of y as then É1(q) would contain

r, y and z, where z is any point of ¡

not on the Iine

ry.

Thus the

points on an H(q)-line have distinct H(q)-planes. Since there are q l1 points on a line
and there are also q f 1 generators of P6 on a line, we have the following result.

Lemma 1.12
Let (. be an H(q)-line. Then the generators of Pa on (. are precisely the H(q)-planes of
the points on

(..

!

The foÌlowing frequently used theorem also appears in the proof of [Yan76, Theorem 1.1], where the author shows that his "hyperbolic" and "singular" lines correspond

to the lines of 2a.

Theorem 1.13
Two points of H(q) are opposite if and only if they are not collinear inthe quadricP6

Proof Let r arrd y be two points of H@). Then d(r,A) : 2, 4, or 6. Certainly, if
d(r,ù: 2 thenr and g are collinearin H(q) andtherefore also in26. Also, if.d(r,U):4,
then r and gr are both collinear in H(q) with the point z ::xÞ2!, so they are both in
the H(q)-plane of z and are therefore collinear in Ps.
23
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r

Now suppose that

and

g

àre collinear

in Pa. If the Iine ry is an H(q)-line then

: 2. Suppose then that rE is not an H(q)-tine, so then gr does not lie in the
H(q)-planc r, of r. Rccall from Section 1.2.4 that if u is a point of a nondegenerate
quadric Qn of rank r and fI is a generator not containing 'u.r, then there is a unique
d(r,E)

II' containing'u

generator

r

such that fI/ n

fI

has dimension

r - 2. Consequently, there

is

r I n, is a line l. Since r and y
are collinear inP6, we have x) € 7T, so / is a line in r, through z. It follows that / is
an H(q)-line so, by Lemma 1.12, the plane r is the H(q)-plane of some point z e (..
a unique generator

of Pø containing

Hence yz is also an H(q)-line as
therefore

d(r,g)

it

y

and such

that

is a line through z contained in its H(q)-plane, and

: 4.

n

Corollary 1.14
Let (, be a line of Pø that is not an H(q)-line. Then there is a unique H(q)-plane
containing

(..

:
the point z: r>zE is the unique point whose H(q)-plane contains both r and g.
Proof

Lel r,A €

|

be two points. By the previous theorern, we have d(r,A)

l{ext is a theorem regarding lines that is cornparable to Theorem

4

so

tr

1.13.

Theorem 1.15
Two lines of H (q) are opposite

if

and only

if

every generator of Pa containing one is

disjoint from the other.

Proof

Let (. atd m be two H(q)-lines. Notice that the union of the generators of Pa

containing

/ is simply

tlre points on (., so

LL

lL am is the set of points a orr rn with

Hence tlre points of LL

generator on

/

I

d(g,

rn aÍe precisely those points on m with,

is disjoint from m if and only if d(a,

the lines (. and rn are

r

aPe. By Lernma 1.12, these generators are the /1(g)-planes of

opposite.

[) :

r) < 2 for some rI1..
d,(g,

5 for every A

[) < 3. Thus

every

I rn, or equivalently,

!

y be opposite points in H(q). Then the distance-1 trace rfr, is the
sphere fr(r), and we have already seen the structure of this inP6-it is a pencil of lines
LeL

and

24
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in a generator, the ÉI(q)-plane. Now we consider the structures in Pa of the distance-2
and distance-3 traces.

Lemma 1.16
Let

r

be a point of

points E opposite

Proof

H(q)

tr 1 are

and let

be its H(q)-plane. Then the distance-2 traces rþ, for

r.

precisely the lines of n not containing

d(z,r):2 for each z e (.. Let z-'be
of 26 throtghl. and consider apoint A €r' \1. BV Corollary 1.14, the

Let L be a line of

another generator

r

¡

not containing

r,

so

generator zr' is not an Ë/(q)-plane so, by Lemma 1.12, there are no ÉI(q)-lines in z-'.

It

: 4 for each z € l. Thus | : *lrf
Suppose now that E is a point opposite r. Then certainly gt is not in zr so there is a
unique generator zr'containing g such that r/ll¡ is a line t. By Theorem 1.13, the line (.
!
does not contain z so from the previous paragraph we have rþr: l.
now follows from Theorem 1.13 that d(r,A)

Lemma 1.17
Let

r

and

y

be opposite points

in H(q). Then the distance-3 trace rþ, is a regulus

on

the quadric P6.

Proof

By Lemma 1.16, the distance-2 traces

l:

,'frl and m

since they have no point in common, they generate a 3-space

is collinear with some point, natnely

U Þz

:

Airl are iines of 26 and,

fI3. AIso, each point z e (.

z, in m. Thus the intersection fI3 lì Pe is

a

nondegenerate hyperbolic quadric 11s. Finally, the lines of the distance-3 trace zþ, are

the lines of Pe, and hence of 11s, that intersecl L and m, and so are the lines of a regulus.

n
Lemma 1.18
Let (. and m be opposite lines in H(q). Then the distance-3 trace lP, is a conic on the
quadric P6.

Proof

Let fI3 be the 3-space generated by the lines

/

and

m.

Then

IIf

is a plane

disjoint from fI3 that meets 26 in a conic C. From Theorem 1.13, the points of C arc

at distance at most 4 from the points of L and m,) so we conclude that they are all at
distance 3 frorn each of these

lines.

n
25
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From Lemma 1.17, the distance-3 trace øþ, for two opposite points
regulus on Pa and we distinguish

it

r

and g is a

it

from others by calling this a line regulus, since

is comprised of lines of the hexagon. A.lso, a rcgulus is uniqucly dctcrrnincd by two of

its lines, and we denote the unique line regulus containing the opposite lines / and m
by R([.,m).
Similarly, a distance-3 trace lfr, for two opposite ]ines L and m is uniquely determined
by two of its points, say

r

and y , for, by the proof of Lemma 1.18,

it

is the conic contained

in the plane IIj-, where fI3 is the 3-space containing the line regulus rs,,. Because of the
dual relationship with line leguli, we call this a point regulus and we denote the unique

plane fI2 and line regulus in a 3-space

r

R(r, E). AIso, a point regulus in a
lI3 such that IIz - n+ are called complementary.

point regulus containing two opposite points

and E by

Notice that there is a unique regulus on Pa containing two given opposite lines
and

m of

/

H (q) so thele can never be any uncertainty about which regulus is the line

regulus R((.,m). However, given two opposite points ø and y of H@), there are numerous

conics onPa that contain

r

and g, while only one of them is the point regulus R(r,A).

It is with this in rnind that we provide our following geometric description of precisely
whicir conic is the appropriate one.

Lemma 1.19

r

Let

and E be two opposite points of H(q) and let

fi An[

and ro be their H(rl-planes. Then

is a point P of PG(6,q) not on Pa and the point regulus

r.

the plane determined by the three points

Proof

r,

Since

r

the points n,

y

and

P

zrra

meet in a point

is contained in

g and P.

and E àre opposite, the Ë/(q)-planes z-" and

tangent spaces zr"r and

R(r,ù

r,

are disjoint, so their

P of PG(6, q) that is not on Pa. In addition,

are not collinear since the line

rP

is tangent to

Pe

.

Let II3

be

then IIf is the plane
"olrl,so
have only to show that P e nf .

the 3-space that contains the complementary line regulu"
containing the point regulus

R(r,a).We

r and E onto each
other. By Lemma 1.16, these ale lines of Pa in the planes r, and ro. Furthermore, /
Let l. and rn be the distance-2 traces nþ,and

and

gþ1r respectively,

from

m are lines of the regulus opposite to the line regulus in fI3 so they generate this

subspace. Thus,

II* :

LL amL

)

T* a

"[

: {P}.
26
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q

By [VM9S, Lemma 1.5.4], the numbers of points and lines in H(q) are

lpl

:

lLl

:

q5

+

q4

+ qt +

q2

+ q+ r,

(1. 1 1)

which is indeed seen to be equal to the number of points on the quadric 26, and the

r is

number of elements opposite a given element

lf6(r)l
In view of Theorem 1.13, it is quite
point

r,

the intersection

easy

:

to

(r.t2)

q5.

see

the truth of (1.12) for points. For

rL aPø of the tangent prime at r with

Pa is a quadric cone rP4,

the points of which, by the theorem, are precisely the points g with d(r,y)
quadric cone has

q4

+

q3

+ q' +

q

*

1

a

< 4.

The

points and this, together with (1.11), readily gives

the result.
Finally, we shall see that the case e: 3h plays a special role when dealing with H(q).
The reason for this lies essentially in the following very important theorem.

Theorem 1.20 (see [VM98, Corollary 3.6.7 and Theorem 7.3.4])
The generalizedhexagon H(q) is self-dual if and only if q:3h and it is self-polar if and
only if

q:32"+7.

!

Although we do not prove Theorem 1.20 here, a demonstration of the truth of the

"if" parts cornm.ences on page 38 in Section L4.4 after coordinatization

and morphisms

of H @) have been discussed.

L.4.3

Coordinates

Coordinatization of generalized polygons is doue in a manner that generalizes the usual
way in which projective planes are coordinatized [Hal 3]. The general theory is discussed

in [VM98, Chapter 3], and for generalized

hexagons

in particular,

see also [DeSVM93].

Here we will only describe the essential points needed for us to be able to work with the
coordinates.

To begin, let X be an apartment in the split Cayley hexagon

I : H(q). In order

to distinguish between coordinates for points and coordinates for lines, we use parenthe27
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(0,0,0)
[0 0]

[o,o,o,o]
(o,o,o,o,o)

(0)

[-j

[o,o,o,o,o]

(-)

(o,o,o,o)
Io,o,o]

[0]

(0,0)

Figure 1.4: Labelling the hat-rack

ses

"0"

for points and brackets

"[]" for lines. With this in mind, label the elements

of X as in Figure 1.4. This, now ordered, apartment X is called the hat-rack of the
coordinatization. By [Tit73] (see also [VM98, Theorem 4.5.6]), the split Cayleyhexagon
is a Moufang hexagon. Hence it is also a Tits hexagon and the group of automorphisms
oT

H(q) acts transitively on ordered apartments. In particular, this meaus that the final

coordinatization is dependent neither upon the choice of X nor on precisely where we

start the labelling of the elements of X according to Figure 1.4. This will be a very convenient fact, analogous to being able to freely choose an origin and a pair of axes when
working in the Euclidean plane.

Next, the points other than (oo) and (0) that are incident with the line [oo] are
labelled (a), whele o, ranges over the nonzero elements of GF(q). Likewise, the remaining lines incident with (oo) are labelled [k], where k ranges over the nonzero elements
of GF@). Now following the coordinatization process described in [VM98, Section 3.2],
tlre coordinates of all the remaining elements of H(q) are determined. The resulting coordinatization places the points, as well as the lines, in one-to-one correspondence with the
set of all i-tuples of elements from GF(rÐ, where 0

< ? < 5 and we consider a O-tuple to

sirnply be one consisting of the single special symbol oo. Notice that there are

qx z-tupÌes

foreachi,soinall,for0<i<Sthereareqs+q4+.-'-lq*12-tuples,whichisindeed
equal to the number of points and the number of lines in H(q) as seen

in

(1.11).

Following [VM98, Section 3.2], the coordinates of an element are assigned in such a
manner so as to essentially describe a path to

28

it from the flag {(-), [-]].

To be precise,
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there is the path
U{, b,

lr', b',

k"l r (k, b, k', b' ) r lk, b,, k'l r (k,,ó) I [k] I (oo) I

[oo] I (ø) I

for any choice of a,l,

a' , L' , a"

(.]

la,
,,

(1.13)

I (a, (., a') I [a, (., a' ,l') I (a, (., a' ,l' , a")

k,b, k' ,b' , k"

Gf @). Thus incidence

€.

between a point and

a line when one has fewer than five coordinates is easily recognized; for example, the
lines incident with the point (a,(.,a') are precisely the lines [4, l.,a',1'f, where

/'

ranges

[ø,i]. AIl that remains is to be able to identify

over all of GF@), together with the line

when a point and a line are incident when they each have five coordinates. This depends

upon exactly how the points incident with [oo] receive their coordinates (a) and how the
tines [k] are labelled, too. For the assignment of these coordinates that we choose to use,

the resulting coordinatization is such that a point (ct,,l,a',1',a") and a line [k, b,k',b',k"1
are incident

if and only if

b:-ak+att,
k'

:

a3k2

+ l' - lk -

3ct2a"k

-

3a'a" :-3aa"2,

(1.laa)

b':a2k¡a'-2aa",
k,,

:

a3k

+ !. -

3a,, a2

I

3aat;

or equivalently, they are incident if and only if
l.

: -ask + k" -

Ba2b

-

3ab',

0"':a2klb'+2ab,

l' :
a" :

a3k2

(1.14b)

+ k' + kk" +3a2kb+3bb' l3ab2,

ak +b.

These relations can be found

in [VM98, 3.5.1].

The relations in (1.14a) and (1.14b) contain many terms with the coefficient 3, mean-

ing that they become considerably more simple when the underlying field has character-

istic 3, reflecting the special rôle played by these fields as indicated by Theorem
Explicitly stated, we have that when q :

3h, a

29

point (a,l,

a'

,l' , o") and a line

[k,

b,,

1.20.

k' ,b' ,,k")
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POINTS
Coordinates in I{(q)

(-)
(o)

(k,b)
(a, !', a')

Coordinates in PG(6, q)

(1,0,0,0,0,0,0)
(ø,0,0,0,0,0, 1)
(-1. - at)' ,7,,0, -û,0, a2, -a')
(k' + bb', k,, 7, b,o,,b', b2 - kb')

(k,b,k"b')
(-ol' +
a' ,l' a")

(a, (,

,,

L, l.

LINES
Coordinates in H(q)
[oo]

lkl
lo,

t]

[k,b, k']
fa, L, a'

-k)

(b, o, o, o, o, 1,

a'2

+

(.a"

+

0,0,'c;" ,

+ 2aat - û2a",

-a" , -a, -a' + e0| ,

-l' I

a'

a")

Coordinates in PG(6, q)
((1, o, o,0,0,0,0), (0, o,0,0,0, o, 1))
((1,0,0,0,0, o, o), (0, o,0,0,0, 1, -k))
((o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,I), (-(.,1, 0, -o, 0, ø2, 0))
((b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, -lt), (k' ,k,1, b, 0, 0,b"))

,l'l ((-l -

aa'

,I,0, -a,0,

-a'),
o'' ,0, -a, -e' ,,1, (. + 2aa' , -())
((k' + bb' , k,r,b,o,b' ,b2 - kb'),
(b'' + bk" , -b,0, -b' ,I, k" , -kk" - k' a2,,

(-ot' *

lld,b,k',b',k"l

2bb'))

Table 1.5: Coordinatization of H(q)
are incident

if and only if

b: -ük + att,
l<':a3lc2+l'-(.k,
(1.15a)

b':a2k+a'+aa",

k":a3k+l;
or equivalently, they are incident if and only

if

(.:-ask+k",

a':a2klb'-ab,
(1.15b)

l,:a7k2+lc,+kk,,,
a"

: akIb.

Considel the standard representation of H @) in the quadric Pa as derived

tion 1.4.1. For a particular choice of hat-rack (without
30
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loss of generality) and a subsequent
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choice for the points (a) and tines [k] that leads to the relations

11(q)

of (1.14a) and (1.14b)

fol determining incidence, the resulting correspondence between coordinates in 11(q) and
coordinates in PG(6,q) is given in Table 1.5. This table is quoted from [VM98, 3.5.1].
Notice that the line determined by points

Ity

(t,g).

r

and E

in PG(6, q) is indicated in the table

Also, no confusion can arise between coordinates for points in H(q) and coordi-

nates in PG(6, q) as in the coordinatization

of.

H(q), a point has at most five coordinates,

while in PG(6, q), coordinates are always seven in number.
From [VM98, 3.2.4], the relations in (1.14a) and (1.14b) for incidence determine the
generalized hexagon H(q) in a unique way. Consequently, since we will always be using
a coordinatization for which these are the appropriate relations, we can, and will, always
assume

that the correspondence between coordinates in H(q) and coordinates in PG(6,

q)

is actually the one given in Table 1.5.
Now let us consider the problem of identifying when two elements are opposite. The

points opposite (oo), and simiiarly the lines opposite [oo], are exactly those with five
coordinates. Since we will be concerned plimarily with sets of mutually opposite elements
and we can always choose our hat-rack in such a manner that one of these elements is
the one labelled with oo,

it will

suffice for us to consider only the problern of identifying

when two elements, each with five coordinates, are opposite.

Lemma 1.21

Thetwopoints(a,l,a',[',a") and(A,L,A',L',A") of H(q) areoppositeif andonlyif

(a"L,a*Aø')(A"La*Aø')

-

LaL,l'+ L,a"L,[.-3\,a(a'A"

-

a"A')

f

0,

whereL,r:r-X
Proof

We use coordinates in PG(6, q) as given by Table 1.5. Then the corresponding

coordinates for the points (a,,l,a',1',ú") and

(-4.,

(-ol'+ a'2 + |a" + aa'a",-ú",-a,-a'+

L,A',L',A")

aa",7,[.+2aa'

are

- o'rr",-l'+

a'a")

and

(- AL' + A'2 + LA" + AA' A", - A", - A, - A' + AA", l, L + 2AA'
31

-

A', A",

- L' + A' A"),
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respectively. From the equation for 26 given in (1.9), its associated bilinear form is

b(*,E): roasl r+gol rfls* rsatl

i

rzye

roaz

-2rsaz.

(1.16)

By Theorem 1.13, points are opposite in H(q) if and only if they are not collinear in 26 and

tlris, in turn, corresponds to the bilinear form b not being equal to zero. So substituting
their coordinates into b, the given points are opposite if and only

-

a[' +

a'2

+ la"

I

aa'a"

- a,,L -

if

AL' + A'2 + LA" + AA'A"

-

2a,,AA,

I

+

a,, A2

A,,

_ lA,' _

aA' A" + l' A

2o,at

A' + a2a" A"

- AA") + 0
is the inequality in the statement of the lemma.
n

which, after rearrangement,

aLt

-

-

A

a'a"

2(o'

-

aa")(A'

-

Lernrna L.22

Thetwolines[k,b,k',b',k"]andlK,B,K',8',Kt'lof H(q) areoppositeif andonlyif

(Lb'-

Ak^b',)(ab',2

+ LbLk")-

(-k" Lk

-

Lk'

+ Lb\bt -

Jb'

Lb)(K" L,lc + A,k'

+

LbLb' + BB, Lb) +

0,

whereL,r:r-X.
Proof

We use coordinates in PG(6, q) as given by Table

1.5.

Then the line

[k,b,k',b',k"] is generated by the two points
(k' + bb" k, l,b, o,b"b2

(b'' +

bk"

-

, -b,,0, -b' ,L, k" , -kk"

Using the bilinear form associated with 26 as given

kb'),

-

k'

-

2bb').

in (1.16), the perp of tiris line with

respect to Pa is then given by the equations

- kb')x2 -2bxs +(k' + bb')x4 +lcxt fx6 : g,
: 0.
Xo llc" Xt +(-kk" - k' - 2bb')X2 +2b'Xs +(b'2 + bk")Xa -bXs
b'Xt

+(b"

Similarly, the line IK, B, K' , B'

,,

K"l

is generated by the two points

(K' + BB' , K,r,8,0, B', B'
(B'' +

-

K B'),

BK",-8,0,-B',r,K",-KKtt - Kt -28B'),
32
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or equivalently, is given by the system of equations

Xs -(K' + BB')X2
X1
-KXz
-BXz -lXz

-(B''

+BX4
+B\X

-K"X¿ lXs

-B'Xz
-(8, - K B',)X2

fXo :

-(-K K" - Kt - 2BB')X4

Now by Theorem 1.15, the given lines are opposite in H(q)

in

:0,
:0,
:0,

+ BK")X

(1.17) and (1.18) have no nonzero solution

(1.18)

0,
o.

if and oniy if the equations

in common. This is equivalent to the

condition that the matrix
b2 - kb'
0b'
7k" -klr" -k'-zbb'
10
-K' - BB,
01
-K
00
-Bl)l
00
-n
00
-82 + KB,

-2b
2b'
0
0
1

0
0

k1
Y2 ¡ 6¡trr
-b0
_gr2 _ g1çn
00
B
00
B'
00
10
-K"
KK,,+ K, +288, 01
k' +

should be nonsingular. Performing the row operations R1

and

.R2

::

Rz

-

Rs

-

k" R+

-

2b'R5

+

bR6 reveals

bb'

::

Rt

-

b'

Ra+ 2bR5

-

kRø

- Rr

that this, in turn, is equivalent to the

2 x 2 determinant
Lb2

-

LkLb'

K't

Lk + Lk' + LbLb' + 38'Lb

-k" Lk - Lk' + LbLb' - 3b'Lb

Lb'2

+

LbLIr"

being nonzero. Expanding this determinant gives the desired result
Now we identify, in terms of coordinates, the line reguli and point reguli of ø(q) that

contain the line [oo] and the point (oo), respectively. Let us consider the line reguli first.

L :

From (1.13) and (1.14b), the
lk,b,k',b',k"1 be a line opposite [-]
points (k,b) and (O,k",b') are the distance-2 projections of -L onto the points (oo)

Let

and (0), respectively, which are incident with [oo]. Similarly, the distance-2 projections

of M

: lK,B,K',8',K"1onto

lines -L and

M

determine

(K,B) and (0,K",8'). Now these two
the same line regulus with [oo] if and only if their distance-3
(oo) and (0) are

traces onto [oo], the compiementary point reguli, are equal. Since a point regulus is

ôL)
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uniquely determined by just two of its points, this in turn corresponds to (k,b)
and (0, k",b')

:

:

(K, B)

(0,K",.B/). Thus, representing the line regulus determined by [oo] and L

by [[k,b,b',k"1], we have

llk,b,b',lt"ll: æ([-] ,lk,b,lc',b',1{,"1):
Now

let (a,l,a',t',a") be a point

u {[¿, b,lL,b',k"ll, e Gf

{[-]]

opposite

(oo). From

@)].

(1.19)

(1.13) and (1.14a), the

of this point onto the lines [oo] and [0], which are incident
with (oo), are [a,/] and l0,o",l'-3a'a" *3aa"2f, respectively. Similarly to the case
for lines, we then have that this point and another point IA,L,A',,L',,4"] determine
distance-2 projections

the samc point rcgulus with (oo)

if

and only

if ,zl : e) L : l, A" : a" and

L' - 3A'Arr ¡ g¡¡trz : ( - 3a'a" I 3aa"2. Substituting the first three of these into
tlre fourth and solving for L', we have L' : l' + 3(At - o')o". Representing the point
regulus determined by (oo) and (a, ¿,0,l' , o") by ((a,1., l' , a")), we then have

((a,l.,l',o")):

{(-)}

u {(o, l,,r,l't3a"r,o")1, e

GF(q)},

(1.20)

and

a((-)

(., a' [' a"))
, ,
, (o,

:

(ø,

l,l' -

(r.21)

3a'a" , a"))

L.4.4 Morphisms
With the coordinatization of H (1) intr-oduced in the previous section, together with, the
natural embedding of H(1) in the quadric Po às seen in Section 1.4.1, we are now in a
position to explicitly describe its morphisrns.
To begin, since there is a unique minimum length
given the images of the two elements

r

{(-), [-]], it

path when d(r,A)

<

5, if we are

and E under the action of some morphisrn g, then

path. Consequently, for morphisms

g

to just explicitly state the action of

g

we know the images of all the other elements on the

that fix the flag

r-y

suffices for us

on elernents with five coordinates; the images of the remaining elements then follow
flom (1.13). When we give the action of a morphism just by stating its action on elements
with five coordinates, it will be understood that the flag {(-), [oo]] is fixed
action does indeed follow.

34
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By [VM98, Proposition 4.6.6],

each collineation of

H(q) is induced by a

unique

semilinear transformation of the projective space PG(6,q) via the natural embedding

of H(q) in Pe discussed in Section 7.4.I. Also, the group Aut(H(q)) n PGL(7, q) of
those coliineations of H(q) that are induced by linear transformations of PG(6,q) is the

Chevalley group Gz(q), known as Dickson's group.10 By [VM98, Theorem 8.3.2(i)], this
automorphism group Gr(q) is the group generated by all the elations of H(q).

Let X be an apartment of H(q) and let G be the group generated by all elations

to paths in X. Consider an arbitrary path 7 of length 4 in H(q) and
let the set ,S be defined as in the definition of Moufang paths on page 10. By [VM98,
corresponding

Lemrna 5.2.S], the group G contains a subgroup of 7-elations acting transitively on,9.

But we have seen that the group E(1) of all yelalions acts semiregularly on S (this
actually follows from Lemm a 1.7), so E(7)
contains all elations. Thus

(

G. Since ? was arbitrary, it follows that G

it is actually sufficient to take just the elations

corresponding

to the paths on a fixed apartment in order to generate the automorphism group Gr(q).
LeT g be a collineation

of H(q) inG2(q). Then g is induced by a unique linear trans-

formation of PG(6,q) and we denote the rnatrix that represents

it

bV [g] (remembering

that we always assume the correspondence between coordinates of H(q) and coordinates

of PG(6,q) to be the one given by Table 1.5). We will also refer to [g] as the matrix
corresponding to g. In the following, morphisms of H(q) act on the right, while points
of PG(6,q) are considered as being represented by 7 x 1 matrices so the matrix multiplication is carried out on their left. Consequently,

of H (q) with corresponding matrices

of

/

lf sl

[/]

if l,g € Gr(q)

are two collineations

and [9], respectively, then the composition /9

followed by g is induced by the linear transformation represented by the matrix

: lsllfl

Given the action of a collineation g, to obtain the matrix [g]

*.

first identify the

images of the six points of the hat-rack, which give all but the third column

of [g].

The remaining column is then obtained by considering the image of some other point

like (-1,0,0), whose coordinates in PG(6,q) are
10In fact, the

(0, 1,0, 1,0, 1,0).

split Cayley hexagon belongs to the root system of type G2, in the

(see lVM98, Theorem 5.4.6]), and in the literature

it
35

sense

is also known as the G2-hexagon.

of [VM98, 5.4.1]
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Conversely,

if

we are given a matrix [g] corresponding to a collineation g of H(q)

that fixes the flag

{(-), [-]],

then we can easily write down the action of g explicitly

in tcrms of thc coordinates of Ë1(q). As remarked earlier, since the flag {(oo), [oc]] is
fixed, it suffices for us to consider only the elements with five coordinates. For a point
(a,l,,a',1',a"), we multiply its coordinates in PG(6,q) by the matrix [g] to obtain the
coordinates (ro, r!,t2,:13,7,15,16) in PG(6,q) of its image. Then in the coordinates
of H (q), the image is

(-rr,rs I rp3 For a line [k,

b

, k' , b' ,

2r2rs,

-rz I r(x2,

-r,6

- ,?rr l rps, -r1)

k"l, we obtain the first four coordinates of the image by identifying

the image of the point (k,b,k',ó') as in the previous paragraph. Then to obtain the fifth
coordinate, we consider the projection [0,k"] of lk,b,k',b',k"f onto the point (0), whose
irnage we already know from the previous paragraph.

Considering the Plücker coordinate conditions

in (1.10), the linear transformation of

PG(6,q) given by the matrixll

M-

000 0 010
000 0 001
000 0 100
000 -1 000
010 0 000
001 0 000
100 0 000

is readily checked to preserve the set of lines of

HQI and so induces

a collineation

¡;. From

Table 1.5, we see that p fixes the apartrnent X that is the hat-rack of the coordinatization,

while mapping the flag

{(-),

[0]] to the flag {(O), [-]]. This is a 60' clockwise rotation of

the hat-rack as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Now, together with ¡;, we will have a complete set
of generators of G2(q) once rve have the point elations corresponding to one path in X and

the line elations corresponding to another, since all other elations corresponding to paths

in X are obtained from these through conjugation by /r. This is what we do now, quoting
the following elations and their corresponding rnatrices from [VM98, Appendix D].
1lThis is a correction of the matrix provided in
[VM98, Appendix D]
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Let,.yp be the

path (oo),

[-],

(0), [0,0], (0,0,0) in

X. The elations E('y,,ô)

correspond-

ing to this path are given by
(a,

E(1",

l, a', 1', a") *

õ)

lk,b,k',b' ,k"l

(ø, (.

-

+

3a2õ, a'

2aõ, 1'

+

3a62

*

3a' 6,

a" + õ)

r- lk,b + ô, k',b',k"1,

where ô is any element of GF(q). The corresponding matrices

lE(lr,ô)]

are

10 0 0 0 d0
010 0 -ô00
001 0 0 00
MP(6): 00 ð 1 0 00
00 0 0 100
00 0 0 010
00 õ226 0 01
Let

y

be the path [oo],

(*),

[0], (0,0), [0,0,0] in

X. The elations E(1",ð) correspond-

ing to this path are given by

(a,l,
E(1", õ)

:

a'

,l' , a")

-

(a,

t+

lk,b,k',b',k"1* lk,b,k'

6, a' , [' , a")

-

k6,b',k" +

61,

where ô is any element of GF(q). The corresponding matrices lE(1",ð)] are

1-ô00000
0100000
0 010000
ML(õ): 0 0 01000
0 0 00100
0 0 00ô10
0 0 00001
Let 1 be a length 4 path in X so j : j*þk, for some integer lc and where X is
either the symbol P or -L. Then the 7-elations are E(1,6): p-kE(1r,6)ttr, which have
corresponding matrices [E(7, 6)]

:

Mk tW, (6)tvt-n.

It will also be convenient to have the explicit form of homologies at our disposal.
Atl the homologies for elements z arrd u, where {u,u} ranges over all pairs of opposite
elements in the hat-rack X, generate a group called the

torus for X. This group fixes X

elementwise and, quoting again from [VM98, Appendix D], a general element of the torus
()t
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for X is given by
(a, (., a' ,l'

T(*,0)

,

o") ++ (aa,

llr,b, k' ,b' , k"l
where a, þ

*

a3

þ1,

lpk, a¡jb,

a2

a3

0a'

,

*t 13'l' , aþa")

p2k' , a',l3b'

,,

*t pk"l,

€ GF(q) are nonzero elements of the field, and the corresponding matrix

lor T(a, p) is

p'
Mr(a, þ)

:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

02p 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

03p

0

0

0

0

03

p2

While the collineations E(7*,ð) and p generate the group Gr(q) of collineations

that are induced by projective linear transformations, we know from [VM98, Proposition 4.6.6] that we obtain the full automorphism group Aut(ÉI(q)) once we also include
the collineations induced by automorphisms of the field GF(q). Specifically, for each field
automorphismTy', there is a collineation of H(q), which we shall also call ry', whose action

is given by
tls:

( @,l, a' , (' , o") -

I

[ [*, b, k' ,b' , k"f *

(oú,lú, a'ú, t'ú, a"ú)

lkr,br,k'ú,b'ú, r<"úf .

This is readily seen to preserve incidence as given in (1.13), (1.14a) and (1.14b), so this
is indeed a collineation.

Now we are

in a position to

see

the truth of the "if" parts of Theorerr 1.20 by

expiicitly showing a duality and a polarity for the relevant cases. Suppose Ç : 3h

so

incidence in Ëf(q) is given by (1.13) together with (1.15a) and (1.15b). AIso, the map

o:ï

è

a rnap

13 is an automorphism of GF(q) called the FYobenius

automorphism. Define

ç of H(q) by

* [r1
lk, b, k', b', k"f ,- (k,

(a,l,

ç
Incidence as given

a' ,l.' ,

o")

b3,

in (1.13) is certainly preserved
38

a'3,l' , a"3f

[.,,

(r.22)

lc', b'3, k")

so all that remains is

to

consider
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É1(q)

incidence between points and lines with five coordinates. Now the point (a,1,,,a',1',o")
and the line [k, b, k' ,b' , k"l are incident if and only if the conditions in (1.15a) are satisfied.

Applying the Frobenius automorphism to the first and third equations there, we then have

that these elements are incident if and only if
(bt) :

-kt(ot)r(o"t),
k':k2(r') + l'-k1.,
(b") : kt(ot)' +(o") +(ø3)(ø"3;,
lc":k(a3)+1.
But

tlrese are precisely the conditions

point

(k ,

b3,

k' , b't,

in

(1.15b) for the line

[ø3,

t,,a'3,t',ø"3] and the

k") to be incident . Thus the map p preseïves incidence and it is there-

fore a duality of H(q). l{otice thal

tp2: d, the collineation induced by the Frobenius

automorphism o of GF(q).

I : r -t

i, then an automorphism
of GF(q), called the Tits automorphism, that satisfies 02 : o. The collineation
of H@) induced by 0 then satisfies 0-'g" : 1. Thus \Me compose the inverse with p to
Now suppose that Q - 32"+t The map

u3'*t

obtain the correlation

p:

g0-1

:0-1ç

(a, t, a',

lk,

b,

l', o")

*

lot,

k"f

-,

(kt-',

k', b',

lo-',

o'0, ¿e-,,, orrol

(1.23)
bo,

k'o-',

6'0,

lr"o-' ),

which then has order 2 and is therefore a polarity.
Finally, we identify certain subgroups of Gz(q).

Let {n,g} be a flag in H(q). For each z I n incident with E, let
U"

:

{w e H(q)

be the set of elements opposite

set for the flag {*,

A}

ld(-,r) :

6 and u > A : z}

r and at distance 4 from z. We call this the z-projection

. Since each element tl-; opposite u has a unique projection onto

e-projection sets partition the set fu
a Moufang hexagon, the

(r)

of elements opposite

z. In addition,

root group corresponding to a length 4 path
39

t,

A',

..

g/,

the

since H(q) is

.,

with U' I

A,
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acts transitively on the set of elements z

I r

incident with g, so the z-projection sets

all have the satne size. Finally, since there are q elernents z
clcmcnts opposite

tr j

wc have lU"l

:

I r

incident with E and

q5

qn.

{r, g} in H (q) ,let G{",a} be the group of collineations that fix both elements
of the flag elementwise. For an eiement r of H@), lel G" : (G{',u) I atr) be the
For a fl.ag

group generated by all coliineations that frx

r,

as well as some element incident

with r,

elementwise.

The following result concerning these gloups is due to Weiss. Here we state

it in our

current context.

Theorem 1.23 (Weiss [Wei79, Lemmas 1 and 2])
Let {r,A} be a flag and let 1 be a length 4 path t, 2, . . . with z I A. Then the groups E(1)
un¿ ç{''a'}. with g' f y, anc) therefore G' as well. all induce the same regular permutation
group on the seú f1(g)

\ {"}

r

of elements distinct from

that are incident with

E.

tr

: @,A), and for 0 < ? < 4,lel 1¡be the path
ti,,iri+r,...,ri+4. Then ç{',a} : E(lù80ùE(lùE(fn) bV [VM98, Lernma 5.2.3(i)].
AIso, by [VM98, Lemma 5.2.4(ii)] , H : E(1ùG{",u} is a group that acts regularly on
the set fu(r) of elemeuts opposite r. Notice that the root gror:p E(lo) is a subgroup
s¡ ç{'''z}, which is one of the generators of G", so Il ( G'.
Now suppose g € G" fixes some elernent tr opposite z. Since r is fixed elementwise,
Let

rs,rrt,

.

., rs be a path with (ra, rr)

every apartment on ø and tu is

fixed. In particular, the elernent t¿r > gr is fixed,

so

by Theorern 1.23, g is fixed elementwise, and then from Lernma 1.7, g is the identity.
Thus G" acts semiregularly on

f6(r). It now follows thaT, G' : fI

and lG'l

addition, the glor:p ç{r,u}, as a subgroup of G', acts regularly on (J" and
Now we explicitly identify the groups when

is the flag {(oo),

{r,A}

:

E

0, tt-'

)

G{

(-)' [-] ]

:

E (7,

tt-'

)

E

(l)

E (1,

tt-I

)

[oo]]

E (1" tt) E (1,)

and

G[-]

:

E 0" p" ) G{(o")' [-]

]:

E (1" tt2 ) E

40

(lò

E (1, p) E (1,

tt-'

)

qu. In

lG{',u}l:

we have just seen that

G(-)

:

E (1")

qn.

To begin,

1.4. THE GENERALIZED HEXAGO¡{ H(q)
Thus a general element g of G(-) has corresponding matrix

lsl

:

M

(r)

"

(tt t tw

"

(ù M -') (u - t u,

7 u2w-r-2uu Uluw
0
01
1
00
u
0u
0
00
0u"
u
0 2uw -u
'u)2
where LLr't) j'u)j

r

2uw

-

2u

çu) M)

M 7 (r) (M -' tw, (")

M')

u2+ualwrluuw w-u

0

-u

0

u

1

uw-u

0

1

2u

rluu

2tu

uw2-y-2uw

and gr are arbitrary elements from

00
00
00
00
10
01

GF(q).From here, the action of g is

found to be

(a,l,a',1',o")

llc,b,k',b',k"f

Since

- u,Il r - 3au * 3uu - 3a2w - 3u2w l6auw,
a' + u I 2aw - 2uru, l' + y I 3aw2 - 3uw2 I 3a'w * 3uw, a" + w)
* lk,b + w I ku,k' + a - kr - k2u3 - 3b2u - 3bku2 - 3bu - 3kuu,
b' + u I ku2 I 2bu,,k" + r - ku3 - 3bu2 - 3b'ul.
r--.-

(a

G(-) acts reguiarly on the set of points opposite (oo), for

each

point (A, L, A' , L' , A")

there is a unique collineation in G(-) that rnaps the point (0,0,0,0,0) onto

it. \Me denote

this collineation by V(,4, L,A',L',A"). From the action given above, we find LL: -4,,

u.): A", t): At-2AA", r: L+3AAt -3A2A"

and E

: L'l3AA"2 -3A'A" so the

action of V(-4, L,A', L' , A") is finally given by

(a,l,a',¿',o")

*

(o +

A,(.+ L -3aA' -3a2A",a'+ A'l2aA",

t' + L' I

3a' A"

I

3aA"2,a" + A")

llc,b,k',b',k"1 ,-- lk,b+ A"

- kA,k'+ L' - kL+ k2A3 -3bA'+3b2A-3bkA2 -3A'A"
- 3kA2A" + 3AA"2 + 6bAA",b', + A', + kA2 - 2bA - 2AA",
k" + L+kA3 -3bA2 +3b',A-3A2A" +3AA',l.
0.24)
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Similarly, a general element h of

lhl

:

Gl*l

has corresponding matrix

M"(")(M'Mr(r)M) (u u"1s¡u-') ¡wr(") (u2 tttt"çr¡M-')

1-z Ulrz-2uu
01
ú
00
1
00
u
00
0
00
U
0-u
u2 +ur
where 'L.L)'t)i (x)

y

and

z

-2u

u2

0
0
1

0

1

0

2u

luz u0
-u 00
0
00
00
-U
00
10

uu-a r1

are arbitrary elements from

GF(q).

Following the notation

of [BTVM98], we denote the unique element o1 ç[oo1 that maps the line [0,0,0,0,0] to
the line lK, B, K',, B' , K"l by ølK, B, K', B',K"]. Then, from the matrix above, we find

tr : -K, 1tr : B, U : B" Z : Ktt and y : K', + KKtt + 3BB', and the action of
olK, B, K' , B' , K"l is given by
(o,,[,,a',[',o")

- (o,l+ K" -

-SaB',a'+ B'+a2K t2aB,
l' + K' + KK" + (.K + a3K2 +gBBt lBaa'K l3aB2
a3K -Ja2B

+3a'B+3a2KB,a"+B+aK)
llr,b,k',b',k"1,-. lk + K,b + B,k' + Kt - kK"
Finally, the group ç{(-)'['"1]
6r{(""),[""ì]

where {/(0, ¿, A' , L'

,A")

-

zbB',b'

i

B',k" + K"f.

it

:
:

{o[0,

:

Ol0,

{V(0, L, A,, L,, A,,) I L, A,, L,, A,, € GF(q)}

B,K,,B,,K,,l I B,K,,B,,K,,eGF(q)],

A", L'

-

3A'A", A', Lf .
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Spreads and Ovoids
In this clrapter, spreads and ovoids of a generalized 2m-gon are defined and sorre general
facts about them are given. Following that, our attention is restricted to the case of

fl(q)

where there is a correspondence with certain rn-systems of the embedding quadric. For
ease of

investigation, spreads and ovoids are repr:esented in terms of coordinates and then

certain known ones are described.

2.I

General introduction

The general idea behind spreads and ovoids is that of trying to select elements such that

they are spread out over the geometry and as far apart from each other as possible. The
farthest that two elements of a generalized 2m-gon can be from each other is opposite
each other, so this is what we require. Next, in order that these elements be, in some
sense, spread

out well over the whole geometry we also ask that no other element of the

geometry should be too far away from the spread or ovoid. Recall that this motivation is

the same as that which underlies rn'-systems of polar spaces and, in fact, for appropriate
values of rn' these were called spreads and ovoids as well.

It

is perhaps not surprising then

that there is a connection between the spreads and ovoids of H(cl and the rr¿Lsystems of
the underlying quadric

Pç

\Me now state

A spread of a generalized 2m-gon
each. element

f

rratters more precisely.
is a set .S of mutually opposite lines such that

of f is at distance at most m from some line of S. Dually, an ovoid of a
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generalized 2m-gon

f

is a set O of mutually opposite points such that each element of

f

is at distance at most m frorn some point of O.

Rather than always referring back to this definition when dealing with spreads and
ovoids, the following two results provide useful characterizations of

them. Although

stated specifically for spreads, these apply just as well for ovoids by dualization.

Lemma 2.1 ([VM98, Lemma 7.2.2])
Let S be a set of lines of a generalized 2m-gon l. Then S is a spread
for m even, every point. and for m odd, every line of

S.

f

if

and only if,

lies at distance less than m from

if the lines in E are mutually opposite, then we can
n
replace "a unique" with "some".
a unique element of

Moreover,

Lemma 2.2 (lVM98, Proposition 7.2.3])
A set E of mutually opposite lines in a fr,nite generalized 2m-gon of order s is a spread
and only

Let

if

f

lSl

: s* + l.

if
n

be a generalized 2m-gon of order s and let.S be a spread of

f.

Let tr e 5 be

r I L l¡e a point incident with it. We will write S+ for the
set S \ {¿}. Now for elements z of l such that d : d(r, z) < m and z> r I L, Iet
line of S and let

sorne fixed

V,:V"(L,*):{N €S* | K>¿r:z}
be the set of lines in

and if z I

r

thenV"

5 whose minimum length paths to

:

3

)U",

call the set V" the spread

r

projection set for z. Dually,

sets V" for an ovoid O and a flag

{r, L}

where

: r then V" : S+
set for the flag {tr, r}. We will

pass via

where U" is the a-projection

(2.1)

z.

If.

z

we define the

ovoid projection

r € O. The following r-esult and its proof,

stated here for spreads, dualize for ovoids.

Lemma 2.3

{L,r} be a fl.ag inl
I withd: d(r,z) <m and z>n+ L. Then

Let S be a spread of a generalized2m-gonl of order s and let

with L e

S. Let z beanelementof

lV"(L,r)l:

Proof

s*-d.

We use a backward induction on the value of d. Notice that since all the lines

K e V" are at distance

2m

-

1 from

t)

we have d(K, z)
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d,: m. Since z is at distance m I 7 from .L, if its distance from some other
line of 5 is less than m, then it must in fact be m - I. Consequently, V is exactly the
Suppose

set of lines of S at distance less than

m

fuom

z. By Lemma 2.1 we now have lV"l : t.

:lt(r) \ {¿> z} bethe set
with z that are at distance d+ 1 from r. Then V" : Uue tVu.

Now suppose d < m andthe result hoids for
of q elements u

I

,L

incident

df

1. Let A

K €Vz the projection K> z is a uniquely determined element of A since
d(K,z) <2m. Hence the sets Vu,for u€ A, form a partition of the setV" and therefore
Also, for each

!

lV"l: Ðueal[l: s^-4.
Notice that this has actually provided a proof of the "only
Consider now the generalized hexagon

of H(q) contain precisely q3 +

I

if" part of Lemma

2.2.

nØ). By Lemma 2.2, spreads and ovoids
in

an

of P6 lhey are, as we shall

see

elements, which is also the number of elements

rn-system of the underlying quadric

Pç In fact,, m-systems

now. For the ovoid casem:0, see [Tha81], and for the spread casern:1, see [ST94].

First we consider an ovoid (? of the generalized hexagon

nØ).

The points of (9 are

mutually opposite so by Theorem 1.13, no two of them are coliinear in the quadric. Thus
any generator of Pa containing a given point of (? does not contain any other point of (?.
Since by the dual of Lemma 2.2 the seí O is the right size,

it follows thal O is a 0-system,

or an ovoid, of the quadric 20. Conversely, if O is an ovoid of Pa then for each point z

of H@), by Theorem 1.8 its fI(q)-plane contains a unique point of O, or equivalently,

it

is at distance at most 2in H(q) from a unique point of O. Therefore, by the dual of

Lemma 2.I, O is an ovoid of H(q).

Notice also that the ÉI(q)-planes of the points of an ovoid O of H@) are mutually

disjoint as a point common to two H(q)-pianes would be at distance 2 from the two
corresponding points of

O.

Since there is the right number of them, these ,É/(q)-planes

form a 2-system, or a spread, of the quadric P6.
Now consider a spread S of the generalized hexagon H (q). The lines of S are mutually

opposite, so by Theorem 1.15, no generator of Pa on one line of .S meets any other line

of 5. Since S contains the right number of lines by Lemma 2.2,
1-system of Pa.
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We summarize this in the following iemma.

Lernrna 2.4
Let O be a set of points of II(q), or ertruivalenLly, u[P6, and leL S be a seL u[ ]ines ut H(q).

If S is a spread of H (q) then it is also a I-system of the quadric
of H(q)

Pe

.

The set O is an ovoid

if and only if it is an ovoid of Pa. If O is an ovoid of H(q) then the H(q)-planes

of its points form a spread of

2.2

Pø.

n

Coordinates for spreads and ovoids

Let S be a spread of f[(q) and let the hat-rack of the coordinatization be chosen such
that the lines [oo] and

[0, 0, 0,

0,0] are lines of

have five coordinates and we write

5. The lines of .S opposite

5+ for the set of these lines. Thus

,S

[oo] then each

:

5+ u

{t-]}

and we have
,S+

: {[r,A,z, f ,g] I ,,y,2, Í,g e GF(q), subject to some constraints].

(2.2)

We can endeavoul to say something about the constraints mentioned above by noting

that not only are the lines lr,A,",/,g] opposite [oo], but they are also opposite each
otlrer. By Lemma 1.22, the lines [r, A,,2, f ,g] and lr,U,Z,F,Gl are opposite if and only

I Z.

(r,A,r) in (2.2) are distinct for the lines of 5l or
in other words, the lines of S+are uniquely deterrnined by their triples (r,A,e). There
íf z

Thus the ordered triples

are exactly q3 such triples and exactly q3 lines in .S+, so

it

follows that eveïy oldered

triple (r,A,r) determines a uniqueline of the spread. Thus the spread S takes the form

S: {[-]]
where

/

u {fr,u,z,f (r,a,z),g(r,a,z)l I r,a,,z e

and g are functions dependent upotÌ ,r,

y

and z, with

,f

GF(q)},

(0,0, 0)

:

g(0,0,0)

(2 3)

:

g.

Notice that the representation (2.3) also follows from Lemma 2.3 which tells us that
the spread projection set V¡,,y,"1([-],

(-))

contains exactly one element for each ordered

triple (r,A, r).
Now we repeat these steps for an ovoid O of

H().

Suppose first, without loss of

generality, that the hat-rack of the coordinatization is chosen such that the points (oo)
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and (0,0,0,0,0) are points of (2. Then setting

O+: O\ {(-)},

Oi : {(r,u,z,f ,g) I ,,a,2,f ,9 e GF(q),

subject to some

we have

constraints}.

(2.4)

By LemmaL2I, the points (r,A,,",f ,g) and (r,,Y,z,F,G) are opposite if and only if
(g

-

G)(A

-V) f

0, thus similariy to the case for spreads, we have that the ovoid (2 takes

the form

o :{(-)} u {(r, u,z,f(r,a,z),9(r,a,ò) I r,a,,z
where

eGF(q)}

(zs)

/(0,0,0) : 9(0,0,0) - 0. As in the case of spreads, this also follows from

Lemma 2.3.

We have just used the fact that (9
means of course that g

I

-

G)(A

- Y) + 0 irrplies A + Y, but this also

G. Thts there is also a one-to-one correspondence between the

points of O+ and the ordered triples

(r,",g) in Q.\. After renaming the variables, an

alternative coordinate representation of the ovoid (2 is then

o :{(*)} u {(r, f(r,a, z),2,g(r,a,z),a) I *,a,2 e GF(q)},
where again

/

and g are functions such that

The smallest split Cayley hexagon is

is sufficiently trivial that

it

/(0,0,0)

If(2)

:

9(0,0,0)

:

(2.6)

0.

and one might expect that its structure

cannot have much variety in spreads or ovoids. In fact, we

know from [Tha81] that É1(2) does not have any ovoids. For the case of spreads, we now
use coordinates for our proof of the following result from folklore.

Theorem 2.5
The generalized hexagon H(2) has a unique spread up to isomorphism.

Proof

Let us suppose that S is a spread of H(2) as given by (2.3) with /(0,0,0)

g(0,0,0)

: 0. Applying

:

the collineation \[r(1,0,0,0,0) (see page 41), we obtain another

(possibly identical) spread

5': {[-]]

u {lr,a,z,F(r,y,z),G(r,y,z)l I r,a,z € GF(2)},

z and G(r,A,r): l(*,rlU,zlrl
F(r,A,"): f (r,rlA,zlr-ly-lrA)+
A -l rA) + g(r,r lU,zl rlA+ rg) -fy. In particular, ¡'(0,0,0) : G(0,0,0) :0 also so
where
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whatever properties we find must be satisfied by 5,

F

/

and g must also be satisfied by .Si

and G.

in the context of GF(2), the condition fol two lines
lk,b,k' ,b' ,k"l and [K, B, K' , B' , K"l to be opposite is
f¡rom Lemma 1.22 taken

(Ab+AkAb')(Ab'+ LbL,k") + (L,k'+k"Lk +B'Aô)(Alc'+ K"Lk +b'Ab)
Let us refer to the line

l*,A,",Í(r,l),2),g(r,y,z)lof 3 as l.(r,y,z).

:1.

(2.7)

The lines /(1,0,0),

(.(0,7,0) and L(7,7,0) are opposite (.(0,0,0) so we use the condition in (2.7) to obtain
,f
"f

(1,0,0)

(0, 1,0)

:

(2.8)

1,

+ 9(0, 1,0)

:

(2.e)

1,

g(I,L,0) : t.
Since these must also hold true for

f- and G, we then have
r(r,7,1)

: 0,

g(0,7,1) :
,f

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.r2)

o,

(1,0, 1) + 9(1, 0, 1)

:

g

(2.13)

The lines [.(1,0,0) and (.(0,7,0) are opposite so, using (2.8) and (2.9),

"f

and by considering F(0, 1,0)

: 1 and 9(0, 1,0) :

(0,

1,o)

:

1 we also have

,f(0, 1,1)

o,

:1

(2.14)

(2.15)

The lines !.(1,0,0) and (.(0,7,1) are opposite so, using (2.8), (2.12) and (2.75),
9(1,,0,0)
and then also G(1,0,0)

:1so,

:

1,

(2.76)

using (2.LI), we have

g(7,I,1)
48
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Considering the lines /(1, 1,0) and (.(0,I,1) and using (2.10) , (2.\2) and (2.15), we have

f (1,7,0)
which taken in the context of
.f

5l

:0,

(2.18)

together with (2.13), leads to

(1,0, 1)

: 1 and 9(1,,0,1) : 1.

(2.79)

Finally, since l(0,0, 1) is opposite [(7,0,1), using (2.19) we have
,f

: 0,

(0,0, 1) + 9(0,0, 1)

(2.20)

and applying this relation to .F and G gives us
,f

(0,0, 1)

: o and 9(0,0, 1) : o'

n a z Í(r,y,") g(r,a,z)

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

by equations

0

0

initial assumption

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

(2.27)
(2.74)
(2.12) and (2.15)
(2.8) and (2.16)
(2.1e)
(2.10) and (2.18)
(2.11) and (2.77)

Table 2.1: The functions
Thus the functions

/

and

g

(2'27)

f

and g

are uniquely determined for a spread

5 containing

the

lines [oo] and [0,0,0,0,0]. In particular, we have found that

/ and g necessarily take
values as listed in Table 2.7. II is now easy to see that f (r,A, z) : r*A and g(r,a, z) : r,

!

so5:{t-]}u{[r,u,z,r+a,,r]l *,a,2€GF(2)].

2.3 Hermitian spreads and ovoids
In this section we will describe the hermitian spreads of the generalized hexagon H(q),
which exist for ali values of q, and then by dualizing when e
hermitian ovoids.
49
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2.3.L Hermitian

spreads

in [Tha80] . Let Pø
be the embedding quadric of the generalized hexagon 1/(q) and let II be a hyperplane
of PG(6,q) that meets Pa in an eliiptic quadric TI^rPa - ts. Let ,S be the set of lines
We describe here the construction of the herrnitian spreads given

of H(q)

thatliewithinIIandsoareonthequadrictr. Weshallseethatthissetof

lines

is a spread of H@).
Since

t5 does not contain any planes, it follows frour Theorem 1.15 that 5 is a set of

mutually opposite lines. Now

IeT,

M be a line of H@) that is not in the set S. Let r

the unique point in which this line rneets the hyperplane

of

r.

This plane zr meets

II

be

and let ø be the ff(q)-plane

II in a line -L and since this is a line through r lying in the

r it follows that ,L is a line of the generalized hexagon H(q).Therefore tr
is a line of 5 with d(L, M) : 2. Hence every line of H(q) is at distance at most 2 frorn
ËI(q)-plane of

some line of S so

it follows from Lemma2.lthat S is a spread of H(q).

Such a spread S

that is comprised of the lines of Éf (q) that lie in a hyperplane meeting Pe in an elliptic
quadric ás is called a hermitian spread.
The reason for the name of this spread is made clearer by an alternative construction

that is described in [VM96]. The hexagon H(q) is embeddedin H(q2) and á is taken to
be an involution of H(q2) that fixes H(q) pointwise. If tr and M arc two opposite lines
of H@) andp I

I

is apoint of H(q2) suchthat p

is a unique weak subhexagon

set S of lines of

f'

l'

I

p0,thenby [Ron80, Theorem6.12] there

of H (q2) with order (7, q') that contains p and

that are fixed by d then form the spread. But

f

p0 >

M

.

Tlne

is isomorphic to the

incidence graph of PG(2,Q2), so for each line of ,S there corresponds a flag in PG(2,q2),
and these are the points of a hermitian curve together with their corresponding tangents.
Consider two lines

the lines .L and

M

I

and IVI

arc in

of.

a herrnitian spread S

fI, the 3-dimensional

space

the line regulus R(L,M), is also contained within

II.

with defining hyperplane

IL

Since

that they generate, and therefore
Thus the lines of

R(L,M)

arc a\I

lines of the spread .9 as well.

r be a generator of the quadri c P6. Lettitrg S b" the set of points that ale incident
with lines of 5, we then have ø l-ì,S : T I fI, which is a line. Notice that 5 is actually a
Let

l-system of t5 so this is an instance of what we have already seen earlier in Theorem 1.9.
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if S is a spread of H(q) with the property

Conversely, from that theorem we have that

that every generator of 26 meets the point set ,9 in a line, then 5 lies in a hyperplane fI
tlrat meets lhe Po in an elliptic quadric t5,

so

S is a hermitian spread. We state a slightly

refined version of this in our next theorem.

Theorem 2.6
Let E be a spread of H(q) and let E be the set of points incident with the lines of S.

r l-15 is a Line for every H(q)-plane r if and only if S is a hermitian

Then the intersection
spread.

Proof

We have already seen that if S is a hermitian spread then

Suppose then that

it has this property.

5 is a spread of H@ for which this intersection property holds. Let r

be any generator of

Pç

By Lemma

2.4,,

5 is a 1-systern of Pa so from Theorem

the plane zr meets S in exactly q + 1 points. Let

r

and

1.8

y be two of these points. By

Lemma 1.12 and Corollary 1.14, there is an H(q)-plane r'o:n the line

ry

of Pe. But

r'

meets S in a line and so, since the points z and g belong to S, the intersection n'' n S is

the line
line

ry

ry.

as

Hence the plane

z, which also contains the points

well. It now follows from Theorem 1.9 that

so is a hermitian

.S

r

and g/, meets S in the

is contained in a hvperplane and

spread.

So we see that the

tr

hermitian spreads are characterized by the property of meeting the

full set of H(q)-planes in lines. A natural way to try to improve on such a characterization
is to reduce the numbel of H(q)-planes from all to just some.

Theorem 2.7
Let S be a spread of H(q)
be two lines of

and. let

S b" th"

set

of points on the lines of 3. Let L

and

M

3. Then the intersection r O S is a line for every H(q)-plane r that meets

either L or M if and only if S is a hermitian spread.

Proof

The reverse implication, that hermitian spreads satisfy this property, is a conse-

quence of the previous theorem. Suppose then that .S is a spread with the given property.

As in the proof of Theorem 2.6,lhe spread S then has this property not only for H(clplanes meeting either L or M , but for all generators of Pa that meet one of these lines.

It

now follows from Theorem 1.11 that S lies in a hyperplane and so is a hermitian spread.

tr
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2.3.2 Coordinates
Now we will find a coordinate respresentation for the herrnitian spreads. Without loss

of generality, we assume that the iines [oo] and [0,0,0,0,0] are included in the spread.
In particular) every herrnitian spread of H(q) is isornolphic in H(q) to one that contains
these two lines. The defining hyperplane

fI then has the form uXt -

þtXs

-l

ÀX5

:

g.

Recall from (1.9) that the quadric Pe in which ff (q) is embedded is given by the eqr-ration

- X3 :0. If À : 0, the hyperpÌane uX1 - þXz: 0 intersects 26 in
the quadlic with equation uXsXa I uX2X6 + (pXs - uX3)Xs: 0, which is hyperbolic,
not elliptic. Thus + 0. Hence we may suppose that lI is given by the equation
XoX¿+

XlX;l

X2X6

^

uXt

-

þXs -l X¡

:

(2.22)

0.

Let us denote the hermitian spread obtained from the hyperplane
The intersection of

II

by

Sr(p,r).

II with 26 is given by the equation

XoXs

I

X2X6

-

(rX?

-

þXt Xz -l Xr2)

whiclr is an elliptic quadric if and only if the polynomial

/(z) :

:

g,

t2

- ¡L,r I

u is irreducible.

If q is odd, this means that the discriminant lÊ - 4u is a nonsquaïe, so for each choice
of p there are (q - I)12 choices for u. If q is even, then f (r) is irreducible precisely
p + 0 and the trace of uf¡Ì is I. For each of the q - I choices of p there are
lhen qf2 choices for u. Either way, we see that there are q(q- I)12 hermitian spreads

wlren

containing two given opposite lines.

Let [k,b,k',b',k"lbe a line of H(q). This line beÌongs to the spread Su(p,z) if and
only if it lies within the hyperplane II. Using the coordinates in PG(6,q), this is seen to
be true precisely when the following two equations hold:

ul<,-¡L,bfb':0
-ub I p,b' + k" :0.

(2.23)

Solving these for ó' and k", we have frorn (2.3) that

9a(p,r)

: {[-]] u {lr,y, z,-yr I pa, pur - (p' - òal I r,U, z e GF(q)}
: U llr, y, -ur t ttU, pur - (tr' - òa)1 ,
(2.24)
r,yeGF(q)
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where the latter expresses the spread as a union of line reguli.

Notice that

if 1 :

[12

u

-

0 then we can solve the equations (2.23) for b and

I

g(r) :

ó'.

- llr + p2 is reducible as then
the irreducibility of f(r) : :x2 - p,r I u assures us that g(r) I /(r) and so ¡Ê f u.
Equivalently, we know 1 + 0 when p'g@lù : 12-rllis reducible, and by Corollary I.2,
this occurs preciselywhen q+2 (mod 3). Consequently, whenever 1: p2 -u 10, we
This certainly is true when the polynomial

12

can also represent the spread as

Su(tt,r):{ [-]]

u {lr,^y-'jtrr-a),2,1-t(r'r- tta),ù |
",a,2
llr,{'jtr, - a),^11(r', - pù,al],

€cr@}

: U
n,yecF(q)

and in particular, this is always so when

2.3.3

q+2

(2.25)

(mod 3).

lJniqueness

We lrave already remarked that every herrnitian spread of H(q) is isomorphic in H(q) to
some S¡¡(¡1, z) where

l@) :

12

-

p,r

f

¡u

is irreducible. Now we will explicitly describe a

group of collineations of H(q) that acts transitively on the set of all these spreads 3n(p,

r)

to show that, in fact, the hermitian spreads are all isomorphic in H(q).

ç(y,K) : E(j"p-',K)T(a,1)

be the composition of the elation E(lrp-',K)

followed by the generalized homology

T(a,L). The parameter K is then any element

Let

of GF(q) and y is any nonzero element. This collineation fixes (oo) and [oo] and its
action is given by
(a, L, a' ,l'

,

o") ,-- (ua

lk,b,k',b',k")

,-

- aK,atl,a'o'

,a3t' ,aa")

ltt,a(b + kK),a3(k'

a'(b' + kK2 + 2bK),at(k" -

k2

K3

K

kK3 -

3b2

3bkK\,
3bK2

-

3b'

K)l

These collineations form a group G with composition given by
ç(A, K)p(2,

L)

:

ç(Az, K + A-1L)

By considering the action on the point (0,0,0,0,1), it readily foliows that we have
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p@,K) : ç(r,L) if and only
Therefore lcl : q@-I).

1f

(a,K) : (r,L),

so these collineations are distinct.

II be the hyperplane given by the equation (2.22), which then detelnrines Lhe
herrnitian spread Su(p,z) with Í(*) : 12 - Ltrlu the associated irreducible polynomial.
Let

Working in PG(6,q), the hyperplane

II

is mapped by p(a,K) to the hyperplane whose

equation is
at

Thus rp(g,

K)

fixes

fI,

f

enxt - a1t + 2K)ht xr : 0.

and therefore

p:
f eK),

Upon expanding

a(LL

y2

if and only if
f

eK).

(2.26)

eliminating E and then factoring again, this becomes

When q is odd, the factor lÊ
cases)

as well,

+ 2K) and u :

0l'
jnst ¡r2. In both

Su(p,z)

-

- aòjt + K)K :0.

4u is the discriminant of

/(r),

and when q is even,

this factor is nonzero so we conclude that either

it

is

K :0 ot K : -þ.

Substituting these values, in turn, into the former equation of (2.26) and solvinglot y
we find that p(1,0) and ,p(-7,-p,) arc the only collineations in G that stabilize the
hermitian ovoid

Eu(p,r).

wlren q is even

+

LL

These are certainly distinct, as when q is odd

-f +

1 and

0.

The nurnber of spreads in the orbit of Sa(p,

zz)

undel the action of G is given by the

quotient of the order of the group G and the order of the stabilizer in G of Sn(p, z), and
thns

it is q(q -L)l2.This is also the total

nurnber of hermitian spreads on the lines [oo]

and [0,0,0,0, 0] so it follows that G acts transitively on the set of all these hermitian
spleads. This proves the following fact which, although well known and often implicity
used, seems rarely to be stated or demonstrated explicitly.

Theorem 2.8
The hermitian spreads of the generalized hexagon H(q) are isomorphic.

!

In view of this theorem, we will frequently just write 5¡r for an arbitrary representative
in the single equivalence class of all hermitian spreads. Hence we will take such expressions
as

S

:

5¡¡ to mean that

.S

is a hermitian spread.
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2.3.4 Hermitian ovoids
Let us now turn our attention to ovoids. The following oniy applies when

:

Ø

3h so

that f/(q) is self-dual. We define a hermitian ovoid to be an ovoid that is the dual of

tr

a hermitian spread. Recall that for any two lines

the lines of the line reguius R(L,

M)

are also

in

5.

and

M of a hermitian spread S, all

Dualizing, for any two points

r

and y

of a hermitian ovoid 0, aII the points of the point regulus R(*,A) are also in (?. Also,
the dual of Theorem 2.8 asserts that all hermitian ovoids are isomorphic. Similarly to
the case of spreads above, we will use Oa to indicate an arbitrary hermitian ovoid and
such expressions as O

:

O

u wtll be interpreted to mean that O is a hermitian

ovoid.

To obtain a coordinate representation for the hermitian ovoids, we apply the duality
given in (7.22) to the representation of Su(p,u) that we found in (2.25), which certainly
does apply since q

I 2 (mod 3). The resulting hermitian ovoid we denote by 0 ¡¡(p,3 , u3).

Notice that this duality maps the lines [oo] and 10,0,0,0,0] to the points (oo) and

(0,0,0,0,0) respectively, so the irermitian ovoids Ou(pt,u3) are those containing

these

two points. Thus the hermitian ovoids containing the points (oo) and (0,0,0,0,0) are

O

n (tt,

: { (-) } u { (r, {' (ttr"t - a3), z, 1-t (u2 rt - Ltat), ù
: U ((r, f' jtrrt - y\ ,'y-7 (u2 !x3 - t,a"), a)) ,

r)

| r,

u, z

e c p (q)}
(2.27)

r,seGF(q)

where

1:

p2

-

u is the discriminant of the irreducible polynomial f

@): 12 - ¡L'rlu

and so is a nonsquare, and the latter representation explesses the ovoid as the union of

point reguli.
Finally, we apply the duality to the collineations e(A, K) to obtain collineations
,þ(At,K3) which form a group of order q(q- 1) that acts transitively on the set of hermi-

tian ovoids Oa(p,z). After relabelling, we then have þ(g.,K)

: E(i"p',K)T(7,g)

its action is given by

(a,(.,a',1',o")

*

(o,

a(t+

asK),a(a'

- a'K),a'(l' + a3K' - [K),y(a" - "K))

lk,b,k',b',k"f ,--, luk - uK,ab,a2k',ab',uk"f
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2.4 Ree{its spreads and ovoids
Let p be a polarity of the generalized hexagon I/(q), so by Theorerr 1.20 the order
is q : 32e+r. Let S be the set of absolute lines and O the set of absolute points of

p.

By [CPT76] (see also [VM98, Proposition 7.2.5]), the set,S is a spread of H(q) and this
is known as a Ree{its spread. Similarly, the set O is an ovoid called a Ree-Tits
ovoid. By [VM98, Lemma 7.7.7 and Theorem 7.7.2], all spreads obtained in this way are
isomolphic in H (q) and likewise all such ovoids are isomorphic. We wilÌ write .S¿ for an
arbitrary ReeTits spread and O¡¿ for a ReelTits ovoid. Thus such statements as 5

:

Sn

will be interpreted as rreaning that 5 is a ReeTits spread.
\try'e

now find a coordinate representation for a ReeTits spread S. We use the polarity p

arising from the Tits automorphism á as given

in (1.23). In particular, we then have

:

(lru-',b0,k'0-',y0,yß-1). Notice that [oo]p: (oo) so [oo] is a line of S
and the other lines of 5 then each have five coordinates. Since the characteristic is 3, we
lk,b,k',b',k"fo

use the relations for incidence given

in

(1.15a) to find that the line [k, b,kt,b',,k"] is an

absolute line precisely when
b

:

¡¿Ê-t_ ft+e-r

and

6r

-

¡¿0-1* f0-1¡¿ß-1* kt+ze-'.

Thus

s

: { [-] ] u {lk, ¡r,,u-'- rt+o-r ,
k,e-r+

¡rr

,

fï-rftfi-l*

ft+20-1,¡rrrf

I

1r,k,,,k,,

e

GF(q)j.

(2.2g)

Either by repeating the same steps for ovoids or by applying the duality given in (1.22),
we similarly find that a ReerTits ovoid (? is given by

O: {(-)} u {(r,o,0-

os+e,t,,a,0+aga,,0+ot*tt,o,,) I o,o,,a,, e GF(q)}.

This is identical to the representation given in [VM98, $7.7.5] of a ReeTits ovoid.

2.5 Locally hermitian spreads and ovoids
Here we

will consider spreads and ovoids that, from the standpoint of a single line or

point, seem somewhat sirnilar to the hermitian spreads and ovoids. Since hermitian
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:

spreads exist

for all values of q, whereas the hermitian ovoids only exist for q

spreads seem

to be the more natural context for exploring the concept of being locally

3h,

hermitian, so it is with spreads that we shall start. After defining precisely what is
meant by a locally hermitian spread, some general properties of these spreads will be
given, including a coordinate condition to help us recognize when we have such a spread,

and then the known ones for q

+

3h

will be described. Finally, Iocally hermitian ovoids

will be discussed and the known ones will be given, and hence, the remaining

known

Iocally hermitian spreads will be given as well.

2.5.L Locally hermitian

spreads

Let 5 be a hermitian spread. Recall that for any pair of lines -L and M in S, ail the
are also included in ,S. AIso recail that for each line

K

in R(L, M), the line regulus R(L, K) is the same as R(L,M). Thus in particular, if

we

lines of the line regulus R(L,

fix the line

,L

M)

then 5 is the union of q2 distinct line reguli on ,L. This essentially describes

what a hermitian spread "looks like" from a line.
Now let

5

be any spread of H@) and let .L be one of its lines. We say that S is

locally hermitian with respect to the line
of

R(L,M)

are also

and from this line

it

-L

if, for every other Iine M of 5, all the lines

in S. Thus the spread 5 is the union of q2 distinct line reguli on,L
essentially looks like a hermitian spread.

In the above, while providing the motivation for the concept of locally hermitian,

we

have seen that a hermitian spread is locally hermitian with respect to each of its lines. In

fact, hermitian spreads are characterized by this property of being locally hermitian with
respect to every line, but one can do much better. Here we provide an independent proof

of the folÌowing theorem that uses only the geometry of the embedding quadric of H(q).

Theorem 2.9 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Theorem 9])
A spread of H (q) that is \ocaL|y hermitian with respect to two distinct lines is hermitian

Proof

Let E be a spread that is locally hermitian with respect to the line ,L. LeI

be any H(q)-ptane that meets L in a point. By Lemma 2.4,
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by Theorem 1.8 there is another line

M

of S meeting z- in a point. Let

points in which zr meets these Ìines .L and

to L,

aII the lines of the line regulus

M.

R(L, I\,[)

Since S is locally hermitian

are

in 3

in Pa with rg a line of the opposite regulus, so for
a line of

as

and y be the

with respect

well. But R(L, ]W) is a regulus

each point on the line

R(L,M), and hence 5, that is incident with it.

,t1(q)-planes meeting

r

ry

there is

Since 7r was arbitrary among

L, we see that every such ÉI(q)-plane meets the lines of ,S in a set

of collinear points. The result now follows from Theorem

2.7.

n

Just as this theorem characterizes hermitian spreads, the next result is a sirnilar one

that characterizes locally hermitian spr-eads. We say that a spread 5 is point locally

r incident with a line 1l of 5 if, for every pair of
lines,L and M of 5\{1f} with LÞzr: MÞ2r,the points r,rÞ tr and r> M are
hermitian with respect to a point

collinear in the quadric 2o (see Figure 2.2). For an equivalent description, notice first
L>2t:M>2x

u>L

K

A,T

L

Figure 2.2: Point locally hermitian

tlrat for each line L + K of 5 there is a unique Iine L, in the opposite legulus of R(K, L)

that

passes

through

z. Although

a line of Pa, this line

is point locally hermitian with respect to
points of

L*

are

tr,

is not a line of H@). Now S

r if and only if for every line ,L I K in 5, the

all incident with lines of 5.

The following theorem and proof are a portion of the proof of [BTVM98, Theorern 6].

Theorem 2.10 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Theorem 6])
A spread S of H (q) that is point locally hermitian with respect to two distinct points
a common line

K

is locally hermitian with respect to K.
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Proof

5 is point locally hermitian with

Suppose

respect to the points

r

and y on K.

Let L be any other line of 5, and Iet L" and Lo be the lines of the opposite
of

R(K,tr)

through the points

be the line in

r

and E, respectively. Let wbe a point on

R(K,tr) through tr. This line M

meets Lo in a point

L,

regulus

andlet M

z. By the point locally

hermitian property, there are lines M' and M" of S on the points w and z,bul d(w, z)
so we conciude lhat

Mt

: M" -

M , which is in the line regulr-rs R(K,

chosen arbitrarily from the points oL

was clrosen arbitrarily so

it

L,, all the lines of R(K,tr)

tr).

Since ?,

belong to

5.

follows that ,S is locally hermitian with respectto

Now let us consider the coordinates of the lines in a spread

.S

:2
\Mas

Also,

K.

.L

!

that contains the line

[oo]

and is locally hermitian with respect to that line. Suppose [k, b,k',b',k"] is a line of 5.
Then all the lines of the line regulus (see (1.19))

llk,b,b',k"ll: ?¿([-], lk,b,k',,b',k"1):

{[-]]

u {[¿, b,,tr,b',k"]1, € GF'(q)]

are also in.S. In terms of the representation of a spread given in (2.3), this means that

the functions

/(r, E,z)

g(r,U,z)

and

are independent of

z. Conversely, if these functions

are independent of z then .S is locally hermitian. Thus S can be expressed in the form

S

: {[-]] u {lr,a, z, Í(r,a),g(r,ùl l r,a, z e Cr@)}

: U

(2.2e)

ll',a,r@,a),s@,a)|,

n,seGF(q)

where /(0,0)

:

g(0,0)

:

0 and the second line expresses .S as a union of line reguli.

Not any pair of functions

/

and g will serve to produce a spread and we will now find

conditions under which they do. We say that two line reguli on a common line, say R(J, L)

andR(J,M),

are

compatible if each line other than -I from either is opposite all the

lines of the other, or in other words, the two line reguli are distinct and the lines of the
set R(J, L) ¿ R(J,

it

seems

M)

are

mutually opposite. Thus two line reguli are compatible when

that they could feasibly belong to a spread.

Lel J,

L and M be any three pairwise opposite

opposite every line of the line regulus R(J,

L).
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these three lines generate a five dimensional subspace

By Theorem 1.15, the plane

zr does

II.

Let ø be a generator of P6 on M.

not meet any line of R(J,I) either and so does not

meet tlre tluee diurensional subspace fI3 gelrelaletl by ,,I altl

in tlre subspace

L

all. Sirrce a plane
fI must meet fI3, it follows that no generator of Pø on M is contained
aL

in fI, so IIIPa is neither a hyperbolic quadric T{s nor a parabolic quadric cone fl62a.

II meets P6in a nondegenerate elliptic quadric t5. Now the line regulus
R(J, M) is contained within lI so each of its lines also has the property that no generator
of P6 on it meets any of the lines of R(J,I); that is,R(J, tr) and R(J, M) are compatible.
Thus, in order for two line reguli R(J, L) and R(J, M) fo be cornpatible, it is sufficient
Consequently,

that tlre one line M be opposite every line of R(J, L).
Let us suppose the common line J is the line [oo] and let L and M be lk,b, k' ,b' , k"l
and [K, B, K',8' , K"f, respectively. In view of the previous paragraph, to know when

L)

the line reguli R(J,
when tlre line

and R(J,

IK,8,0,8',K"1is

M)

are compatibie,

opposite every line of

it

is sufficient to only determine

R(J,L). In the following,

we

will

always use the convention that when two variables are represented by the sarne letter,
one lower case and one upper case, their difference is written as Aø

:

tr

- X.

Now from

tlre opposite line condition of Lemma I.22, the lines [K, 8,0,8', K"1 and lk,b,r,b',k"]
are opposite when
12

+

(k" L,k

+ K" Lk + zb'Lb + JBt Lb)r

+

(k"

Lk

-

LbLb' + 3b' Lb)(K" Lk

+
As

r langes

(Lb2

-

+

LbLb' + 3B'Ab)

LkLb')çLb'2

+ LbLk") + o.

(2.30)

over all of GF (q), the line [k, b, r,b' , k"] ranges over all the lines of R(J, L),

so the line reguli are compatible

if and only if this inequality hoids for

Thus the given line reguli are compatible

if

and only

every value of z.

if the quadratic in

r in (2.30) is

irreducible, and hence Theorem 1.1 applies. To help make the following steps a little
clearer for odd q, let

A: lc" A,k + gb'Lb, B :
c : LbLb,,
D:

K" Lk
(Lb2

60
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Then the quadratic in (2.30) can be rewritten
12

as

+ (A + B)r + (A - C)(B + C) + D,

so the discriminant is

(A+

- 4(A - c)(B + C) - 4D
: (A+ B)' - 4AB - 4(A - B)C + 4C2 - 4D
: (A- B)t - 4(A - B)C + 4C2 - 4D
B)2

:(A-B-2C)2-4D.
For even q, notice that the coefficient of

r in (2.30) is simply

LbLb'

+ LkA'k" and the

constant coefficient is
(tr"

:

Lk+ AbAb' + b'Lb)(K" Lk + LbLb' + B'Lb) + (Ab2 + AkAb')(

k" K" L,k2

+

(b'

K" + k" B')LbLk + (b'B' +

+ abab'a

:

k" K" L,k2

+

(b'

tc(k"

Tr(

\\1k"

Lb2Lb'2

+

+

Lb2 Lb'(b'

+ abab'a k\k" +

(b',?',

+

Lb',2)Lb2

compatibility condition

(abab'

it

+

K" + k" B',)LbLk +

Thus, for odd q, the

and for even q)

+ K")

Lb'2)Lb2

Lk^.k")2 + +(Lb',Lk

-

+

/\bs

+

Lk"

+

Lb'2

Lb\td")

B')
Lb',3

+

Lb',s

Lb',2¡

:6,

Lb3 Ll{',

+

Lk

Lk.

is

Lb2)(LbLk"

+

Q.37a)

is the trace equation

K" L,k2 + (b'K" + k" B',)LbLk + (b',7', + Lb2)Lb2

+Lb}Lk"+ab'Sak) f (tt*ttc"2 +Lb2Lb")) :1

(2.31b)

together with the requirement that the expression in the denominator in (2.31b) should
be nonzero.

For an immediate application of these compatibilitv conditions, we now show that a

locally hermitian spread can sometimes be given a coordinate representation simiiar to

that for ovoids in (2.6).
Let 5 be a locally hermitian spread with respect to the iine [oo] and let lk,b,k',b',k")
and [K, B, K' , B' , K"] be two lines of S. Suppose k : K and k" : K". For odd q, by
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the compatibility condition (2.31a) we have that if the two lines are not in the same line
regulus, then
Lb2Lb'z

-

4¿,'b2Lb'?

: -z\b2\bÉ :Ø.

# 2 (mod 3) (see Corollary 1.2), this can never
occur. It follows that for such q, if (k,k"): (K,K") then the two lines ar"e in the same
When

-3

is a square, that is, when q

line regulus. If instead q is even, then by (2.31b),

/ b'B'\
:1+Tr (Ãtr1
-1-r'(1)

Tî

whenever the lines are not in the same line regulus. Since the quadratic

12

+

A,b'rlbtBt

:

(r +b')(r -f B') is always reducible, the final trace above is zero. Now if q : 22', or
equivalently, if q l2 (mod 3), then Tr(1) :0 so the equation above is never satisfied.
As in the case for q odd, we conclude that the pair (k,k") uniquely deter"mines the iine
regulus of the spread

5 to which the line [k,b,lr',,b',,k"]

belongs.

It now follows that if q + 2 (mod 3) then a spread ,S that is locally

hermitian with

respect to the line [oo] can be represented by

S

: {[-]i u {lr, f @,u), z, e(r,ù,al I r,a,z e CF(q)}

: U

ll*, f (',a),

s(r,ù,El

(2.32)

r,seGF(q)

where

/

and g are functions dependent only upon Ø and y, and the latter representation

expresses S as a union of line reguli.

In addition to the herrnitian spreads thernselves, there are only two classes of locally
hermitian spreads known and these were both found in [BTVM98]. The first class exists
oniy for q : 3h, when H(q) is self-dual, and they were discovered by rnanipulating the
hermitian ovoid in the quadric. To reflect this, we leave their description for the context
of ovoids.

It

is the other class that we describe presently, although here we use an orig-

inal approach different from that used in [BTVM98] thereby describing an independent
rediscovery of these spreads.

Let q be odd and let 5 be a locally hermitian spread as represented in (2.29). Notice
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from (2.24) that the herrnitian spread S¡r(0,-7), where 7 is a nonsquare, corresponds

to the functions f (r,a):'yr: and g(r,A): -lA.We consider what happens when the
coefficient in f (r,gr) is changed to another nonsquare, say a21.
We have

l@,A) : a21r and g(r,A) : -1y wilh

o,

+ 0.

Substituting into the

compatibility condition (2.31a), we find that

(o'

- r)'y"*'a' + 4(a21r2 - a') (-w' + aaf ',)
: (1 - 6a2 - zon)f ,'a' + 4a613ra + ^raa

must be a nonsquare for all values of

(n,ù + (0,0). Putting X :

2a31r2 and

Y

:

2A2,

this becomes

",(#xY+x,+v,).
If the coefficient of XY inside the brackets is 2, then this is 7(X + Y)' so 1'¡/e are
certainly guaranteed that this will always be a nonsquare for all (*,y) I (0,0) so long

(alar)' : -a1 and. there
are values of r and gr for which this occurs precisely when -a is a nonsquare. Thus we
require that -a be a nonzero square. Now setting the coefficient of XY to 2 and solving
as we never have

for

a,

X - -Y.

But

X - -Y

is equivalentto

we have

r-6a2 -3a4 :2èBaa
+gø3+
4a3
The solutiorr a:

-1

6a2

_1 :0

<+

(ø+ 1)3(sø_ 1) :0.

is valid as -¿ is a nonzero square, and this returns us to the

hermitian spread. However, the solution

o,

:1/3,

which is valid only for q

=I

(mod 3)

-3 is a nonzero square (see Coroll ary 7.2), gives a new spread. Setting the coefficient
of XY to -2,, in which case we require that we never have X : Y, or-equivalently, that a

when

is a nonzero square, Ieads to the solutions

ø:

1 and

a: -\13, and so ultirnateiyto

the

same spreads.

Thus, apart from the hermitian spread, the only other spread of the sought form is
obtained by setting f @,U)
accordance

: ll,

when q

=I

(mod 3), and we call tliis spread

with [BTVM98] where it was first discovered; the derivation here,
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describes an independent rediscovery of the same. Notice that this spread contains the

lines [oo] and [0,0,0,0,0] and yet does not correspond to any.S¡¡(¡;,2), so it certainly is

uot a hermitian spread. AIso, it is easy to

see

from the replesentation given in (2.28) tliat

that Reerlits spread is not locally hermitian with respect to the line [oo]. Since its autornorphism group acts transitively on its lines (in fact, doubly transitively-see [VM98,
Theorem

7.7 .61),

it follows that a ReerTits

to any of its lines,
Thus

5¡s1

so 5¡o¡ is

spread is not locally hermitian with respect

not a Reejfits spread either.

is genuinely another spread and
S[nl

: U

it is given by

llr,y,l1",tu)]

r,yeGF(q)

2.5.2 Locally hermitian ovoids
Let O be an ovoid of the generalized hexagon H(q) and let z be some poinT of O.
Let O+

:

C?\

{r}

be the points of (? opposite

spread, we say that the ovoid (2 is

z. Dualizing the notion of locally hermitian

locally hermitian with respect to the point r if lor

every point E in O+, all the points of the point regulus

the union of q2 point reguli on

R(r,y)

are also itt O. Thus (? is

r.

R(t,A) andR(r,z) on a cornmon point ï are compatible if for
eachpoint u eR(r,E) and u e R(r,z), with u I x), wehave d(u,u):6. Thus q2
point reguli on a corrmon point form a locally hermitian ovoid if and only if they are
Two point reguli

mutually compatible. In analogy with the conditions for cornpatibility of line reguli given

in (2.31a) and (2.31b), we now find conditions for the compatibilityof point reguli.
Let (a, (.,[',a")) and (,4, L,L',A")) be two point reguli of H(q) on (oo). Reca]l
from (1.20) that the point regulus ((a,L,l',ø")) is

((a,1.,(',a")):

{(-l}

Keeping the earlier convention that
Lernma

I.2I,

u {(ø,

(,r,( *Ja"r,o")1, e GF(q)}

Az :

tr

- X, from the opposite point condition in

our point reguli are compatible if and only

(a"L,a+ Ar)(A"L,a + Ar)

if

- L,a(L,t't3a"r -3A"X) + La"L,(. -3A,a(rA" 64

o"X)
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is nonzero for all

r,X

which is a quadratic

e GF(q).After some rearrangement, this can be expressed

as

in Ar. That this must be nonzero for all r,X € GF(q) is now

equivalent to this polynomial being irreducible. This certainly never occurs when q is
even as the coefficient of

Ar

is zel:o) so this constitutes a proof that there are no locally

lrermitian ovoids in H(q) when q is even, although we already know from [Tha81] that
there are, in fact, no ovoids at all in this case. Therefore, we assutlle q is odd. By Theorem 1.1, the irreducibility of this polynorrial, and hence the cornpatibility of the point

reguli, corresponds to the discriminant being a nonsquare; that is, the compatibility

condition

is

La2La"2

I LaL,l'- L,a"L,(.+3a"A"Lo':Ø.

(2.33)

Finally, we discuss the known locally hermitian ovoids. When q

:

3h, there are

the hermitian ovoids, which are locally hermitian with respect to every one of their

points. The only other known locally hermitian ovoids, discovered by Bloemen, Thas
and Van Maldeghem

in [BTVM98],

are obtained from these and so exist only for these

values of q. Also, the duals of these ovoids cornplete the list of known locally hermitian
spreads.

[BTVM98] for the construction of new ovoids of I/(q) is as
follows. LeI O be an ovoid of H(q). Then (? is also an ovoid of. Pa by Lemma 2.4. Now

The principle used

in

if á is an automorphism of the quadric 26, then the set (?e is another ovoid of 26 and
by Lemma 2.4,it is also an ovoid of H(c1). But if 0 is chosen so that

it

so,

does not preserve

the generalized hexagon, then O and Oe may not be isornorphic in H(q). Applying this
technique to the herrnitian ovoids and the Reejlits ovoids gave ovoids that were new

in H(q), although not in the quadric. However, since q:

3h for these, a duality was

applied and the new spreads of H(q) thus obtained did provide new 1-systems of Pa.
See [BTVM98] for more details. Notice

that the map 0 might not map point reguli to

point reguli, so many of the new ovoids O0 obtained from a hermitian ovoid O arc not
locally hermitian. Here however, we restrict our attention to those that are.
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Let O : On(p,u) be a hermitian ovoid and let 0 be the automorphism of 26 whose
matrix

with

À

is

I

10 0 0000
010
0000
0010000
00 01000
00 0 0100
00-À0010
0À 0 0001

(2.34)

0. Considering Plücker coordinates, this map leaves

p2s frxed

while pe¡ is not, so

by the definition of the lines of Ë1(q) given in (1.10), the hexagon is not fixed. The image
of a point whose coordinates in the hexagon are (a, [, a' , l' , a") is (a, l.+ aÀ, o' ,, [' + a"

a"),
^,

thus from the representation of the ovoid Oa(p,u) in (2.27), the locally herrnitian ovoids
obtained are

o^jt,r): U (@,{'|trrt - at)I\r,1-t(r'r" - pry\+Àa,a)),
x,yeGF(q)
where f

@): 12 - pr f

¡u

is an irreducible polynornial with discriminant

7:

l-t2

-

(2.3b)

u.

As noted in the dual case in Section 2.5.1 on page 64, a ReeTits ovoid is not locally

hermitian with respect to any of its points, so these ovoids Ox(p,u) are certainly not

ReeTits ovoids. Also, from the representation of the hermitian ovoids containing the
points (oo) and (0,0,0,0,0) in (2.27), one can see that these ovoids O¡(p, z) are not
lrermitian ovoids as loug as h

>

1 so

that

r

and z3 represent distinct functions in GF(q).

Tlrus these ovoids are indeed new ovoids for q
when h

:

L, there is

ovoid Ou(p

i

À,

þ2

:

3h with

h > 1.

We remark that

nothing new gained as the ovoid O¡(p, z) is identical to the herrritian

-

Lr^

- I).

Also, notice that

if

À

:

0 then the matrix in (2.34) is

the identity and Oo(p,zz) is just the hermitian ovoid On(p,z). We shall refer to the new
ovoids obtained in this way, with

^

+0

and h

)

1, as Lhe Ox ovoids.

Tlrat it is sufficient to have only considered maps 0 as given by

(n\

is the following

theorem from [BTVM9S]. Although actually stated there for translation ovoids, the
authors comment after the proof that the theorem also holds for locally hermitian ovoids.

Theorem 2.11 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem, [BTVM98, Theorem 21])
If O is a locally hermitian ovoid of H(3h) that is isomorphic inPo to a hermitian ovoid,
then either O is hermitian or h

> I and O is an O¡ ovoid.
bC)

n
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Considering the actions of the maps
observing their effects on the extraterms
O

where f @)

:

12

x(p, u)tþ(a,

K)

:

p and t/ in

)z

sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4,

but now

and Àg in (2.35), we find

Oox(ufu + 2K), a' f

e n),

- pr I u is the irreducible quadratic associated with Ox(p,r).

particular, every (?r ovoid is isomorphic to Ox(0,

-7)

In

for some nonzero À and nonsquare 7.

The spreads dual to the (?¡ ovoids we shall call S¡ spreads. Applying the duality
given iL (L22), those containing the lines [oo] and [0,0,0,0,0] are found to be

Ex(p,r): U llr,,l-'Qtr* - a) +
- pù + ^at/t,af],
^rt/s,^t-'(r',
r,yeGF(q)
where again, 1

:

p2

-

(2.36)

u is a nonsquare. These, together with the 5¡01 spreads and the

hermitian spreads, are all the known locally herrnitian spreads.

ot
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Translation spreads and ovoids
3.1 Introduction
LetT

be a spread or an ovoid of H(q). We will define here what

it

means for

T to be

translation, filstly with respect to a fl.ag {r,g} and then with respect to an element r.

In both

cases)

the element ø is an element of

is a point when

7

7,

so

r

is a line when

T is a spread and r

is an ovoid.

We begin by considering a partition of the elements of

T.

Let

r

be an eiement

T and let E be an elerrent of the hexagon that is incident with z, so {r, g} is a flag.
For eachof the q elements z I r oLa,letV":V.(r,gr) bethe
LetT+:7\{"}.
of

spread (or ovoid) projection set for z, whose elements are those elements of

T lhal are

at distance four- from z, as introduced in Section 2.1 (see Figure 3.1). By Lemma 2.3,
these sets

I/, each contain

q2 elements and each element

of these sets, namely V-oa. Thus the

sel,s

V" partition

r¡ of 7+ beiongs to exactly

one

T+ into q sets of size q2.

Now we are prepared to define translation spreads and ovoids. The spread or ovoid

7

with respect to the flag {z, gr} if there is a group G{,,a}
that stabilize T, Ihat fix each of ø and E elementwise, and such that

is said to be translation

of collineations

the group acts transitively on the

set,

V" for each z

I r

elementwise by G{*,a}, we have
G{*,a}

(

G{"'Y}

69
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z

\v-

a

Figure 3.1: A spread proìection setV"
wlrere

çb'a|

and

G'

are the groups described in Section 7.4.4 on page 40 where we saw

that G{''a} acts regularly on the z-projection sets [.
have V"

In addition, from page 44, we

C Ur. Thus the group G{r,ù is uniquely determined and it acts regularly

the sets I/,. This group G{,,a} is called the associated group of
fl,ag

{r,g}.

l,lotice that for two elements

snch tlrat ug

:

u if and only if

ut

on

T with respect to the

z and u of T+ there is a collineation g in G{,,a)

and 'u belong to the same set V",, and this is in turn

equivalenttou>y:u>A.
By the regular action of G', the associated group G{r,y} is completely determined by

7 is a spread given by the representation

its action on any one of the sets 7r. Thus if

in (2.3), for instance, that is translation with respect to the flag {[oo], ("o)], it is sufficient
to consider only the set lrlol, ro we have
G1¡oo1,1-¡1

:

{O[0, a,2,, f (0,u,2),9(0,a,ò] I a,,z e

wlrere the coilineations O are as introduced

GF(q)],

in Section 1.4.4 on

page

statement holds for an ovoid translation with respect to the flag {(oo),

The spread or ovoid

7

is called translation

with respect to the flag {r,,g} for each
of 7 with respect to the element ø is
G

gr

42. A

(3.1)

similar

[-]].

with respect to r if it

is translation

that is incident with z. The associated group

arr ) (

( G {,,a}

G',

(3.2)

the group generated by the associated groups with respect to the flags containing ø. That

this is a subgroup of G'follows from the fact that each of the groups G{,,y} is, and as for
70
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T+ of elements of 7 opposite r.

Let us now consider the spreads and ovoids that were introduced in Chapter 2. Remember that the only known ovoids exist for

e:3h

when H(q) is self-dual, so

it suffices

to restrict our attention to the spreads. Using (3.1) and the action of the collineations

O

in G[-] as given in (1.25), it can be readily checked that all the spreads introduced, S¡r,

56,

5¡s1

and .S¡, given by their coordinate representations in the previous chapter, are

translation with respect to the flag {[oo],

(-)].

While establishing the coordinate representation for the hermitian spreads, the hatrack of the coordinatization was chosen so that [oo] and [0,0,0, 0,0] were any two arbi-

trarily chosen lines of the spread. Also, the point (oo) could have been

chosen

arbitrarily

from the points incident with [oo], so a hermitian spread 5¡¡ is actually translation with
respect to every fl,ag {L,r} where ,L is a line of 5a, and therefore, translation with respect

to every one of its lines.
For the ReeTits spreads, the coordinatization was chosen arbitrarily among those such

that the fl"g

{[-], (-)]

was an absolute point-line pair with respect to the polarity, so a

ReeTits spread 56 is translation with respect to every flag {tr, trp}, where I is a line of 56
and p is the defining polarity.

the spread

,S¿

It

is easily seen from the coordinate representation that

is not locally hermitian, so

it

follows from the forthcoming Theorem 3.3

that it is not translation with respect to any other flag.
Finally, the spreads

S¡o¡

and S¡, as given by their cooldinate representations in Chap-

ter 2, are translation with respect to the line [oo] (see [BTVM98]). This follows immediately from the forthcoming Theorem 3.7. Since these spreads are nonhermitian, yet are
locally hermitian with respect to the line [oo], by Theorem2.9 the automorphisrn groups
of these spreads must leave [oo] invariant. Thus in particular, they are not translation

with respect to any flag {11, g}, where l< I l*1.

3.2

General results

Although translation spreads and ovoids were defined dually, the fact remains that arguments pertaining to one might not be abie to be dualized to apply to the other. However,

7I
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our next theorem lets us know that we will nonetheless not be needing to consider trans-

Iation spreads and ovoids separately, as translation ovoids of H@) exist only when Ë1(q)
is self-dual. In fact,

all

ovoids at

it

is conjectured that

it

is only when ø(q) is self-dual that

(see comment on page 105), so

it has

this theorem supports the conjecture by

putting the matter to rest for transiation ovoids. Other results in this direction are the
nonexistence of ovoids of H(q) for q even [ThaSl], and lor

q:5

or 7 [O'KT95]. The

following theorem appears in fOffxx].

Theorem 3.1
There are no translation ovoids with respect to a flag, and so no translation ovoids with
respect to a point, in H(q) when q is not a power of 3.

Proof

Let O be a translation ovoid with respect to a flag. Without loss of generality,

we suppose that the hat-rack of the coordinatization is chosen such that (2 has the
representation given

in (2.6); that

is,

O:{ (-)} u {(r, f(r,a,z),2,g(r,a,z),a)
where ,f (0,0,0)

{(-),

:

g(0,0,0)

I ,,a,2 e GF(q)},

: 0. The group associated wilh 0 with respect

to the flag

[oo]] is then
G{(oo),tool}

:

{{/(0, f (0,a, z),

z, g(0,a,

z),a) |

a,

"

e Cr@)}

The action of the collineations ![r is given in (7.2a), and from there we see that the element

ü(0, /(0, Y, Z), Z, g(0,Y,

Z),Y) of G11oo¡,¡""11 maps the point (0, /(0,

A,

z), z, g(0,A, z),A)

ofOto
(0,

/(0, y, z) + f (0,Y,2), z 1- Z, g(0,a, z) + g(O,Y, Z) + ZzY,a

wlrich must also be a point of (?. Therefore, for all
g(0,A

Putting Y

tY, z + Z) :

9(0,U, z)

U,

+Y)

z,Y, Z e GF(q),

+ g(0,Y, Z) -t 3zY.

(3 3)

:0 in (3.3) we get
g(0,U, z

+ Z)

:

9(0,A, z) + g(0,0, Z)
72
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in (3.3) gives
g(0,Y, z +

Z):

9(0, 0, z)

-l 9(0,Y, Z) +

(3.5)

3zY.

Considering (3.4) and (3.5) together nowrevealsthat the term 3zY in (3.5) isidentically
zero and hence the characteristic of the field is

¡

three.

By Theorem 3.1, translation ovoids can only exist when H(q) is self-dual,

so

it

suffices

to consider only translation spreads. However, we will state and prove Theorem 3.11 in
tlre context of ovoids. This is due essentially only to the fact that the functions f @,A)
and g(r,g) in the coordinate representation (2.35) of the (?¡ ovoids seem nicer than the
corresponding functions for the S¡ spreads

in (2.36). All other results will be stated and

proven in the context of spreads.
The rest of this section is primarily devoted to breaking Theorem 6 of [BTVM98] into

its constituent components in order to elaborate and extend on them.
We have already noted that the known locally hermitian spreads are translation with
respect to a line. This actually comes as no surprise in light of the foliowing results which

give a strong connection between translation and locally hermitian spreads. The next
lemma and its proof are a portion of the proof of [BTVM98, Theorern 6].

Lemma 3.2 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Theorem 6])
Let S be a spread of H(q), e l3h, that is translation with respect to a flag {L,r},
where

L is a line of E. Then S is point locally hermitian with respect to the point r.

Proof

K I L be a line of 5. We need to show that for each point E on the unique
line of the quadric that joins r to K, there is a line M of 5 incident with it. There
Let

is an apartment of H(q) containing the lines

L

and

K as well as the point r,

and we

that this is taken to be the hat-rack of the coordinatization such that {tr, r} is
the flag {[-], (oo)] and K is the line [0,0,0,0,0]. Then the points gr are the points with
suppose

coordinates (0, 0, z, 0).
From the representation in (2.3), we have

S

: {[-]]

u {lr,a,z, f (r,U,z),9(r,,a,,2)l I r,a,z e GF.(q)},
-t¡t)

(3 6)
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(0,0,0) : g(0,0,0)

G{[-],(*)i

:

:

0, and from (3.1),

{O[0, a,z,

Í(0,a,2),g(0,y,ò] I U,z e Cr@)].

(3 7)

What we need to show is that ,f (0,0, z) :0 for all values of z.
From (1.25), the collineation O[0, Y, Z, f (0,Y, Z),9(0,Y, Z)] of
line

[0, A, z,l(0,A, z),
[0, E

+

I

Y, z

g(0,g, z)] of

Z

-

G{[oo],(oo)] maps the

3 to

3yf(0,Y, Z), Í(0,a, z) + f(0,Y, Z), g(0,A, z) + g(0,Y, Z)].

This rnust also be a line of S, so we have

Í
Putting Y

:0

(o,a

tY, z + Z -

3a

f Q,v, Z)) :,f(0,

a,

z) + f (0,Y, z).

and E : 0 into this in turn, we obtain the two equations

Í(0,a,2-t Z -3alQ,g,Z)):

-f(0,

a,z)+ f Q,0,Z)

and

l(0,Y,2 + Z)

:

f (0,0, z) + l(0,Y, Z).

Using these two equations alternately, starting with the latter, we find

f (0,a, z)

Therefore, /(0,

by choosin g A :

O,

:
:
:

-3Af Q,0,z))

ffúã

for all z and the result

l(0,A,0) + f (0,0, z)

/(0, a,z - 3Yf (0,0,2))
,f (0,

:0

we have,

a, z)

+ /(0,

o,

-3af Q,o, z)).

for all U,z € GF(q).If /(0,

to the contrary, that /(0,

0,

0,r) l0 for some z,then

z) : 0. Hence

.f (0, 0,

z) :

follows.

Notice that the condition q

+

0

tr

3h cannot be entirely removable, as

at least for the

case

when h is odd, the Redlits spreads are examples of spreads that are translation with
respect to a flag and yet are not point locally hermitian. Notice that

of this lemrna that if q + 3h and

.S

it

is a consequence

is also translation with respect to another flag on the

same line, then by Theorem 2.10, the spread

much does also hold for Q:3h.
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Theorem 3.3 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Theorem 6])
Let S be a spread of H(q) that is translation with respect to two distinct flags {L,r}
and

{L,A} on a common line L.

Proof
that q :

For q

f

Then S is \ocaLly hermitian with respect to L.

3h,lhe result follows from Theorem 2.10 and Lemma3.2. Suppose then

3h. Again, this proof is essentially the one from [BTVM98].

Since the generalized hexagon

H(q) is self-dual when q :

3h,

we have from the coor-

dinate representation of ovoids in (2.6) that we may suppose that

S: {l-]}
where

,f

(0,0,0)

:

5 is given by

u {lr, Í(r,U,z),2,9(r,g,ò,al I r,U,z e GF(q)},

g(0,0,0)

: g.

Furthermore, we may suppose that the hat-rack of

the coordinatization has been chosen such that the two flags with respect to which.S is
translation are {[oo], (oo)] and
maps the line

only if k"

:0.

{[-], (0)]. From (1.25), the collineation

Olk,b,k',b',k"1

[0,/] to the line 10,[. + k"f, so the lines incident with (0) are fixed if
Together with (3.1), we then have
G{[oo],(oo)]

:

{O[0, f (0,,a, z), z, g(0,a, z),a)

|

a,

"

and

c Cp(q)]

and

G1¡."1,10;1

:

{O[r, f (r,0' z), z, g(r,0, z),0] | r, z e Cp(q)]

We need to show that the functions

will work only witir the function

/,

/

and g are independent of z. In the following,

\Me

but it will be observed that all the same conciusions

apply equally to g.
Applying the collineation O[0, /(0, Y,Z), Z, g(O,Y,2),Y] from the group
the line

lr,f

G1¡-1,1oo¡1

@,A,2),2,,g(r,A,z),A1, we get

lr, Í(r,a, z) + f (0,Y,2), z 1- Z

- rY,9(r,a,

z) + g(0,Y, Z),a

Since this must also be a line of S, this gives

f (*,a, z) + Í(0,Y, Z)

:

Í@,a -fY, z + Z
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OlX,Í(X,0,2),2,g(X,0,2),0],

which belongs to the group G1¡-1,10¡1, to

the same line and get

lr -f X, l(r,A, z) + f (X,0, Z), z I 2,9(r,,A, z) + g(X,0, Z),a1,
whence we have

f (r,a, z) + f (X,0, Z)

:

l@ + X,,0,, z + Z).

Now using these alternately, starting with the latter, we have

r(*'a 'o'

'o)

-'r'r"r,'r,?:rl"'a
f (r,a,0) + /(0, 0, -ra).

/(0,O,-rU): 0 for all r,y e GF(q); that is, /(0,0,2) :0 for all z e GF(q).
Finally, f (r,A,"): Í(r,A,0) + "f(0,0, z) : f (r,9,0), so the function /, and similarly g,
Thus

are independent of z and therefore S is locally hermitian with respect to

n

[oo].

The groups Gp,r¡ are uniquely determined, they act regularly on the sets

Vx

and

they have order q2. On the whole, they are quite managable and we can get our hands on
them fairly weil if we need to. However,

it

is not quite so ciear what the groups G7 are

like. On their action on 5f we only know that it is semiregular, and as for their orders,
we only know that they are powers of p lying somewhere between q2 and q3 inciusive.

If

lGLl

:

qt then G¿ acts regularly on .S+ so, since we have S+ and we know Gt

we then have G¿ at least as well as we have the groups

that we now proceed to get a firrner grip on these groups

Gg,,¡. It is with this in

{

GL,

rnind

G¿.

Theorem 3.4 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Lemma 5])
Let 3 be a spread of H(q) and let L be a line of S. If a subgroup of GL of order

q3

stabilizes S then S is úranslation with respect to L.

Proof

Let

r

be any point on

respect to the fl,ag

L.

We have only

to

show that

S is translation with

{L,r}.

Let G be the subgroup of GL with lGl : q3 that stabilizes S. The action of GL
on the set of lines opposite ,L is semiregular, so the action of G is, too. Now since lGl
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is equal to the number of lines of

5 opposite

-L,

it

follows that G acts transitively on

them. Letting K + L be a line incident with r, there is then a subgroup fI ( G that
acts transitively on the q2 lines of the selVN. By TheoremL23, since the coliineations

f/ (

of

GL frx the line

K on r,

r

lhey fix every line through

it

such set 7¡<. Noting that the action of 11 is semiregular since
see

that

fI

to the flag

acts transitively on each of the sets 7¡<. Hence

with associated group Gg,,*¡

{L,r}

5

and hence

fI

fixes every

is a subgroup of G¿, we

is translation with respect

- H.

n

The converse of the previous theorem is also true, as we shall see presently. While the
case q

(mod 3) is treated by [BTVM98, Theorem 6], we add the remaining values

l2

of q in our following theorem.

Theorem 3.5

e:

Let S be a spread of H(q),

(¡) q * 2 (mod 3)

(ii) q= 2 (mod

3),

and

q

ph, and let

L

be a line of

S.

If

S is translation with respect to two distinct flags on L;

odd, and S

is translation with

respect

to2l'++

distinct flags

on L; or

(iii) q -

22e-t7 and

3 is translation with respect to 2(q +

L.

I) 13 distinct fl.ags on L;

G! of S in GL acts
transitiveþ on 5 \ {,L} so lGSl : q3, and either Gr : G! or q :22'+t and lGL" : G;f :2.
is translation with

then S

Proof

\Me know

flags on -L then

it

respect to

Moreover, the stabilizer

from Theorem 3.3 that if S is translation with respect to two different

is locally hermitian with respect

lo L. Thus we consider a locally her-

mitian spread 5 as given by (2.29) that is translation with respect to the flag {[oo], (-)].
Thus

5: U

ll''Y'l@'a)'s@'a)n

r,geGF(q)

with /(0,0)

:

g(0,0)

:

0, and from (3.1), the associated group for the flag {[oo], (oo)] is

G{tool,(-)}

:

{O[0, a, z,l(0,a),g(0,ù] I a,z e GF(q)]'

What we aim to show is that G{[-],(oo)] acts transitively on the set of lines not equal

to

[oo]

that are incident with some point (ø) on [oo], although we drop a little short of
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this goal when q :

the group G

:

22"+7.

Then if 5 is also translation with respect to the flag { [oo], (o)],

(Gtf-1,(-)Ì,G{t-1,(o)}) acts transitively on the set of all q3 lines of S

opposite [oo], so lGl

:

q3

and 6 is translation with respect to the line [cxl] by Theolelr 3.4.

( G¡-1 < Gfì
qt by the regularity of Gt-l, we will also have
""a lCfr l <
G[-] :G!-l :G.

Also, since G

Applying the collineation o[0,y, Z,f (0,Y),g(0,Y)] in G{t*1,(oo)} to the line regulus

llr,a, f @,a), g@,a)l of S gives

llr,a +Y, f (r,ù + f Q,Y), s(r,s) +.q(0, Y)]1,
wlrich must also be a line regulus of ,S. Thus

gt(r) + gz(A), where f 2 a;nd !2
fz@

+Y):

/(r, a) : Ít(") + fz(A) and g(r,A) :

are linear operators on

GF(q) over G F (p); that

+Y):

lr(a) + fr(Y) and s2(y

is

gz(ù + sz(Y).

Tlre pr:ojection of the line l0,a, z, fr(a), gr(a)l of S onto a point (ø) is the line [ø,

h"(ù],

whele

h"(a)

: -3o'a - Safr(ù + gz(a)

as given by the incidence equations

in (1.14b). For

Ko:kerho:

each a

{a eGF(q)lh"(a)

e GF(q), let

-

0}.

Notice that for each ø, the ftrnction ho is a linear operator of GF@) over Gf'(p) since it
is a linear combination of such functions. Thus

is a power of

K,

is a vector space over GË.(p) .o lK"l

p. Now as G1¡o"1,1-¡1 acts transitively

on the lines

[0,

A,z,fz(A),gr(a)], it

acts tlansitively on the lines [4, lr"(y)]. So what we want to show is that for some ø, the

function h"(y) is a bijection, or equivalently, tltat

First consider when Q: 3h so then h"(a)

:

Ko:

{0}.
gz(ù. Applving the compatibility condi-

tion in (2.31a) to the line reguli ll0, a, f r(a), gz(a\l and [[0, 0, 0, 0]], we have -a3 g2(a) : û
whenever a + 0, so in particular, lr"(a) f 0 whenever y f 0. Thus fol all ø we have
Ko

: {0} and hence the result follows.
Suppose now

that 3'f q. Treating h"(g): 0 with

A

+

0 as an equation in a, we have

a quadratic equation. For odd q, the discriminant is

lfr@)' -t t2ys2(ù

: <(-zfr(a)' - qasr(ù),
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and for even q, the ,S-invariant is
ysz(a)
Since

(3 e)

l'(a)"
S is a spread, the line reguli ll},a,fr(a),gr(a)ll and [[0,0,0,0]] are compatible.

From the compatibility condition in (2.31a), for odd q we have
a2

andf

r2(ù2

-

l'(ù',) :

4a',(asr(ù +

+asr(ù)

-

a2(-3Tz(ù',

:

û,

rom(231b):"wr,,rr)':r:,;'.^*rffi):r

Tlrus when q
is nonsquare,

=!

if q is odd then -3 is a square so the discriminant in (3.8)
and if q is even then e :22" and Tr(1) : 0 so the ,S-invariant in (3.9) has
(mod 3),

trace one. In both cases, h"(A)

:0

has no solutions in ø for any A

for all a e GF(q) and the result follows for

q:1

+

0, thus

K, : {0}

(mod 3).

Now suppose q :

2 (mod 3). Then the discriminant in (3.8) is a nonzero square and
the S-invariant in (3.9) has ttace zero while f"(A) 10. Therefore, for each y I 0 there
are exactly two values, a and b, such that E € Ko and U e Ku.

i:0,1,...,h. Then
the nonzero elements in the sets Ko, remembering that each y f 0 belongs to

Let I/, be thenumberof valuesof o,for which
counting

lK"l:pi,

where

exactly two of them, we have
(p

Writing ¡,/>o - l/"

- t)¡r' + (pt -

* l/,+r + . .'+
(p

Hence

-

1)^I, +

"'

+ (pn -1)¡/h

l/¿, equation (3.10) gives

1).^/2r

<

2(q

-

1)

q

:

-

1)

*

1 more flags on [oo]

(3.1o)

us

+ l/¿r I 2 p-l

if in addition to the flag {[-], (oo)] we have at least

2(q

1)

ffi

with respect to which S is translation, then for at least one of these, say {[oo], (ø)],

will have Ko: {0}. The result now follows for odd q = 2 (mod 3).
Finally, suppose q : 22'*t. From (3.10) we have 3l/>z ( Z(q multiple of 3 not greater lhan 2(q

-

1) is 2(q
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with respect to at least 4ÇÐ -12:2(q+1)/3 flags on [oo], then for at least one of these,
say {[oo], (ø)], we will have lK"l : L or 2. If the group Ë1 : (G1¡."1,(-)],G1¡-1,1"¡1) has
urtlel

q3, as

cer.Lailly happetrs whet

cases) so we suppose now

I

LLel llie resull ft-,llows as il

Lhe previuus

thal lK"l :2.
G{t-1,(o)} is the set of collineations O[0, A,z,fz(A),gr(A)],

that lHl <

Notice that G1¡-1,("o)Ì

lK"l:1,
q3 and

witlr g € Ko and z e GF(q), so this intersection contains 2q elements. Then

lrrl
r-- r >
so we conciude

:,l9tt-l't-lll
lG1¡-1,1-¡1G{r-r,(o)}¡
l-1tæJ'\æi r-11æl'\o/r,
lGtr-1,(-)Ì

I

lgtr-l't"lll,

that lff l : q312. The orbit of [0,0,0,0,0] under

:

,S'

for some subset A

U

:

{lr,A, r, f@,A), g(r,ùl I

Iq',

2

11 is then

r e A and y, z e GF(q)}
fI

is

{O[r,U,z, f (r,a),9(r,ù] I " € A and

U,

c GF(q)

: Yzq :

G1¡""1,1"111

of order qf 2, and the group

z € Cp(q)].

The collineation O[X, 0, 0, -fi (X), gr(X)] e 11 sends the line regulus [[r, 0, fr@), gt(")]l

of S to llr + X,0,

fír

+ X), gt(r + X)]], wliich is then another line regulus of 5. Thus

h@+X): fr@)+ Ít(X) for all r e GF(q) and X e ,4. Also, since the set S'isfixed
by H, we have that for r € A and X €,4, the surn n*X belongs to,4 as well, so,4 is a
subgroup of (Cf@),*) of index 2. Consequently, iÎ r /A and X ø A,then z + X € A
so fi(r) : ft(@+X)+X) : Í'.(r+X)+ fr6) and therefore f1(r+X): fr(")+ fr6).
Hence

fi,

and similarly !1, àre linear operators of GF@) over GF(2).

It

now follows that

the set {O[r, U,z,f (r,ù,g(",y)] I
e GF(q)] of collineations forrns a subgroup
",y,2
o1 çt'"1 fixing 5. Since its order is q3, this subgroup is the stabilizer Gfl of
in çl-J, so

"

by Theorem3.4, the spread S is translation with respect to the line [oo]. Also, we have
Ël

(

G¡""1

< Gt-l

so

either G[-]

: Gfl

ot G[""] :

-Ë1,

in which

In the previous theorem, the exceptional case when

q:

, Gt."l] :2. Z
"ut. [Cf]

22"+1 is

certainly not entirely

e:0 it does indeed occur. Consider the spread S¡r(1, 1) :
l)",o1Ïr,a,:L+g,r]1. The collineation Alr,a,Z,r * a,:xl € Gfl -upr the line fa,[.] ro
the line la,(.I r], so the point (ø) is fixed linewise if and only if r:0. Thus G¡oo1 :
G1¡-1,10¡Ì : G1¡-1,1r;1 : G1¡oo1,1oo;1.
removable as at least when
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In view of Theorem 3.5, just as the associated group G1¡-1,1-;1 of a spread that

is

translation with respect to the flag {[oo], (oo)] is quite accessible, so too is the stabi-

Gfl

in Gt-l of a spread that is translation with respect to the tine [oo]. Although
this stabilizer is usually identical to the associated group G¡oo1, the possibility that it is
hzer

not when
suggests

Q

:

22'*1 makes the associated group potentially bothersome, so the theorem

that the stabilizer in Gt-l is perhaps the more convenient group to work with,

and not the associated group after

all. This is made a little

clearer by our following

theorem.

Theorem 3.6
A spread 3 of H(q) is translation with respect to a line L
of S in GL has order

Proof

if

and only

if the stabilizer

GLg

q3.

This follows from Theorems 3.4 and

3.5.

The rather strong condition in Theorem 3.6 for a spread S to be translation with
respect to a line .L enables us to get a better picture of what S looks like, which we do

in our next theorem.

Theorem 3.7
Let

3

be a spread of H@), e

:

ph, containing the lines foo] and 10,0,0,0,0]. that is

in either (2.29) or (2.32). Then S is translation with
.line [oo] if and only if the functions of the representation are of the form
represented as

h-r

f

@,ù:

respect to the

h-7

ti:o (Íror'" + Íz¿a.")

and

g@, a) :
ti.:0 (groroo + gz¿aqo),

with the coefficients fni,9n¡ e GF(q).

Proof

Let us assume that 5 is represented as in (2.29). If the representation of (2.32)

is being used, then the same proof works, just swapping the second and last coordinates
of lines and line reguli.
Suppose S is translation with respect

to [oo]. By Theorem

3.6, the stabilizer of 5

in G[-] is

Gf:l

:

{o[", u,z, f (r,a),s(r,ù) I ",a,2 € cr@)].
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The collineation OlX,Y, Z,

Í(X,Y), g(X,Y)]

from

Gfl

when applied to the line regulus

lI*,,a, f @,A),g(r,A)]l of S, gives the line regulus

llr + X,a +Y, f (",y) + f (X,Y), s(r,y) + s(X,V))).
From here we see that

Í("+X,atY):
Tlrus the functions

f @,a)+

Í(X,Y) and s(r+ X,a :_Y): g(",a)+g(x,v).

/(r,0), /(0, A), g(r,0) and g(0,E) are all linear operators of GF(q)

over GF(p), so by Theorem 1.4, the functions
Suppose now

that

/

and

g

/

and g take the clairned forms.

are of the forms given

in the statement of the theorem.

Then the collineations @[r,A,z,f (r,a),g(r,g)] form a group of order q3 fixing,S. The
result now follows from Theorem

3.3

3.4.

Spreads translation

!

with respect to a line

In this section are two classifications of spreads translation with respect to a line subject

to

sorne

condition. First, we consider those translation spreads of H@), with q odd,

for which an object, which we shall call the kernel, is all of GF(q).Then our attention
turns to the translation spreads of f1(3h). Since the hexagon f1(3h) is self-dual, this

is

equivalent to consider:ing ovoids tlanslation with respect to a point, and this is exactly

what we shall do, essentially because the resulting functions are a iittle tidier. Of these

two cases, the latter appears in [Off*+], and the former we shall

see

in Theorem 4.5 is

to |BTVM98, Theorerns 30 32].
Let S be a spread of ff(q) that contains the lines [oo] and [0,0,0,0,0] and that is
translation with respect to the line [oo]. Then S can be represented as in (2.29), and
equivalent

possibly also as in (2.32). Given one of these representations, we define the kernel of 5,
denoted ker.S, to be the maximal subfield of GF@) such that fol all a € ker,S and all

r,A € GF(q), the functions /

and g of the representation satisfy

f (or,aa): af @,u) and g(ar,oa): ag(r,a)
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From Theorem 3.7, the functions f @,0), f Q,A), 9(r,0) and g(0,A) are then all linear
operators on GF(q) over kerS.

The kernel, kerS, is well-defined in that
sentations from (2.29) and (2.32) is used

it

is independent of which of the repre-

(if the one in (2.32) applies), and also, it

independent of the choice of hat-rack for the coordinatizal,ion, up

to the

is

requirement

that S should contain the line [0,0,0,0,0] and be translation with respect to [oo]. Let
us make it clearer that this is indeed so.
Suppose

can be represented in both the form of (2.29) as well as that of (2.32), so

5

for some functions .f , g, F and G we have

s- U

llr,a, f @,a), s@,a)n

: U

llr, F(r,a),G(r,a),an

r,yeGF(q)

r,YeGF(q)

Then from here we have

:
O(r,, F(r,a)) :

I (r, F(r,a))

F(r,s(r,y)): a,
G(r,s(r,ù): f @,a)

G(*,a),
a,

Letting ker1.S be the kernel of S as determined by the former representation of E, which
involves

/

and g, and letting ker2S be the kernel arising from the latter with

F

and G,

we then have that for each ø € ker15,
F

(ar,

aa)

:

F (ar,

a9

(r, F (", y)))

:

F (ar, g(ar, aF

(r,E)))

:

aF (r, g)

Hence also,

G(ar,a7): f (or, F(ar,aù) : f (or,aF(r,ù): aÍ(n,F(*,A)) :
Thus kerr.S C ker2

5. Similarly, the reverse inclusion holds, so ker15 :

aG(r,U)
kerz,S.

Now consider the collineations d that fix [oo] and map some line of ,S to [0,0,0,0,0]

What we must show is that ker.Sp

:

kerS.

If d is induced by an automorphismT/ of the field GF(q), then
Sd

: U

llrú,aú, f(*,a)ú,g@,ùúf),

n,yeGF(q)
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is readily seen that ker.SP: ketS. By [VM98, Proposition 4.6.6(iv)], we

now need only consider those collineations á belonging to Gr(q).
Fronr (1.11), Lhe luurber of poilLs
has q * 1 lines incident with

il

ir

-t)lQ - 1), autl siuce each pt-riul
of flags is (q * 1)(qu - t) l@ - 1). Since 11(q)

11(q)

it, the number

(,1u

is a Moufang polygon with respect to the group Gr(q), this group acts transitiveiy on the
set of all flags, so the stabilizer

H in G2(q) of the flag {[oo], (oo)] has order

t't:F #f+ø :

q6(q-r)''

where the order of G2(q) is given in [VM98, Proposition 4.6.7]. It now follows from [VM98,

Proposition 4.6.6(v) and Lemma 5.2.3(iii)] that the group 1/ is generated by the torus for
the hat-rack, together with the root groups for the paths

1r,lrlt-|, jrþ-2, j¡,,1¡,li

and 1rp2.

In addition, the collineation E('yrtr,ô), with õ + 0, fixes the lines [oo] and [0,0,0,0,0]
while mapping the point (oo) to the point (ô-t). Since ff contains E(1.1,,-'), by the
Moufang plopelty of H(q), the group

Ë1

acts transitivelyon the set

points distinct from (oo) that are incident wiih [oo]. Thus

H'of

generate the stabilizer

fI

f1(t-]) \ {(oo)} ot

together with E(1"¡1,,6)

the line [oo] inG2(q), and we therefore need only consider

collineations á from this collection of generators lor H'.

Let 0

ç

ç[ooì. From Theorem 3.5, the stabilizer of S in G[-] acts regularly on the

Iines of S opposite [oo], and since .Sá is to contain the line
o1

ç[-J is semiregular, it fol]ows that d fixes 5,
Let 0 €
3e

:

E(lrtt-t).

[0, 0, 0, 0,

so certainly, ker50

:

0] and the action

ker5.

Then for some õ e GF(q), we have

ll",y + 6r, f (r,y) + õ2r l_2õs,s(r,a) - õ3r - 36ta U
r,y€GF(q)

From here, we can

see

Z6f

(r,y)]].

that multiplying the first two coordinates of a line legulus in

an element ¿ € ker S is equivalent to multiplying

r

SP

and A by a, and thence the last two

coordinates are multiplied by ø as well. Thus kerSe Ç kerS. Using the collineation

this argument is reversible, so we conclude that kerSd: ker5.
Let

0

:

T(a, P) f," an element of the torus for the hat-rack. Then
50

U llljr, aÞu,
r,secF(q)

a2
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from which we see again by the same reasoning that ker 5e : ker.S.

:

Finally, let 0

E(.y"lt,ô). Working with the matrices for the collineations given in

Section 7.4.4, we find that
5e

llr+õ3 s(r, a)

U

r,s€GF(q)

y

-

2õf

-

(r,a)

and we can see once again that ker Se
combinations of

r,

A, f

(r,g)

36a

-

:

-t 3õ2 f (r, y),
6's(*,a),

ker

Í(r,a)-t 6g(r,ù,s@,ù1,

S since the coefficients are all simply linear

and g(r,A).

Thus we have demonstrated that the definition of kernel introduced here is welldefined in the sense rnentioned above, and for the benefit of future reference we state this

in the form of a theorern.

Theorem 3.8
Given a spread E that is translation with respect to a line, we maJr choose to represent

it

either in the form (2.29), or in the form (2.32)

if possible,

and then the kernel, kerS,

is independent of which representation is chosen and of the choice of hat-rack, up to the
rectruirement that

to the line

5

should contain the line [0,0,0,0,0] and be translation with respect

!

[oo].

Now we give our following classification of translation spreads for which ker 5 is

as

large as possible.

Theorem 3.9

S:U,,ollr,a,f @,A),g(",y)|, where /(0,0) :9(0,0) :0, be atranslation spread
of H@), q odd. with kernel kers : GF(q). Then either S is hermitian or q = I (mod 3)

Let

and

3 is isomorphic to 3¡s1.

Proof

The collineation \Y(,4,0,0,0,0), as described in (L24) of Section 7.4.4, Ieaves

thelineregulus [[0,0,0,0]] of 5fixed, andputtingA: f (0,1)12, itsendsthelineregulus
[[0,r,/(0, 1),9(0,1)]] of S to a line regulus [0, 1,0,-7]], for some ? e GF(q). Thus
we may assume that /(0, 1) : 0 and we set 7 : -g(0,1). Since [[0, 1,0, -f]] it then a
line regulus of S,

it is compatible with [[0,0,0,0]], so from the compatibility

in (2.31a) we have that 7 is a nonsquare.
85
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Consider the line regulus [[1,0, a, b]] of S, where

and b : g(7,0). This line

a: Í(I,0)

regulus is compatible with all the line reguli llO,g,/(0, a),g(0,g)]] which, since

ker.S:

CF(q), arc prcciscly the linc reguli [[0,E,0, -W]1. From the compatibitity condition
in (2.31a), we then have that
4.yan

+4by3

+(t'-3a2

-6o-y)at + Q1b-6ab)y+(b2

+4a\

(3.11)

is a nonsquare for aII y e GF(q)

By Lemma 1.3, this quartic is then identical to

l(2A' I ug I u)2 for some

Equating coefficients gives a system of equations

?^¿

and

u

which leads to

b2+412u:13-31a2bu

612a

:1b - 3ab

(3.12)

-yt)2:b2 +4a3.

If b +

0, then from the second of these we have u

two remaining equations and elirninating

-41t +
so ø

:

12a12

-

: I-

3a. Substituting this into the

then gives

b2

72a21

I

4a3

: 4(a-

?)3

7. But then u - -21 and the third equation is 4nf :

contradiction
Therefore

b: 0.
b:0.
641a3

b2

:

0

+

413,

which leads to the

From the first and third equations in (3.12) we now have

:

I6l(4a3)

:

I61(1u2¡

:

-

281a3

:

(41u)2

:

(^t'

-

3a2

- 6lo)'

whence we obtain

Øt

-

3a2

- 6lo)' -

641a3

9a4

I

J0fa2

- t2fa I

1n

:

(a

- l3(ga-

?)

:

0.

a:119. We already have g(r,A) : r9(I,0) + gg(0, f) :
-W. If a: "t lhen f (r,A) : rÍ(I,0) + Ef Q,l) : ,'y so 5 : 5r(0,-7). Consider now
the case when a: llg.The quartic in (3.11) is then
Hence either

e:

^l or 3 { q and

4t3
/ ^ l\2
^ 812u2+r*:41\U'*n)
41A"+-*
which is a nonsquare for aII y € GF(rl) so long as it is never zero. Thus ø : 7/9 leads

to a spread if and only if 1127 is a nonsquare, or equivalently, -3 is a nonzero square.
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From the proof of Corollary 1.2, this occurs precisely when q

l@,ù : rf (l,o) + s/(0, t) : -11r, so .S :

=

7 (mod

3)

A LINE
Finally,

n

S[g].

Corollary 3.10
If 5 is a spread of H (p), p a prime, that is translation with respect to a line then either S
is hermitian or p

Proof

= 1 (mod 3) and 5

is isomorphic to 3¡q.

For odd p this follows from Theorem 3.9. For p

:

2, use Theorem 2.5.

Theorem 3.11
Let O be an ovoid of H(3h) that is translation with respect to

a

point. Then O is either

hermitian or an O¡ ovoid.

Proof

For h

that h >

1.

:

1, this follows frorn the dual of Corollary 3.10, so we suppose hereafter

By an appropriate choice of coordinates, we may suppose without loss of generaiity
that O is translation with respect to (oo) and that it also contains the point (0,0,0,0,0).
By the dual of Theorem 3.3, the ovoid (2 is then locally herrnitian with respect to (oo)
so, using the dual of (2.32), we can express (? as the union of point reguli

o-

U

(@,

s(r,ù,a)),

Í(*,a),

(3.13)

r,s€GF(q)

where

/(0,0) : g(0,0) : 0. We will

show that

/

and g necessarily take the forrn of the

functions in the representation (2.35) of the (?r ovoids. Remember also that

if ) :

0

there, tlren this corresponds to the representation of a hermitian ovoid, as shown in (2.27).

For each A + 0, the point regulus (0, /(0, A),g(0,A),A)) is compatible with the point
regulus (0,0,0,0)), so from the compatibility condition in (2.33) (remembering that the
characteristic is 3) we have

-aÍQ,ù

(0,

{ s t h.

û.

-aa3", where a is anonsquare inGF(q)
Similarly, the point regulus (@,f @,0),g(",0),0) is compatible with

Now fronr Theorem 1.5,

and 0

it

:

follows that /(0,

a):

o, o, o)), so

r9(r,0)
87
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:

Again, by Theorem 1.5, it follows that g(r,0)

pr3', where p is some nonsquare in GF(q)

and 0 < t < l¿. Now by the dual of Theorem 3.7, the functions

/

and g take the forms

h,-1

f

@,a): l@) - ea3":

Ii:o lu*tn - tat"

and

g(r,a):
Consider the elation

(3.14)

tÈr

l3rt' + g@): 7rt' +Ðrlrut'.

(3.1b)

E(l"fr", _-k) :O[/r,0,0,0,0], urîlr"ri¡ed in Secti on1.4.4. From

the mapping in (1.25), its action on the points opposite (oo) is given by

(r,l.,z,l',A)

(",[ - kr],z i kr2,[' + lk + le2r3,u + kr).

-

Iu particular, this collineation fixes the points (oo) and (0,0,0,0, 0) so the ovoid (? is
rnapped to another ovoid On lha| also contains these points and that is also translation

witlr respect to (oo). Therefore O¡,

also has a representation as given by the

dual of (2.32),

say

: U

ot

(@,

Ír(r,a), en(r,a),v))

x,y€GF(q)

where, exactly as for the functions

fn@,ù:
ana

fr@)

/

and g, we have

- *rat"'r'

and

g¡,(r,a): þnr""r' +

f ¡@) and, þ¡,(y) are iinearized polynornials in standard

gr(a),

form.

To express these functions /¿ and g¡ in terms of / and g, we explicitly apply the
collineation O[k, 0,0,0,0] to (?. The point regulus (@, f @,A), g(r,a),ù) of O is mapped
to the point regulus
((r, f @,a) - krt,
of On. Changing y for g -

g(r,ù-l kf (r,y) + k213,u + kr))

kr in this, we have a point

((r, f @,a - kr)

- krt,s(r,a -

regulus

kr) -t kf (r,a

-

kr) -t k213,y))

of (2¿. Thus

7n(r,y¡:

:

9(x:,a

-

kr) -l kf (r,a

-

0r3' + g@ - kr) + kl@)
88

kr)

-

t

k213

*kat"

+

c,krt3" r3s

¡

¡r2*3

(3.16)
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Lel,

õ¿,¡

be the function such that 6i,j

:1 if i':7

and õi,j

:0

if i + 7. Putting

in (3.16) and expanding / andþ in accordance with (3.14) and (3.15),
þn*t'(r)

:

þrs' + g(-kr) + kf (r)

¡

akr+3" ¡,3s

¡

A

:0

gives

¡r2r3

h-r

h.-7

: þ*t'+ t 9,i(-ll3o 13' + t f¿krso ¡
i:o
i:0
r,

Grouping together iike powers of

aþt+3" a3"

¡

þ2ag

we then have
h-7

1r"t"*' : t gr(k)r3n,
i:0

(3.17)

where the coefficient of 13' is

ç¿(k)

:

6¿,rþ

-

+ f¿k + õi,,ak7+3" I

g¿k3'

6¿¡k2,

(3.18)

which is a polynomial in k.

Put

z

:

1

in (3.13) and consider the polynomial

çík) :
The coefficient of

putting

i,

lc2

õur/

-

9tk3 -f

ltk t

6u,aka

I

k2

is nonzero so cp1(k) is certainly not the zero polynomial. Sirnilarly,

: t in (3.18) we have
çr(k)

:

0

- grkt' + ltk *

6t,"ali+t'

+ õr,rk',

which has a norzero constant term and so is not the zero polynomial either.

çr(k)pt(k). Since the individual polynomiais are nonzero,
this polynornial is also nonzero. In addition, the degree of this product is at most 4I
Now consider the product

(3ú

+ 1), which is less than q:3h

çík)çr(k)

since

t<

h and

/¿

> 1. It follows that the product

is not identically zero as a function so we can choose k such that neither ç1(k)

nor p¡(k) is zero. But comparing coefficients on each side of (3.17) , we see that only one
of the coefficients, namely

0n: gtçn¡(k),

is nonzero. Hence t(k)

: t :7.

Similarly, the polynomial

g"&) : 6"Jþ -

g"k3"

* f,k *
89
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has a nonzero coefficient of k1+3" and hence is not the zero polynomial, so we can choose k

such

that neither çt(k) nor cp"(k) is zero and we deduce from (3.17) that

t(k): s:1.

For i, / 1, we now have frorn (3.18) that

ç¿(k):-g¿k3'*Í¿k'
Equating coefficients in (3.17), these ç¿(k) are all identically zero. For i,

10,

so k3' and k

: 0. When i, : 0 howeveL, we have
ço(k): (-go+ fo)k:0 and we conclude that fo: go: l, for some À e GF(q). Hence
the functions / and g take the forms
f @,ù : Àr t Í133 _ a7t
are distinct powers of k,

it

follows that, g¿ : Í¿

g(r,a)

:

(3.1e)

l3r3 + gß3 -l \a.

Finally, since the point regulus (1,/(1, A),g(L,A),A)) is compatible with the point
regulus (0,0,0,0)), we have from the compatibility condition in (2.33) that the quartic
polynomial

p(a):

a2

+ g(I,a)

-

yf (L,a): aaa + stas +at

- fg + þ

(3.20)

r e GF(q). By Lemma 1.3, it now follows that
p(A): Tlpo(A)2, where 1 : e.-1is a nonsquare and po(A): A2 -l p,A lu is an irreducible
takes a nonsquare value for every

quadratic. Thus

p(ù : Tt
and we equate coefficients

1

:

e.-7

:

p2

-

o-

- 4a' - LLua + r')
with (3.20) to find h:.y-rltu, þ :.y-7r2, gt:
(vn

-

p'a3

+ 0t'

-^l-r¡1, and

z. Hence

((r,{t0r"# -a3)+'Àr,1-t(r'rt - p,as)+Ày,a)),
U
r,seGF(q)

1: þ12 - u is a nonsquare. When À:0, this is the hermitian ovoid O¡¡(¡l,,u) as
given h (2.27), and when + 0, this is the O s ovoid O
z) as given in (2.35). n
where

^(p,

^

We explicitly state the dual of this theorem for spreads.

Corollary 3.12
Let

3

be a spread of H(3h) that is translation with respect to

hermitian or an S¡

spread.

a line. Then E is either

!
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Spreads translation with respect to two flags

Theorem 3.5 gives some insight into spreads of the generalized hexagon .I/(q) that are

transÌation with respect to more than one flag, where the flags in question are all on

a common line. In this section, we consider the situation where a spread 5 is translation with respect to flags on different lines, ultimately providing a classification of such
spreads.
Since we

will be concerned primarily with various flags in H(q), iet us first introduce

the notion of distance between two flags. Remember that the distance between two
elements of a geometry is simply the distance between the corresponding vertices of an

appropriate graph, namely the incidence graph. In order to define the distance between
two flags, we shall do much the same thing. Unless

it

is made clear to the contraly, in

this section we shall use the convention that lower case letters represent points and upper
case ietters represent lines, while a point and a line represented by different cases of the
same letter are incident.

Let

f

be an incidence structure. We define a graph G, called the flag incidence

graph. The vertices of G are the flags of f and two vertices, F and Ç, are adjacent
if and only if they are distinct flags of I on a commor element. Now we define the

l to be the distance between tire corlesponding vertices in the flag incidence graph G. If the incidence structure f is a
gener:alized n-goll, \Me say that two flags .F and Ç are opposite if d(F,ç): n. For the
case that f is a generalized hexagon, the relative positions of two flags given the distance
distance d(F,ç) between two flags

F

and Ç of

between them is illustrated in Table 3.2.

Let 5 be a spread of I1(q) that is translation with respect to two flags, .F
and Ç

: {A,Y},

on distinct lines so

X +Y.

spread S, they are opposite, so the distance

First we address the case when d(F,Ç)

Since the lines

X

and

: {r,X}

Y are lines of the

d(T,Ç) between the flags is either 5 or 6.

:5.

Theorem 3.13
Let S be a spread of H(q) that is translation with respect to two flags T
and Ç :

{A,Y) with d(F,ç):5.

Then.S is a hermitian spread.
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d(F,ç) {d(r, X), d(u,Y)}
0

{0Ì

1

{0,2}

2

{2Ì

Configurations

tJ__.
T-

.'o

,

{2,4}

L)

f

I

o'

{4Ì

4

-o
5

{4,6}

I

{6Ì

6

Table 3.2: Distance betrveen two flags

Proof

o

F : {",X}

and Ç : {A,Y}

d(F,ç):5, the distance between their points is d(r, A):4, so there is
a unique point k : r Þ2 E with d(r,k) :2 and d(A,k): 2. See Figure 3.3 for a diagram.
Let K be the line rk. Lel w be any point on K distinct from both the points r and k,
and then take W to be any line on ur other than K. Since d(W, X) : 4, the line I4l does
Since

not belong to the spread 5, so by Lemma 2.1 tÌrere is a unique line

with lzll. The spread line [/ is equal to neither X nor Y
and 6 respectively frorn

as these lines are

at distances

4

W. Let z be the point in which the lines [/ and trZ meet. This

point z is different frorn the point ru since
therefore opposite, while d(w,

X) :

[/ and X both belong to the spread

and are

3.

Now wc esscntially repeat this with the role of the path (X,
played by the new path

t/ of S concurrent

(U,u,W,u),K,r,X).

r,I{,k,kA,A,)z)

So let ú be a point on the Iine

being

W distinct

from the points u and 'u, and let ? be some line other lhanW on this point. There is
then a unique line

l/

of the spread ,S concurrent with

7

to the lines I/ and 7 is distinct from ú. Just as [/ was
and Y, so too is

and the point u that is common

seen

I/ different from both U and X. In addition,
92

to be different frorn both
we have

V+Y

X

as otherwise
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(a)

t_ -I

(v)

w

K

u

!
I
I

U

"{-a)

T

z(:Y)

X

U

L

v
u'

Figure 3.3: Diagram for the proof of Theorern 3.13
tlre hexagon H(q) would contain the pentago" (y, u,,7,t,W,,'u, K,k,ky,g).
So far, we have four distinct spread lines,

X, Y, [/

and

l/,

and the minimum length

paths connecting each of the first three of these to the point k. Now we add the minimum

length path from k to the line lz.
The path (u,T,t,W,u),,

Let u'

: k>V.

K,k)

Notice that

has length 6 so d(u, k)

d(u',k):4

so u'

:

6 and consequently

f u. Let L -

d(V,k)

:5.

V > k, which is then not

a line of ,S since L and V arc not opposite. Therefore there is a unique line Z of the
spread .S concurrent

with

,L and we set

The line Z is dlff.erent from both
hexagon H(rÐ, however

Z

X

z to be the point in which these two lines meet.

and

V

as otherwise there would be a triangle in the

cotlJd possibly be equal

toY.

Now that we have our diagram established, we shall use the given translation properties of the spread S to find sufficiently many additional ones to be able to deduce the
conclusion of the theorem.
Since

5 is translation with respect to {r,X}

and Y >

r :

U>

r,

there is an au-

tomorphism of the spread in the associated group Gp,x¡ that maps Y to the line [/.
Furthermore, since ø is fixed by this collineatiot, A :

r>Y

is mapped to

tJ: r> U, so

tlre flag {A,Y} is sent to the flag {u,U}. It follows that ,S is translation with respect
to {u, [/] as weli. Similarly, by using an element of the group Gg,u¡ we can map the

{r,X} to {u,V}, so 5 is also translation with respect to the flag {u,V}.
lf Z : Y then z : k> Z - lr>Y : g, so S is certainly translation with re-

flag
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{z,Z}, and if on the other hand Z + Y, then using Gfu,"} v/e can
rnap {ø, X} fo {r, Z} to see that S is translation with respect to the fr.ag {z,Z}. Now
spect to the flag

with acollineationinGp,z¡
respect to the flag {u'

r,¡/e

can map

{z,X} to {u',\'},

so .S is also tlanslation wiLh

,V}.

By Theorem 3.3, the spread S is locally herrnitian with respect to

V. Now

select one

of the flags not containing I,/ with respect to which we know 5 is translation, say {r,

Tlre associated group Gp,xy does not leave the line
respect to which

a hermitian

5

It

is also locally hermitian.

I/

X}.

fixed, so there are other lines with

now follows from Theorern 2.9 that ,S is

spread.

n

Before we proceed with the case of spreads of H @) that are translation with respect

to two opposite flags, we introduce some concepts in generaiized 2rn-gons that we will
want to nse later.

Let

f

be a generalized 2m-gon of order q, where

m:2

or 3, and let 5 and Obe

spread aud an ovoid, respectively, of f . The set OUS is an ovoid-spread
each element

z € OUS there is an elementy e O¿S

such an eletnent

gr

such

that

rIy.By

a

pairing if for
Lemma 2.1,

is uniquely determined for a given z, so there is a well-defined function

p: OUS -- O U,S that rnaps each element to the unique element of OUS incident with
it, tlrus rI rp. We call this the associated function of the ovoid-spread pairing OUS.
Our following lemma is a partial analogy of Lemma 2.7 for ovoid-spread pairings.

Lemma 3.14
Let O U 5 be an ovoid-spread pairing of a generalized 2m-gon
ment

r e l,

Proof

l.

there is a unique elementA e O US sucå that d(r,A)

LeL g

€ OUS be such that d(r,E) is rninirnal. Let

elements are, or are not, the same type as

r

Then for every ele-

< m is minimaL

T e {O,5}

be the set whose

accordingas rn is odd or even, respectively.

Tlren by Lemma 2.1, there is a unique element z €

T

such

that d(r, z) < rn) so rf y e T

:

z ø.rd we are done. Suppose then that A ø T. Then gr and z are of different
types so d(r,A) < d(r,z) and hence d(r,yr) 1d(r,z), where p is the associated function
then g

Let 0 be a polarity of

:

z, and therefore A :

zP.

tr

f. By [VM98, Proposition 7.2.5] (see also [CPT76]

for the

of O U 5. Using Lemma 2.I again, we then have yp
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rTL: 3), the absolute lines of d form a spread 5 of

f

and the absolute points form an

ovoid (2. Furthermore, since the absolute elements are precisely those for which re

I r,

O U S is an ovoid-spread pairing and the associated function is simply the restriction
of the polarity d. Such an ovoid-spread pairing is said to arise from the polarity
For m

:

2,, any spread

5

0.

and ovoid (2 together form an ovoid-spread pairing O o S by

virtue of the fact that the lines of the spread, considered as point sets, partition the set of
points of the generalized quadrangle (a simple count reveals this-there are q2 *

the spread by Lemma 2.2,lhere are

q*1

1

lines in

points on each line and there are q3 +q2

+q+7

points in the generalized quadrangle (see [VM98, 1.5.4])). However, for

m:3,

the only

known ovoid-spread pairings arise from polarities (see [VM98, 7.2.6)). In particular, the

only known ovoid-spread pairings O U,S of H(q) are those where 5 and O are a ReeTits
spread and a ReeTits ovoid, respectively, arising from the same polarity.

f

z € (? U 5 are
elements of the same type such that Up Þ¿ r : zP Þi. r, Tor some z. If O ¿ 5 arises from a
LeT,

O U S be an ovoid-spread pairing of

and suppose that r,U,

: zÞi rp. Motivated
OUS is distance-z polar at nif for all U,z €O¿S

polarity, then we apply this polarity and we also have that AÞ¿.Lp

by this, an ovoid-spread pairing
of the same type as z, we have
AP Þ¿

Since AÞo:x

: r

r :

for all z and E,

zP Þi

it

r +

A Þ¿ lLP

- zÞ¡

:xP.

(3.21)

is clear that every ovoid-spread pairing is distance-O

) m. Let r,A,z € OU.S be elements of
tlre same type such thal y0Þ¿r: zpÞ¿r: z. Then d(A',u): d(zp,u):2m-i-I,
poÌar at each of its eiements. Now consider z

so concatenating the minimum length

Ep-t and u-20 paths) we have a Ap zp walk of

4m-2i-214m-2m-2 < 2m. Since EP and zp belong to either aspread or
an ovoid, it follows l]nat y : 2,, so certainly A Þ¿ rp : Z Þi !xP. Thus every ovoid-spread
pairing O ¿ 3 is distance-z polar at each of its elements for i, ) m. Therefore we only
length

need to consider 7 1 i, < m.

Lemma 3.15

If

O U.S is disúance-i polar at

Proof

r

then O ¿ S is also distance-i, polar at rp.

Let y e O U.S be an element of the same type as z. Consider the spread
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and ovoid projection sets -4
elements w

:Wrr*(rp,r)

e O US of the same type

as

and

B:Vy>oro(r,ro).Then l is the set of

rp such that

t¿r

Þ¿r,: UPÞ¿r,

and B is the set

of elements z e O US of the same type as r such that zÞ¿'r,n:'AÞ¿rP.
Since O U E is distance-z polar at, r, for each a;

e A, the element ,r.uP belongs to B.

But l,al : lBl by Lemma 2.3, so we also have then that for
is in ,4; that is, O U S is distance-z polar al rp.
The ovoid-spread pairing OUS is locally polar

each

z € B, the elerrent

zp

!

at r if it

r

is distance-i polar at

< i <m.By Letnma 3.I5, O US is then also locally polar at rp.
say tlrat it is locally polar at the flag {r, np}.
each 1

for

We may also

Lemma 3.16

If an ovoid-spread pairing

O ¿ S of

f

it

is locaL|y polar at each of its elements then

arises

from a polarity.

Proof

We exteud the associated function p to all of

Lel w €

f

r

f

and show this is a polarity.

5, by Lemura 3.14, for which
d: d(r,w) < m is minimal. By Lemma 2.3, the setV-(rp,r) is nonempty, so we can
and let

be the unique element of OU

choose an elementy

€ O US

we define wp

rp. To

-

A Þa

well-defined, that

such lhat y0 belongs to this set. Then

see

it has order two and that it

OUE is locally polar at r,

Next, consider the element,

ru. Now

that this defines a polarity we need to check that

LDP

:

it is

preserves incidence.

Consider another element z € O¿S suchthat z
so, since

ApÞar:

€V-(rp,r).Then zpÞar: rn:

Ap>ar

we also have zÞ¿íxp: AÞdrp. Thus p is well-defined.
A>arp. We have d(rp,wp)

:

d<

nL,)

so from the proof

of Lemma 3.14, the unique element of OUS at minimum distance from wp is either

r

or rp.

: y>ïp f r, so zp is the unique element
of O¿,S at minimurn distance from wp and hence (w0)0 : APÞ,t(r0)0 - lpÞ¿r: w.
But since z and g/ ale opposite, we have tup ÞtP

Therefore p has order two.

All that remains is to check that incidence is preserved. Let {u,u} be a flag of f and
let ø be the unique element of O¿3, by Lemma 3.14, with d(u, r) minirnal. Relabelling if
an elementy

:

r) : d(u, r) + 7 I m. By Lemma 2.3, we can choose
e O US such lhat E0 eW(rp,z). Then Up>ar: z and also ypÞ¿-1ï:1r.

necessary, we may suppose d

d(u,
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t:

u

X

Y
a

Figure 3.4: This configuration does not occur (Lemma 3.17)

if d < m then up : AÞdrp, andif d,: rn then rr: ApÞmï: ïÞm-7Ap so
LLP ::LPÞm_rU - AÞ^rp. Either way) rù/e haveup : gÞdrp andUP : UÞd_t!LP, which
Now

are adjacent elements on the minimum length y-rQ palh. Thus up

thelefore

I

up and incidence is

preserved.

n

We are now prepared to classify those spreads of H @) that are translation with respect

to two opposite flags. The proof of the classification is broken into a few lemmas, which
we give first.

Lemma 3.17
Let S be a nonhermitian spread of H(q) that is translation with respect to two opposite

: {Y,y}. Let V + X > A be a line through g. Then there exists
a unique line Z € 5 such that Z Þ A : V and Z Þz r :Y Þz r.

flags

f : {X,r)

Proof

and Ç

By Lemma 2.3, there are exactly q lines Z of S such that Z

there are exactly q lines V

+X

>

gr

see

:

Y Þzr. Also,

incident with E. Thus we need only show either the

existence or the uniqueness property and the other

the following,

Þz:x

will follow. We show uniqueness. For

the illustration in Figure 3.4.

:Y. Suppose then
tlrat I/ lY. Let Z,W eS be distinct lines such that Z Þzr : W Þzr :Y Þ2r :ú and
Z > y :W > U -- V,and let It : (x> Y. Then d(Z,t) : 3 and d(t,u) : rl(t,Y) - I : 2, so
Z Þzu: ú. Similarly,W Þ2'u, : ú. Now Z > A : W > y so there is a collineation g e Gg,y¡
that maps W to Z. Since g fixes Y pointwise, the point u, is fixed and so the point
t : Z Þ2'u" : W Þz u is fixed also.
If V

:

Y then Z>a

:

Y implies thaT, d(Z,Y) < 6, so necessarily Z
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Consider the image of -F under the action of g. Since G{,o} acts semiregularly on the
lines of

5 opposite I the line X is certainly not fixed,

lespect to which S is tralslaLiotr. The

point

puill r € T,

so F g is another

which is aL disLance 2

is mapped to rg,which is then also at distance 2from ú. Thus

ú,

now have that

5

distinct flag witlr
h't-rrn

the fixed

d(r,rg):4.

is translation with respect to two flags F and Fg with d(-F, Fg)

By Theorem 3.13, such a spread
two such distinct Iines

Z

.S

is hermitian.

It follows that if 5

and W do not exist. This proves the

We

:

5.

is nonhermitian then

result.

tr

Lemma 3.18

3 be a nonhermitian spread of H(q) that is translation with respect to two opposite
flags F : {X,r} andÇ : {Y,y}. Thenfor eachlineW €. S there is aunictruepointutlW
such that 5 is also translation with respect to the flag {W,w}. Furthermore, the set o
Let

of these points is an ovoid so that O ¿ 3 is an ovoid-spread pairing.

Proof

Let W e

.S

G{",ù such that W
where

w:

be a line of the spread. If W>g

:

X>A then there is a collineation g €

: Xg and 5 is then translation with respect to the fr,ag {W,w},

rg.

W>E + X>a.By Lemma 3.17, there is aline Z eS such that
Z >2r : Y Þzr. Then Z > r : Y Þ r,so there is a collineation g e G
6,¡

Now consider when
Z>y

:

W > y and

snclrtlrat

Zh:

Z:Yg.Next,

Ygh. Now

since

ZÞu:W>a,

thereis an h €G1s,,s¡ suchthat

translation with respect to the flag {W,u,}, where
shows the existence of an appropriate point a; on each line tr4l of S.
.S is

Suppose now that there are two points

u

and u)' orr a line I4l such that

y1

:

I4l:

ggh. This

5 is translation

with respect to both flags {W,tr.'} and {W,r'}.By Theorem 3.3, the spread S is then
localìy hermitian with respect to W. Fur"thermore, by their sernilegular actions, not
both G1x,,1 and GI,o\ frx W, so .S is locally hermitian with respect to other lines as

well. By Theorem 2.9, this implies that
uniqueness of the point w

.S

is hermitian. But S is nonhermitian, so the

I W follows. Let O be the set of these points.

e O be distinct points. Since they lie on opposite lines, we have
eitlrer- d(w,z) :4 or d(w,z): 6, but 5 is nonhermitian so from Theorem 3.13, the
Finally, Iet w, z

points 'u and z are opposite. Also, since there is exactly one point of O on each line of S
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q3

f

1, so by Lemma 2.2, tlne set' O is an ovoid

Let S be a nonhermitian spread of H(q) that is translation with respect to two
opposite flags. By Lemma 3.18, there is an ovoid (? arising from S such that (? U S is
an ovoid-spread pairing and

5

is translation with respect to each flag

where p is the associated function of

fixed and let
so npg

:

r

{r, rp} € OU3,

OUS. Let g be a collineation of H(q) that

be a line of .S. Then

5

leaves S

is translation with respect to the flag {rg,r0g}

(rg)p € (2, since such a point incident wilh rg is unique by Lemma 3.18. Hence

any collineation fixing S must also fix (?.

Lemma 3.19
Let O US be an ovoid-spread pairing of H(q) with associated function p. Suppose that S
is translation with respect to the flag

{n,r0}

and that the associated group Gp,o¡ of S

with respect to this flag stabilizes O. Then O

Proof

Lel

r

be the point in the flag

U

S is distance-I polar at

{r, ,0} andlel'

r

and at rp.

y, z e O be such that APÞr

:

zP>r.

Thenthereisacollineation g€G7r,ro¡ suchthat Apg:zp,,and sincegfixes(2,wethen
have

yg: z. Since aiso g fixes rp pointwise, the point A>:xp is fixed and hence
A>

rP

:

(A> rq)g

Tlrerefore O U S is distance-l polar at

al

r,

:

Ag> lxqg

:

zÞ

trP.

and by Lemma 3.15,

it

is also distance-1 polar

rP.

tr

Corollary 3.20
The ovoid O

in the statement of Lemma 3.19 is

also translation with respect

to the

flag{r,ro),withthesameassociatedgroupG{r,ro¡ asS. In addition,theorderof H(q)
is q

:3h.

Proof

In proving distance-l polarity at r, we have shown that the group G{n,ro}t which

acts transtively on each of the spread projection sets 7¡1, with

1l I

r

acts transitively on the each of the ovoid projection sets 7¿, with k I

claim concerning the order of H@) follows from Theorern
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Lemma 3.21
Let O U,S be an ovoid-spread pairing of H(q) with associated function p. Suppose that S
ís tra,nsla,tíon

with

resper:t fo a, flag

{r,ro}

and tha.t t,he a.s,sociated group Gp,rr¡ of

with respect to this flag frxes O. Then O ¿ 3 is distance-2 polar at

Proof

Let

r be the point

in the fl,ag {r,

rp} andlet

r

-S

and at rp.

y, z € O be such that Ap>zr

:

zPÞ2:r.

r. Without loss of generality, choose
the hat-rack of the coordinatization such that , : (-) , rP : l*1, ,: (0,0,0,0,0) and
zp : 10,0,0,0,0]. Then by the incidences given in (1.13) , Up Þz tr : zP Þ2 t : (0,0) is
By Lernma 3.15, it is sufficient to prove the claim for

equivalent to the condition that the first two coordinates of the Iine y0 are zelo. What

zÞ2rp:

we need to show is that then grÞ2trp:

[0,0], or equivalently, that the fir'st two

coordinates of the point A are also zero. From here on, we work only with coordinates,
so the symbols

r, y and z are lree to be used for elements of the field GF(q).

Let S be given by the coordinate representation in (2.3),

so

s: {[-]] u {l*,u,z,f (r,u,z),9(r,a,")l I r,u,z e GF(q)},
and from (3.1), the associated gr-oup is

G{t""1,(-)}: {O[0, a,z,f (0,a,2),g(0,y,2)] I a,z €Cp(q)]
For brevity, Iet (.(r, y, z) be the line of

5

whose first three coordinate s arc (r, g, z).

Since (? is fixed by the group G1¡-1,1-¡1, the point of (? that is incident with the line

[.(0,0, z) of S is the irnage of the point (0, 0,0, 0, 0) under the action of the collineation
O[0,0, z, Í(0,0, z), g(0,0,r)], and thus

it

fore, all we need to show is that g(0,0,

z):0

is the point (0, g(0, 0, z), f (0,0,, z),2,0). There-

for aIl z.

Z e GF(q) such that 9(0,0, Z) / O. From Corollary 3.20 we
have q - 3h, so the collineation g : O[0,0, Z,f (0,0,2),9(0,0, Z)) in G{[-],(-)] maps
tlre line (.(r,0,0) of S to the Iine (.(r,0,2 - rg(0,9,2)). Choosing:r : il&ø, we
Suppose there

have a I\ne

is a

l.(r,0,0) of ,S that is fixed by g, contradicting the semiregular action of the

group G{t*1,(-)} on the lines of .S opposite [oo]. Therefore
and the claim is

proved.

g(0,0,r):0 fol all z e GF(q)
n
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Together, these lesults that we have collected enable us to classify the spreads of H(q)

that are translation with respect to two opposite

flags.

Theorem 3.22
Let S be a spread of H(q) that is translation with respect to two opposite flags. Then S
is either hermitian or a Ree-Tits spread.

Proof

Suppose 5 is nonhermitian. By Lernma 3.18, there is an ovoid (2 such that (?US

is an ovoid-spread pairing and such that

wlrere p is the associated function of

5 is translation with

respect to each fl.ag

O¿5. By the comments following Lemrna

{r,

rp}

,

3.18, the

associatedgroups Gp,,r¡ of Swithrespecttoeachof theseflagsstabilizetheovoid O,,so
Lemmas 3.19 and 3.21 apply and thelefore OU.S is locally polar at each of its elements.

3

arises from a polarity so

Finally, by Lemma 3.16, the ovoid-spread pairing O

U

ReeTits spread and O is the corresponding Reerfits

ovoid.

5 is a

!

We summarize the results that we have pertaining to spreads that are translation

with respect to two flags in our following theorem.

Theorem 3.23
Let E be a spread of H (q) that is translation with respect to two flags F and

(Ð If

d(F,ç):5

(iÐ If d(F, ç)

:

then

5:

6 then 5

:

Ç

.

Sø
.Sø or S

:

5n

(iii) If F and Ç are on a common line L then S is hocally hermitian with respect to L.
If q # 2 (mod 3) then 5 is úranslationwith respect L. If q:3h then 5:5¡¡
or S

:

S.r.

d(F,ç):5 and d(F,ç): 6 are Theorems 3.13 and 3.22,
respectively. For the case when d(f ,ç): 1, the first part is Theorern 3.3, the second
!
palt is fi:om Theorern 3.5, and the final part is Corollary 3.72.
Proof

The cases when
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Chapter 4
Connections with Generalized
Quadrangles
Generalized quadrangles are, on the whole, generally more familiar objects and in this

chapter we hope to make the generalized hexagon H(q) a little less mysterious than

might at first seem by showing some connections that exist between

it

it

and generalized

quadrangles. Indeed, much of what we have learnt about H(q) has its rnotivations lying

in the strong analogy with the sympiectic quadrangleW(q). It is this analogy that

we

focus on first, and then we consider a connection between spreads of H(q) and ovoids of

tlre generalized quadrangle Q(a, ù, or equivalently, spreads of W (q) since these generalized quadrangles are dual. In this chapter-, a familiarity with generalized quadrangles is
assumed. For details, see either of the references [PTS4] or [VM98].

4.L Construction of the Symplectic Quadrangle W (q)
In Section I.4.1,, we described the construction of the split Cayley hexagon
the aim of making that construction seem a little more natural than
Irere we draw on the analogy

n(ù

With

it might otherwise,

with the symplectic quadrangle W (q) to provide a parallel

description of its construction.
The essential principle in the construction of 11(q) given in Section 1.4.L, is to define
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a rank 4 geometry,

with three types of points, that then has a three-way symmetry giving

rise to a triality as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The absolute elements of the triality then

lrake

Lhe

gereralized hexagoil H(q). Here, we use a rank 3 geometry, with two types of

points, that has a two-way symmetry and a corresponding polarity. Then W(q) is the
geometly of the absolute elements of the polar:ity.

To begin, define the rank 3 geornetry G

:

(P@),PG),[

,I), wher"

P@) and P(1) are

the sets of points and planes, respectively, of the projective space PG(3,q), the set 4 is

the set of lines of PG(3,q), and incidence is given by the usual incidence in PG(3,q).
Then G is really just PG(3,q), but with the planes being considered as a type of point

in order to ernphasize the similarity with Section

1.4.1.

As in Section 1.4.1, we label the O-points (that is, the elernents of the

r.¡ 2(o)) with

homogeneous coordinates by simply using their coordinates as points of PG(3,q), and

we want to assign similar coordinates to the 1-points. While previously the assignment
was rnade such that incidence between points of different types was given by the trilinear

form (1.2), hete we do it such that incidence between O-points and 1-points is given by
the bilinear form

B(r,y)

I3

:

(4

1)

Us

Specifically, the O-point

r and the l-poini y are incident if and only if B (r, ù :

0. Thus

the 1-point witli coordinates (a,b,c, d) is the plane or PG(3,q) given by the equation
bXo

-

üXt

-

dXz 1- cXt:

g.

Now the rnap d that takes a point of one type to the point of the other with the
same coordinates is a polarity since the bilinear form is preserved

B(r,a):0

then

B(A,r):0,

so

if

rl

(rp to sign);that is, if

g the¡ r0 IA0.See Figure 4.1 and compare with

Figure 1.3 of Section 7.4.1.

An absolute 0-point is one for which

B(r,r):

0, and

it

is readily seen from (4.1)

r be a point and g another such that r I A0. Then
also gt I rP. AIso, since all points are absolute, we have r I zP and A I A0. Thus, in terms
of projective subspaces of PG(3,Ç), we have r € r0 ay0 and a e r0 ly0, so the line zE
is absolute since rE : x:0 lA0 : r0A0. Conversely, if rg is absolute then ry : r0A0 so in
tlrat all 0-points ale absolute. Now let
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._ 0
P (0)_

¿_pG)
02

-__=t0

:7
I

Figure 4.1: The polarity

particular we have n e

?J0,

which in G means

r I y0. Thus, similarly to that which occurs

in Section 1.4.1, the absolute lines are precisely those lines

zgt

fol which

B(r,E): g.

The absolute Q-points and absolute lines of G form a generalized quadrangle of order
(see [VM98, 2.3.17]) and this is what we know as the

q

symplectic quadrangle W(q).

From the preceding discussion, we have a description of W(q), analogous to that of H(q)

at the end of Section 7.4.I, as being comprised of all the points of PG(3,g) together with
the lines of PG(3, q) whose Plücker coordinates satisfy

Pzs

Po 1

One can also identify numerous similarities between the geometry of W (q) and that

of H@) as discussed in Section I.4.2. For instance, the lines incident with a point r
of W@) form a pencil in a plane of PG(3,q), namely the plane that is the 1-point r0

of

G.

Also, Lemmas 1.12 and 1.16, for instance, translate almost unchanged to the

W(q).Finally, while the number 3 seems to play a special rôle in the context
of. H(q), for the generalized quadr"angle W(q) it is the value 2. Indeed, by [VM98'

case of

Corollary 7.3.5] ,W(q) is self-dual

if

q:

rz"+t

(c1.

if and only if Q:2h

it

is self-polar

if

and only

Theorem 1.20). In fact, the conjecture refelred to on page 72 concerning

the nonexistence of ovoids of H(q) when 3
of W(q) when

and

I

q arises from the nonexistence of ovoids

2l q lTha7z).

In all, the analogy between W(q) and H(q) is quite strong. For further
see [VM98], where the analogy is drawn upon and made

particular,

see [VM98 ,2.4.18] wh.ere

details,

fairly clear wherever possible. In

polarities of PG(3, q) and trialities of the geometry G

in Section 7.4.1 are compared.
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POINTS
Coordinates in Q(4, q)

Coordinates in PG(4,q)

(-)

(1,

(o)

(ø, 0,0, 1,0)

(-b,

(k,b)
(a, (., a')

k,-k2,0)

1,

-12 +

LINES
Coordinates in Q@,q)

0,a' ,

-cL,

(., a'

,l)

Coordinates in PG(4, q)
(( 1,0, o, o, o), (0, o, o, 1, o))
(( 1,0,0, 0,0), (0, 7,k, -k2,0))
(( a,,0,0,L,0), (-¿2 , -a,1.,0,I))
(( -b, r, k, -kr, o), (-k', o, k,, b

[*]
lkl
lo,

0,0,0,0)

tl

lld,b, k'l

-

2kk,,

l))

Table 4.2: Coordinatization of Q@,q)

4.2

Ovoids of QØ,

q)

Now we turn our attention to the generalized quadrangle Q(4,q), whose points and lines
are the totally isotropic spaces on a nondegenerate parabolic quadric 2¿. This quadrangle

is nothing other than the dual of the symplectic quadrangle W (q) (see [VM98, Proposi-

tion 3.4.131), to the analogy between W(q) and ÉI(q) carries over to one betweenQ(4,q)
and H(q) that is dual in nature; we only choose to conside, Q(4,q) rather than l4z(q) for
reasons of convenience.

In this section, we take the quadricP+of QØ,q) to be given by the equation
XoXa, +

XrX3'f Xl

:

g

Also, we use a coordinatization of QØ,q) that is similarto the coordinatizationof H(q)
described

in Section 1.4.3 (see [VM98, 3.4.7]). Specifically, the elements of Q(4,q)

assigned coordinates according to Tabie 4.2. Then incidenceis given by the paths

lk,b,k'lI (k,b) I
togetlrer with (ø, L, a')

[k]

I (-) I [oo] I (a) Ifa,(lI

I lk,b, k') if and only if

b:etIak2+2(.k

k':lIak.
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Spreads and ovoids of generalized2m-gons rvere defined in Section

2.I, and the defini-

tion of translation spreads and ovoids in Section 3.1 is readily generalized to generalized
2m-gons (see [BTVM98] for details), so we assume a familiarity with these concepts

for Q(4,q). Tlanslation ovoids of Q(4,q) are discussed

in [BTVM98,

Section 3.2] and

here we essentially repeat some of that, while making comparisons with what we have

learnt about spreads of H(ç1.

Let O be an ovoid of Q@,q). By an appropriate choice of coordinates,
supposed

may be

that the points (oo) and (0,0,0) belong to (? so then the ovoid is given by
O : { (-)} u {(r,

where

it

/(0,0) :

0 and

La' I LrLf

a,

Í(r,ù) I ",y e GF(q)},

whenever

(Lr, Ly) I (0,0)

(4.2)

a condition compara-

ble to the opposite line condition in Lemma I.22. Compale this with the representation
of spreads of H(q) in (2.3). Concerning translation ovoids, we have the following results.

Theorem 4.1 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem |BTVM98, Theorem 12])
If O is a translation ovoid of Q(4,q) with respect to a point r, then the associated
group G" acts regularly on the set of points O

tr

\ {"}

Lemma 4.2 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Lemma 13])
Let O be an ovoid of Q(4,q) and let r be a, point of O. If a subgroup of G" of order
stabilizes O then O is translation with respect to

q2

!

r.

Corollary 4.3 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Corollary 1. ])
If O is an ovoid of Q(4,q) containing (oo) and (0,0,0) that is represented as in (4.2),
with q : ph, then O is translation with rcspect úo (oo) if and only

if

h-l

f

@,a):

ti:0 (lroro" + Íz¿a,o),

with the coefficients lm e GF(q)
Lemma 4.2has a partner in Theorem 3.4 for
been to Ìikewise identify results for

U(q)

One objective in Section 3.2 has

H(q) comparable to Theorem 4.1 and Corollary
707
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This has been achieved in Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, where the rôle of the associated group G,

in Theorem 4.1 has been played instead by the stabilizer G! in Theorem

3.6.

Examples of translation ovoids of Q(4, q) arc the classical ovoids (?6, which are elliptic

quadrics á3. Notice that these are then determined by a hyperplane of PG( ,q) that
rneets P¿

it

an elliptic quadric, which is analogous to the construction of the hermitian

spreads Sa of

H(q) described in Section 2.3.7. Thus the classical ovoids (?6 and the

hermitian spreads 5¡¡ appear to be analogous objects, and indeed, they do share numerous
properties; for instance, both are translation with respect to each of their elements. Just
as we found all

hermitian spreads containing the lines [oo] and [0, 0, 0,0,0] in Section 2.3.2,

we also find all classical ovoids of Q(4,q) containing the points (oo) and (0,0,0), which
are then

: { (-)} u {(", U,-ur + pù I ,,a . CF(q)},

Oø(tr,r)
wlrere

Í(t):

Lel

12

-

Ltr

I

(4 3)

u is an irreducible quadratic.

O,, represented as

in (4.2), be translation with respect to the point (oo). Similar

to the definition in Section 3.3 of the kernel of a translation spread of H(q), the kernel
of (?, denoted ker (2, is defined to be the maximal subfield of

G

F (q) such that f @, , aA)

:

af(r,y),for all¿€kerO andr,ge GF(q). Wethenhavethefollowingclassificationof
translation ovoids O lor which ket O is as large as possible.

Theorem 4.4 (Bloemen, Thas, Van Maldeghem [BTVM98, Corollary 17])
Let O be a translation ovoid of Q(4, q) containing (oo) and (0,0, 0), repre sented as in (4.2),
that has kernelker O : GF(q). Then O is a classical ovoid.

tr

Illnstrating further the relationship between the classical ovoids On and the hermitian
spreads rS¡¡, compare this theorem

H(q) for which the kerrrel is as large as possible. There however, we also see

spreacls

<:1

the

spreads appear.

,S¡01

with the classification in Theorem 3.9 of translation

It was remarked in Section

3.3 that Theorem 3.9 is equivalent

to [BTVM98, Theorems 30-32]. The remainder of this section is devoted to this fact.
Let 5 be a spread of H(q) that is point locally hermitian with respect to some point
on a line
through

K e 3.

For each line.L

I K in,S, let L,be

the unique line of Pøthat

r and that is concurrent with tr. Since K and L are opposite,
108
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not H(q)-lines. The tangent prime rr meets the quadricP6in a quadric
since

cone

rP4, and

5 is point locally hermitian at r,, the line K and the lines .L, meet P+ in a set O s(")

+7 points. By Lemma 2.4, S is a l-system of.P6, so from Theorem 1.8, each
generator contains precisely q -l 1 points that are on lines of 5. Since every point on each

of exactly

q2

line L* is incident with some line of 5,

it

follows that no two distinct lines -L, and

coplanar in Pø. Similarly, no generator on
no two points of

respe

are

K meets any other line of S. Consequently,

Os(r) are collinear. By Lemma 2.2, Lhe set Os(r) is therefore an ovoid

of the generalized quadrangle Q(4,q). In the case that the spread

with

M,

5

is Ìocally hermitian

ct to K , this process was introduced in [BTVM98] as "projection along reguli".

Now suppose, without loss of generality, that

and that the point at whicir

5

: {[-]]

5

5 contains the lines [oo] and [0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

is point locally hermitian is (oo). Then

5

is given by

u {lr,u,,2,, l(r,y), g(r,a, z)l I r,a, z e GF(q)},

for sorne functions / and 9 with /(0,0) : 9(0,0,0)
of z by the point locally hermitian property.
The tangent prime to Pa at

r

: 9. Notice that /

is given by the equation X+

:0,

is independent

and this meets Pa in

the quadric cone rPa, where we may take P¿ to be contained in the 4-space IIa given by

Xo

: Xt:0.

Let us choose coordinates within IIa such that the correspondence with

the coordinates in PG(6, q) is
(0,

u

r, 12, rs,O, 15, 16)

.---- (-16, -r7, rz¡ rs, rz)

Then the equation for P+ in terms of the coordinates in lla is XsXa

I

X1X3

i X] :

g,

so we use the coordinatizal,ion of Q(4,q) given in Table 4.2.

Notice that the line [oo] of

S

meels P¿

in the point (0,0,0,0,0,0, 1), which in

the coordinates of IIa is (1,0,0,0,0), and this is the point (oo) of QØ,q). Thus
the ovoid Os(-) of Q(4,q) contains (-). For a line tr : lr,A,r,f@,ù,g(r,A,òl

L, of Pe is the line passing through the two points (1,0,0,0,0,0, 0) and
(z +yf (r,U),r,\,A,0,Í(r,A),A2 - rf (r,E)), which correspond to the points (oo) and

of 5, the Iine

of H @), respectively. This line meets fla in the point whose coordinates
", f @, A))
in lla ur" (-a" -lrf (r,U),-r,a,f (r,a),I), which from Table 4.2 is seen to correspond
(r,, A,
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f (r,E)) of Q(a,ù.Thus the ovoid (?s(-) is given by

A,

Os(*)

: {(-)}

u {(", a, Í(r,ù) | r,E e GF(q)}

(4 4)

that the spread .S is translation with respect to the line [oo]. Then by
Theoretn 3.3, S is locally hermitian with respect to [oo], and in particular, it is point
Suppose now

locally hermitian with respect to the point (oo) of U(q). Also, by Theorem 3.7, the
function ./ has the

form

h_I

I @,ù : t (froro, t
i:o

lz¿ap"),

with the coefficients f,¿ € GF(q), so by Corollary 4.3, the ovoid Os(-) of Q(4,q)
translation with respect to (oo). Furthermore, we have ker,S ( kerO"(-).
Consider the case that
rem 4.4, the ovoid

Os(-)

kerS: GF(q). Then also ker(?s(-) :

is

CF(q) so by Theo-

is a classical ovoid. Since the point (oo) of É1(q) could have

been taken to be any point on [oo] and we would

still have ker'S: GF(q)

(see Theo-

it follows that Os(n) is a classical ovoid for everypoint r incident with [oo]. In
the terminology of [BTVM98], a locally hermitian spread 5 with respect to a line L, for
rern 3.8),

which Os(") is a classical ovoid for every

rI

L, is called semiclassical. We are part of

the way to having proved our next theorem.

Theorem 4.5
Let E be a hocaLLy hermitian spread of H(q) with respect to the line

L.

Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) S is semiclassical;

(ii) Os(r) and Os(g) are classical ovoids for two points r I
(iii) S is translation with respect to L

Proof

and ker5

:

A on L;

CF(q)

In the preceding discussion, we have already seen that (iii) implies (i). Also, (i)

implies (ii) by the definition of semiclassical. We have only to show now that (iii) is
implied by (ii).

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the hat-rack of the coordinatization is
chosen such that the two points referred to

in (ii) are the points (oo) and (0), and that 5
110
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is given by

s: U

ll',a,r@'ù's(',Y)|,

t,geGF(q)

for some functions

and 9 with

/

/(0,0) : 9(0,0) : 0. The ovoid Os(-) is then as

in (a.a). Now we determine the ovoid Os(0) of Q@,q).
Let II¿ be the 4-space given by X, - X6 : 0, which is then in the tangent prime
LoPa at the point (0), and
quadrangle

IetP+: fI¿l-ìPøl¡e the parabolic

Choose coordinates

QØ,q).

quadric for the generalized

in fla such that the correspondence with the

coordinates in PG(6, q) is given by

rr,0,

(ro,

r,3,

!L4,zr, 0)

t-*

(-16, t7,

-ï8, -rs, rt).

Tlren tlre equation of P+in terms of the coordinates of lla is
so Table 4.2\s used

XoXqt XtXzl X|:

g,

to assign coordinates in the generalized quadrangle QØ,q).Notice

that the line [oo] of HQI meets fla in the point (1,0,0,0,0,0,0), which then corresponds
to the point (oo) of Q(a,q).
Next, the projection in H(q) oT (0) onto the line

lr,A,0,Í(",A),g@,ùl of S is the

(r, a), Í (r, a), r g (r, a) + 3a f @, a), a). The line of 26 through this point and
meets fla in the point whose coordinates in Q(4, q) are (a,f @,a),-g(r,g)). fhus

point

(0,

g

os(o): {(-)} u {(s, f @,a),-e(r,ù) | r,s e GF(q)}'
Since

(?s(-)

(0)

(4 5)

is a classical ovoid, from its representation in (4.4) and the representation

of the classical ovoids in (4.3), the functior f (r,g) is linear in r and g. Similarly, the
ovoid (rs(O) is classical so the function g(r,a) is linear in E and l@,a), and therefore,

in z and g. It now follows from Theorem 3.7 that the spread S of H(q) is translation
with respect to the line [oo] and, by the linearity of tire functions / and g, the kernel of 5
is all of

GF(q).

tr

In view of this theorem, our classification in Theorem 3.9 of the translation spreads S

of H@) with ker 3

:

GF(q), for q odd, is equivalent to the classification in [BTVM98,

Theorems 30 32] of semiclassical spreads of H (q) for q odd.

When the spread
ovoids

Os(-)

5 is the hermitian spread E¡1(¡1,,u),

as given

in

(2.24), the

and (?5(0) of Q(4,Ç), as sh.own in (a.a) and (4.5), are both the classical
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ovoid On(Lt, z). Thus, since the hermitian spreads are all isomorphic, if S is any spread
of H(q) that is point locally hermitian with respect to the point (0) and for which Os(0) is
a classical t.rvoicl, tlien we

tlåy suppose that this is any particular classical ovoid Ot(p,r)

that we choose by applying an appropriate collineationof. H(q). This enables us to give
our following necessary condition for a spread E of HQh) to be translation with respect

to

[oo] and have

kerS:

GF(2h).

Theorem 4.6

: I. Let S be a spread.
of H(q) that is tuanslation with respecú úo [oo] and such that ker s : CF(q). Tåen S is

Let

q:2h

and let 6 be some frxed element of GF(q) wiúh Tr(ô)

isomorphic to a spread of the form

U

llr,g,un

t

LtA¡ur-l (p+ ô)g]],

r,yeGF(q)

for some

Proof

¡1,

and u such that 12

I

p,r

I

u is irreducible.

By Theorem 4.5, 5 is semiclassical, and by our previous comments, we may

suppose that the ovoid Os(0) is the classical ovoid

OE(I,õ). From the representation

of O5(0) in (a.5) and that of the classical ovoids in (4.3), this amounts to g(r,y)

:

Í@,A) f ôg. The ovoid (?s(-) is also aclassical ovoid Oo(p,u),for some p and ¿z such
thal 12 I p,rl z is irreducible, and from (a.a) and (4.3), this gives us f @,ù: u:x+ LLA.
The result

follows.

!

TT2

Final Remarks
For spreads and ovoids of generalized quadrangies and generalized hexagons, the notion

of being translation with respect to an element or a flag was introduced in the paper
IBTVM9S] of Bloemen, Thas and Van Maldeghem. The objective in this thesis has been

to investigate these objects further in the context of the split Cayley hexagon U(q)
Firstly,

I

have obtained classification results. Theorem 3.1 proves the nonexistence

of translation ovoids of H@) when 3 .f q. The spreads of H(q) that are translation with
respect to a line are classified in Theorem 3.9 subject to the condition that the kernel is

aI of GF@), and in Corollary
with

r:espect

Next,

I

3.72 subject to q

:3h.

Spreads of H(q) that are translation

to two disjoint flags are classified by Theorems 3.13 and 3.22.

have developed a number of useful tools. Lemmas 1.21 and 1.22 give co-

ordinate conditions for elements of .FI(q) to be opposite (the former is also stated and
used

in [BTVM98]). Similarly, there

are the compatibility conditions for line reguli and

point reguli on pages 61 and 65, respectively. Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 assure us that the
stabilizer

G! in GL of a splead S that

is translation with respect to a line .L is certainly

always accessible, whereas the associated group G¿ might misbehave when q is even.
Consequently, the stabilizer
indeed,

G! is perhaps the more convenient group to work with, and

it is by using this that Theorem

3.7 is obtained, giving the forms of the functions

in a coordinate representation of .S. Also, the notion of kernel of a translation

splead

of H(q) is defined in analogy with a similar definition in [BTVM98] for translation ovoids

of Q(4,q), followed by the tedious verification that

it

is in fact well-defined, as stated in

Theorem 3.8.

In addition, many already known things
sorrìe cases for completeness,

have been worked independently here, in

in some others to present a new approach, and in
113
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for the reason that their explicit demonstrations are difficult or impossible to locate.
For instance, a characterization of 1-systems of P6 that lie in a hyperplane is given

il

Theorelr 1.11, Lhereby leacling to a new geometric proof of Theorem 2.9. In the

reverse direction, by Theorem 4.5

it

follows that the proof of Theorem 3.9 provides an

of [BTVM98] that were previously dealt with geometrically.
Also included in this category are the derivations of the representation of H@) in Pa
algebraic proof of results

given in equations (1.9) and (1.10), of the collineations O (and \tr), and of the spread S[e],
as well as the demonstrations of the uniqueness of spreads of

HQ) in Theorem 2.5 atd

of the hermitian spreads in Section 2.3.3.
As with many things, the successes so far by no means suggest completion and there
are indeed further investigations to be carried out in this direction. These could include:

classifications along the lines of Theorem 3.9, but where the kernel is allowed to be smaller

than GF(q); bringing Theorern 4.6 to a close by classifying the spreads of fl(2h) with
kernel as large as possible; strengthening Theorem 3.1 by loosening the lequirement that

the ovoid be translation with respect to a flag, and thereby continue working towards
the proof of the conjecture that Ë1(q) has no ovoids at all when 3 .f q; and investigation
of the significance of the notion of local polarity for ovoid-spread pairings in generalized
quadrangles.
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